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“To the extent that a general education acts mainly to 
pass on received wisdom, it fails to prepare students to 
adapt to the very different world that lies ahead. . . . To the 
extent that we ignore these forces of change and merely 
pass on the humanistic and scientific traditions, we risk 
unintentionally teaching that general education is irrel-
evant to the problems of contemporary life and producing 
the cynicism and absolute relativity of values we abhor.” 

    —Michael C. Parker (222-23)

“Work that carries little or no status in traditional terms, 
at least within English departments, may carry high sta-
tus outside English. . . . [If] it is not ‘packaged’ into an 
institutionally recognized commodity form, such work 
will not be recognized; and so long as recognition is with-
held, so too will be the material support for continuing it.”      

 —Bruce Horner, in Horner et al. (91-92)

It’s likely difficult for academics to think of a college or university that 
doesn’t have some program of general education.  Over the past century, 
general education’s model of liberal learning has become so entrenched in 

U.S. universities that it is widely seen as the core of the national undergraduate 
curriculum.  In a series of distributed courses that may continue through all 
four years of college, students engage in focused inquiry, problem-solving, 
collaborative work, and instruction in specific content areas, all to develop 
lifelong learning habits that prepare them for future roles in a democratic so-
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ciety.  Because the responsiveness of general education (GE) to national needs 
often serves as an indicator of the overall state of postsecondary education, 
proposed reforms to GE are often considered inextricable from larger societal 
changes.  And while the variety of GE programs (and the language used to 
describe them) is extreme, their common set of goals is generally thought to 
align neatly with those of Composition Studies.  

GE operates according to the institutional conventions, ideologies, 
and cultural beliefs of a college or university faculty.  David Tyack and Larry 
Cuban’s structural history of public school reforms calls these underlying 
systems a “grammar of schooling” that not only frames teachers’ perspectives 
on how knowledge should be understood but also mediates how it is ultimately 
organized and taught.  The grammar includes both the mechanisms for 
organizing learning—from age-graded classrooms and block schedules to 
the creation of subjects and credit—and the strategic efforts of educators to 
convince the public that such features were those of a “real” school.  The 
grammar of education has remained remarkably constant over the years, fixing 
in people’s minds through habit and custom the notion that innovations like 
GE are “just the way schools are” (86).  

I want to use this notion to look specifically at what role a grammar 
of GE might play in regulating and “generalizing” first-year composition 
and its teachers.  As part of a discourse focused alternately on meeting 
requirements and granting choice to student “consumers,” composition often 
functions outside of the immediate control of program administrators and 
writing teachers (see Gallagher; Heyda).  Institutional groups may demand 
through oversight procedures that writing courses remain both “general” and 
“liberal” in order to retain their GE status or set policies that do not meet 
with best practices in Composition Studies.  When composition faculty at my 
university were expected to teach writing in ways we didn’t endorse, we came 
to some hard realizations about the effects that the languages of disciplinary 
and universal learning had on our course pedagogy and teacherly subjectivity.  
We realized that we didn’t own the course we regularly teach, couldn’t fully 
control how our course would be institutionally assessed, and didn’t understand 
why (as writing teachers) we couldn’t simply revise the GE documents we 
found wanting.  In effect, we couldn’t change the “grammar.”  

This counternarrative suggests several ways that Composition Studies 
can be more strategic about local institutional arrangements for writing 
instruction.  Because the discourse of GE is narrowly focused on students’ 
future roles and habits, we should consider the notion that composition is a 
general education course owned and often tightly controlled by the university.  
First-year composition is not solely our course; it serves multiple acculturative 
purposes in the university, and many discourses outside of composition impinge 
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on how it is taught and administrated.  If we recognize the institutional 
pressures to serve that writing courses may face within general education, 
we may be better able to respond to them.

OUTSOURCING DISCIPLINE

General education at California State University, Chico is a 48-
unit program that spans both upper and lower divisions courses.  Course 
requirements must be met in three areas: the “core,” which includes one 
course each in oral communication, writing, critical thinking, and math; four 
“breadth” areas for science, humanities, behavioral and social sciences, and 
lifelong learning; and the “upper division thematic,” in which students complete 
three courses with an interdisciplinary theme, such as “Contemporary Health 
Issues” or “Global Music, Culture, and Technology.”  The GE website and 
catalog stress the “integrative intellectual experience” of a common knowledge 
base by emphasizing education as both inquiry and commodity.  Addressing 
students directly, its description states that GE “will help you to see your major’s 
place in your total education by showing you that knowledge is not isolated, 
that what you know of one subject is related to what you know of another, 
that there is always more to know, and that what you know affects the way 
you live.”  At the same time, GE at Chico State is portrayed as a “powerful 
career exploration tool” that may help students “become better acquainted” 
with themselves as they “discover and deepen [their] interests and abilities in 
various academic disciplines and programs” (“General”).  English 001 (First-
Year Composition) and its honors counterpart are the only options for the 
written communication component of the skills core.  While upper-division 
GE courses are generally taught by Ph.D. faculty, core courses such as English 
001, Philosophy 002, and lower-level Math employ significant numbers of 
lecturers and graduate students.  

As a relatively flexible, multidisciplinary program with upper and 
lower division requirements, Chico State’s model for GE is not unique.  In 
their taxonomy of general education, Hurtado, Astin, and Dey found that over 
half of the institutions they surveyed had distributional programs “that are not 
especially distinguished by any unique features” such as an interdisciplinary 
core, independent or service-oriented study, or a religious or philosophical 
emphasis (145).  This characterization is often associated with large or com-
prehensive public institutions like Chico State, which “are less likely to have 
a prescribed general education program or one that is particularly distinc-
tive”; it further suggests that institutional factors such as selectivity, control, 
and faculty input all play a role in shaping curriculum (146, 158).  But that a 
program lacks an overarching philosophical focus should not be read as an 
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indication that the curriculum, or the courses in it, are ideologically neutral.  
Hurtado, Astin, and Dey characterize programs with diverse offerings and 
distribution requirements as taking a “laissez-faire approach to general edu-
cation” that makes for a less-integrated educational experience (152).  From 
an economic standpoint, the laissez-faire metaphor points to an educational, 
free-market approach that places student needs above disciplinary concerns.  
It implies that GE curricula are noninterventionist, highlighting freedom of 
choice and variety at the expense of educational coherence.  GE thus may only 
provide educational advantages to students who consider the use-value of the 
courses more important than the exchange value that comes from completing 
the requirements and moving into a major.1  Its very structure as a set of dis-
crete requirements or learning outcomes may mitigate its potential to support 
integrative learning.

In Fall 2001, this tension between integrative disciplinary learning 
and generalized requirement-driven education reached English 001 at Chico 
State.  The English department offers about 80 sections per year of English 
001, a one-semester course described as “instruction and practice in writing 
university-level expository prose.”  About ten percent are taught by tenured 
and tenure-track faculty in composition; fifty percent by long-term, contract 
lecturers; twenty-five percent by part-time lecturers; and fifteen percent by 
graduate students, who work as tutors and workshop leaders and take courses 
in writing center pedagogy and composition theory before beginning to 
teach.  Three years earlier, the then-coordinator of composition reported to a 
university general education board that full-time faculty in the program had 
begun developing common syllabi in order to streamline course goals and to 
train new TAs, but the syllabi were adopted by long-term lecturers only on a 
voluntary basis.  The board directed the coordinator to make the course more 
uniform and, as a result, she made common syllabi a program requirement.  
From then until 2001, the course featured four or five common syllabi that 
were collaboratively authored by all writing instructors and asked students to 
engage in extended, inquiry-driven research projects of their own choosing 
on topics related to rhetoric, literacy, representation, and discourse commu-
nities.  The long essays used methods of rhetorical and critical analysis and 
were often modeled after readings by Susan Bordo, Linda Brodkey, Michel 
Foucault, Kenneth Burke, and others.  

The common syllabi were very much specialized texts, based in large 
part on theory, research, and assumptions about teaching that came directly 
from Composition and Literacy Studies.  Faculty with Ph.D.’s in the field led 
their construction.  The syllabi combined a focus on helping students develop 
strategies for reading difficult academic texts (e.g., Bartholomae and Petrosky) 
with a structure that encouraged them to engage in dialogic, project-based 
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inquiry (e.g., Wells; Jolliffe) and to chart their process.  Of course, teaching 
the syllabi revealed deep problems with several of the assignments and course 
schedules, but composition faculty felt that continued collaboration with all 
writing teachers would work out the kinks.  However, that these disciplinary 
syllabi were made mandatory across the program—in what might now seem 
a heavy-handed fashion—provoked much resistance by long-term, contract 
lecturers.  In meetings with the department chair, dean, and provost’s office, 
they argued (in part) that the syllabi (which featured texts such as Foucault’s 
“Docile Bodies” or Cintron’s “A Boy and His Wall”) were too complex for 
first-year students and that they were being used by compositionists to exert 
ownership of the program and control over the people who taught in it.  They 
agitated to be free to draw up their own syllabi, based on their own interests 
and years of teaching in the program.  The chair and associate provost, 
concerned that contract faculty might be playing too large a role in program 
decision making and full-time faculty too small,2 asked for clarification from 
the provost about what constituted a uniform experience in large-enrollment 
GE courses like first-year writing.  

The provost’s office answered by directing the composition coordina-
tor to bring order to the program using Executive Memorandum (EM) 99-05 
(1999), a governing document first written in the 1980s that lays out common 
learning objectives for all GE courses:   

Students enrolled in courses meeting the written communication 
requirement must demonstrate: 
1. ability to select worthwhile subjects to write about 

and generate interesting ideas about them;  
2. ability to state a clear thesis, build support for it, and 

reach an appropriate conclusion;
3. use of description, narrative, comparison-contrast, 

cause-effect, and other patterns of development ef-
fectively; 

4. ability to tailor writing to various purposes and audi-
ences; and 

5. ability to edit prose to make it more clear, fluent, and 
concise and to minimize errors in usage, spelling, 
and punctuation. 

(EM 99-05, 1999)

Even a brief look at the language above reveals conflicts between this paradigm 
and accepted composition practice.  It assumes a strictly linear model of 
invention, arrangement, and delivery that presupposes that students write to 
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demonstrate their learning, not to learn.  It overlooks the situated, contextual 
nature of argument, analysis, and research, and it establishes the modes as 
the ends, not the means, of learning to write.  Generating interesting ideas 
about worthwhile subjects and reaching appropriate conclusions about them 
in writing, all presuppose a legitimation process at work whereby teachers, 
not students, certify the knowledge that is allowable in the classroom.  Its 
universalized language presumes foundational standards for literacy by 
constructing students as basic writers, who meet the standards by fitting the 
formula.  As a regulatory mechanism, it embodies our institution’s ambivalence 
about writing and writing instruction.  The seven compositionists believed 
that the language of the Executive Memorandum 99-05 could not be used as 
our defining framework because it was based upon a belief that the social and 
ideological differences in student literacy could be solved with one general 
composition course.  It represented the elevation of what Linda Brodkey calls 
“common sense” myths of literacy to the status of natural facts.  

Without consulting composition faculty, members of the provost’s 
office set up a review procedure to ensure that English 001 teachers had linked 
what the administration called the “boilerplate language regarding the common 
learning objectives” in the executive memo to the activities and assignments 
in our syllabi.  In several meetings during this period, an associate provost 
encouraged us to use our expertise to construct syllabi that complied with 
Executive Memorandum 99-05 and stated that they would read our syllabi as 
students would.  But our expertise led us to believe that no middle ground could 
be found between its values and our goals for the course, which emphasized 
inquiry projects, multiple forms of research, and critical/rhetorical analysis.3  
So for the provost’s office review we submitted our syllabi unchanged.

Predictably, our syllabi failed this review process.  We were told that 
our syllabi, along with those of new TAs we’d trained and worked closely 
with, “needed work” in order to demonstrate in greater detail when and how 
class activities linked to GE requirements.  After meeting with our union 
representative, we wrote a letter to the university president demanding the 
removal of the syllabus review on the grounds that it obstructed us from using 
disciplinary expertise to teach courses, infringed on academic freedom, and 
imposed an assessment with an unclear meaning in terms of retention and 
promotion.  The executive memo’s current-traditional emphasis, we argued, 
was “derived from an approach to the teaching of writing that was rejected 
by professionals in the field more than twenty years ago” (Fox et al.).  The 
provost’s response gives a sense of the ideological tensions at the heart of 
general education.  He stated, “GE courses [like English 001] are university 
courses, not department courses, and as such are governed by [Executive 
Memorandum] 99-05. . . . It is important to remember that all GE instructors 
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on our campus are responsible for helping students achieve [these] learning 
objectives. . . . Compliance is not optional” (McNall).  After much consultation, 
he eventually rescinded the review process—replacing it with a subcommittee 
to create a “buffer document” linking current teaching practices in composition 
to GE language.  

Several of us participated on the committee for one year.  But despite our 
hard work, the resulting buffer document never established sound, discipline-
specific principles for writing courses.  Instead, it was a noncommittal list of 
the multiple and conflicting ways compliance could be reached rather than a 
full-scale revision of the Executive Memorandum.  An outsider reading the 
buffer document would likely conclude that just about anything, from grammar 
drills to literary analysis, was legitimate practice for the course.  When we 
continued to chafe, the provost’s office quickly threatened the writing program 
with loss of GE status, which would lead to the dissolution of both the program 
and the graduate concentration in composition, rhetoric, and literacy.  An upper 
administrator was appointed to maneuver us into compliance by developing 
common learning objectives and targeted assessments that would demonstrate 
“multi-section uniformity” across all sections of composition.  

So what went wrong?  Structurally, we failed to see that the institution 
of sets of rules related to first-year composition had a discursive relation that 
put the course at the bottom rung of general education.  The management 
philosophy of the GE program imposed meaning from the top down through 
assessments based on student outcomes, not actual teacher practices or 
programmatic goals.  Using “student learning outcomes” as its unit of analysis 
made for GE assessments in which individual courses must demonstrate that 
students had learned discrete skills and, thus, that keeping in compliance 
meant teaching the skills.  In this way the GE program asserted ownership of 
composition as a “university course.”  This reductive rhetoric also contrasted 
sharply with earlier GE documents, which contained more flexible language 
about writing:

Written Communication (A2). Each course must
1. help students learn how to find worthwhile subjects 

to write about and how to generate interesting ideas 
about them; 

2. focus on formulating a thesis, building support for 
it, and reaching an appropriate conclusion;

3. teach how to use description, narrative, comparison-
contrast, cause-effect, and other patterns of 
development effectively;
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4. help students learn how to tailor writing to various 
purposes and audiences;

5. teach how to edit prose to make it more clear, fluent, 
and concise and to minimize errors in usage, spelling, 
and punctuation;

6. encourage students in the use of reading, reasoning, 
and organization as components of effective 
writing;

7. frequently demonstrate the role of critical thinking 
in writing;

8. include a discussion of the impact of recent 
technology on written communication.

(EM 92-18, 1992)

This earlier emphasis on courses instead of students facilitates discussions of 
program administration and enables talk about the relation between individual 
pedagogies and program goals.  Its emphasis on literacy, critical thinking, and 
technology was more in keeping with the interdisciplinary ethos of general 
education nationally.  The language above had stood as the accepted, if wholly 
invisible, charter for English 001 for almost twenty years—it passed into each 
successive executive memorandum without discussion or revision.  The 1999 
EM’s emphasis on students, part of a national trend toward institutional 
accountability that establishes student learning outcomes as the end products 
of education, has the rhetorical effect of erasing teacher agency and disciplinary 
expertise.  It institutes a rhetoric of teacher docility and of teaching to the 
criteria.  

The curricular effect of our resistance was to reinforce a system in 
which writing would not be defined at all, except in the blandest ideological 
terms as a universalized tool for communication.  Indeed, at every stage of 
the process, the mechanisms by which GE bylaws were used to regulate 
composition were enacted according to limited assumptions about what 
writing is and does.  Administrators read composition syllabi as if they could 
assume the position of students and told us as much.  But in creating this 
student subjectivity, they looked for learning outcomes that ensured that writing 
would have no content, no discipline, of its own—even as the GE literature 
claimed that reviews never involved the content of any course.  By ensuring 
that only basic writing standards were met in first-year composition, general 
education codes and the administrative procedures that support them seem to 
have outsourced disciplinary content from the teaching of writing; they locate 
the intellectual capital of general education only in its area courses, not first-
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year composition.  In doing so, institutional managers relegate the course to 
an institutional space that is not only remedial, but also general. 

GENERAL EDUCATION AS A CIVILIZING GRAMMAR

The rise of General Education as an administrative method for organiz-
ing undergraduate education came as a response to socioeconomic changes at 
the beginning of the twentieth century.  Berlin, Russell, Crowley, and others 
have noted GE’s tremendous growth in the 1920s and 1930s and its ties to the 
acceleration of capitalist industry and its discourse of efficiency, the enrollment 
pressures brought about by rural students and immigrants looking to profes-
sionalize as well as social fears about illiteracy and the loss of a cultural core.  
As Arthur Applebee notes, students whom the Depression had left “with little 
else to do” were staying on into college, creating “a new band of students for 
whom neither vocational nor college-preparatory training would be appropri-
ate; for these ‘general’ students a new kind of education was needed” (139).  
Progressive educators in secondary and postsecondary schools, faced with 
demands that education foster capitalist values by preparing students for the 
work force, reformed the English curriculum to be a cornerstone of this new 
general education.  The problem that GE programs were to meet was often 
not how students could use their general learning to act upon the world, but 
how they could best absorb core values in order to accommodate it.  Many 
early attempts at a general education thus narrowed the focus of education to 
correcting student cultural deficiencies through a menu of required courses 
in the sciences and humanities.4  

While it is tempting to read general education reforms as a central 
component in the defense of liberal culture, there are stark differences between 
GE and what came to be known as liberal education.  As Russell notes, liberal 
education programs, with their emphasis on learning for its own sake, tended 
to establish more cohesive guidelines for undergraduate curriculum—such as 
the great-books approach—that narrowed “the definition of general educa-
tion to acquaintance with a limited body of texts and [humanities faculty’s] 
own critical approaches to them” (168).  What we think of now as the liberal 
arts are fields of study united by belletristic, romantic, or artistic approaches 
to knowledge, but resistant to scientific or vocational education and to the 
external constituencies that endorse them (see Russell; Berlin).  By contrast, 
GE programs responded to the influx of diverse students and added cultural 
demands by rewriting programs to articulate better relationships with com-
munity colleges, professional programs, corporate interests, and other con-
stituencies (G. Miller; Bledstein).  The structure of early general education 
thus resembled a curricular collage that often added more disciplinary courses, 
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graduation requirements, and “options” without taking any away.  The result 
of this positioning is that many GE programs articulated common goals out 
of diverse, local interests—that is, what started out as a model for universal 
student learning often ended up as a patchwork of particular courses.5  First-
year composition was one of these courses.  

Indeed, the first-year composition course seems to be one of the few 
common features of GE programs nationwide.  Arguably, first-year composition 
is nearly always a general education course, and its position in the foundation 
or core of GE, one of the key factors in its status as a “universal requirement” 
(Crowley), subject to disciplinary turf battles, managerial oversight, and per-
haps abolition.  As a foundational or skills course, composition provides the 
necessary corrective in the basics that not only precedes students’ disciplinary 
work in their majors but legitimates their other core and distribution require-
ments.  Cheryl Geisler reads this curricular movement in general education as 
a “simple curricular succession” from training students in traditional or civic 
values to increasing their familiarity with professional culture.  Drawing on 
Burton Bledstein and Laurence Veysey, she argues that “general education 
made access to the rewards of professionalization contingent upon a pledge 
of allegiance to the high cultural values enshrined in the liberal arts—or at 
least enough of one to get a passing grade” (7).  The effect historically was 
that students often either accepted GE courses because they reinforced home 
or professional values, or they dismissed them as irrelevant to their future.  

By defining the work of writing instruction solely in preparatory terms, 
general education shapes not only the course itself, but the teachers, students, 
and activities within it.  Under this skills mindset, individual composition 
classes reproduce education as the acquisition of basic tools that have value only 
in the progress toward a degree, not in their meaningful or disciplinary use.  
As at Chico State, the goals of GE are often highly privatized, effecting only 
inward growth or adjustment to the world rather than collective action for public 
good.  The metaphors of foundations and basic skills that inform curricula 
fix writing as a prerequisite to students’ other, more serious work—that of 
more specialized or disciplinary study.  As Geisler argues, “A ‘foundation’ 
is a foundation for something else, something to be added later, something 
insufficient in itself” (9).  Because students practice the active, critical agency 
to act in the world only in their later courses, the skills mindset deprives GE 
courses of any cultural meaning or worth.  In this way, GE programs construe 
writing as a remedial skill that must precede even the “foundational” work of 
students’ other general education classes.  

Postmodern critiques of GE tie its successes to the ways in which the 
crafters imposed or reinforced value systems that defend humanist principles 
such as rationality, individuality, and the belief in human progress (Davies).  
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William Spanos critiques Harvard’s many GE reforms in the twentieth century 
for professors’ nostalgic attempts to recoup this authority of tradition, which 
favors individualized, apolitical learning over the “wild excesses” of ideology 
and emphasizes disinterested, objective inquiry over knowledge tainted by 
social convention (qtd. in Spanos 121).  Spanos argues that the “old humanist 
ideals” embedded in Harvard’s 1975 plan for general education favor the 
universality of knowledge at the expense of material history and social 
concerns because to acknowledge them would be to undermine the grand 
narrative of Enlightenment progress.  He finds this “hidden agenda” most active 
in “the inculcation of the ability ‘to think and write clearly and effectively’” 
(138).  Drawing on the work of Berlin and Richard Ohmann, he argues that in 
these documents language is “inherently able to comprehend and master the 
mystery of being” and, thus, functions to “bring the ‘truth’ out of darkness into 
permanent and inescapable light (‘clarity’) by way of the force of a systematic 
executive method (‘effectiveness’) that gets rapidly to the essence of apparent 
difference (‘conciseness’) without digression and thus the costly waste of 
time” (139).  Teaching writing, in this formulation, becomes an ideological 
mechanism for civilizing language users via a pedagogy of discipline so that 
they may be efficient in producing and reporting information.6  Read this way, 
GE standards for writing that focus on worthwhile subjects or interesting ideas 
mirror more closely managerial criteria of time, budget, and resources than 
they do sound writing pedagogy.

The process-based and current-traditional overtones in such language 
support academic, humanist traditions by allowing for only belletristic 
student writing or what Janangelo calls the “rational, paternalistic discourse 
of thesis-oriented prose” (8).  The ideological and material consequences of 
a pedagogy that favors such “unauthorized discourse” (S. Miller) have been 
widely interrogated by Sharon Crowley, Alan France, Susan Miller, and others.  
Required current-traditional composition courses in the early twentieth century 
constructed humanist subjectivities by asking students to examine texts “as 
exemplars or standards to which [they] were expected to measure up” (Crowley 
181).  Process-oriented assignments and texts reinforce the idea of the authentic 
self as they teach students to conform to the ideals of consumer capitalism, 
potentially rendering them “politically quiescent” (France 2).  But the particular 
effects that national and local reforms of GE might have on perceptions of 
writing and writing instruction at the university level have not often been 
studied in composition and rhetoric.7

Tyack and Cuban’s notion of a grammar of schooling extends the 
ideological critique of composition to the material, regulatory work of 
college administration.  The grammar has a consolidating, centripetal effect 
on education that reproduces tradition and hinders innovation.  And as with 
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language, they argue, teachers and students do not need to think about the 
grammar in order to reproduce its effects: “Neither the grammar of schooling 
nor the grammar of speech needs to be consciously understood to operate 
smoothly” (85).  Reading the grammars of GE calls attention to the rhetorical 
nature of institutional power and the imbalances that may erupt as groups vie to 
make institutional change.  Thinking of general education’s regulation of writing 
as a grammar brings several points into focus.  Just as a student’s understanding 
of grammar does not ensure that she can produce responsive, rhetorically 
persuasive prose, understanding the grammar of an educational enterprise 
does not automatically ensure that compositionists may rewrite the practices 
of the particular institution.  The overarching grammar of general education is 
independent of its embodiment in any particular GE class.  It operates prior to 
the level of inscription—it’s not a representation of a university’s orderliness, 
but a system for establishing the order in the first place.  In this sense, general 
education is not a generative but a prescriptive grammar—normative rules 
often used to foist social agendas on the uninformed (Pinker).  

There are several implications here for composition programs and, 
arguably, for understanding the history of general education programs.  It is 
the grammar of general education, embodied in the institution’s controlling 
documents, that turns instruction in all “core” areas into institutional 
requirements by designating each department’s contributions to GE service 
courses.  While they may count toward a major, the primary educational duty 
of GE teachers is to serve general education, not offer advanced or discipline-
specific training.  Always already occupying a remedial or prebaccalaureate 
slot, composition thus becomes what Brooke Hessler calls in another context 
“the ultimate service course—a general education class associated with soft 
yet labor-intensive learning” (32).  Its status as a kind of ultima Thule of GE 
can send mixed messages to writing teachers and university communities about 
its methods and goals.  Universities may not want what their initiatives call for 
and may even deadlock over differing conceptions of what the initiatives mean.  
These difficulties can work against a writing program’s efforts to align local 
pedagogy with their disciplinary sense of best practices.  In an article written 
with colleagues from Drake University, Bruce Horner argues that faculty who 
see their work only in disciplinary terms can be blinded to the weight their 
work might have outside their own professional spaces.  Horner proposes, 
“Whatever use-value work may have for those faculty and students participating 
in it, the exchange value (or lack thereof) it possesses within the institution 
will depend on those with the institutional social capital to recognize—and 
thereby confer—such value” (92).  Teaching that carries little or no intellectual 
capital within disciplinary enclaves may be highly valued and secure us the 
goodwill of those outside of Composition Studies.  But the university grammar, 
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not the individual teacher or program, sets its ultimate value to the academic 
community.  The course’s essential exchange value surfaces both in students’ 
acknowledged desires to get a passing grade and in faculty’s perception of the 
separation of their scholarship from their teaching.8

This is but one way to understand why the scholarly expertise of 
compositionists and literacy specialists does not always persuade either 
institutions or publics as we think it should.  But arguing that the cultural 
common sense of writing instruction has a tight grip on university teaching 
is not enough.  When composition was located inside the skills core of GE 
at Chico State, it was legitimated as a site for efficient, uniform teaching, 
scientistic outcomes language, and discipline-free learning.  Our attempts to 
“discipline” the course, in keeping with our disciplinary training, may have 
been read as an abnegation of our responsibility to GE because the course could 
no longer serve as an all-purpose fixer of writing problems.  This mindset 
represents a local phenomenon but also a larger trend—the conflation of 
remedial or preparatory education with general education.  Whereas other 
general education courses that are required of undergraduates inculcate them 
into the seemingly universal education of civilized minds, GE composition 
courses civilize only through the skills they impart and only by formally 
excluding specific content.  To craft a disciplinary composition course would 
not serve the function of inculcating general habits of mind in students that 
somehow prepare them for the writing work of the academy.  Or it may not 
serve a broad, heterogeneous base of ostensibly unprepared students.  Such a 
course, whether it focused on literacy, representation, or on the disciplinary 
conversations of Composition Studies itself, would no longer be a core course 
that teaches fundamental skills.  It would be a breadth course assuming the 
status of universal knowledge. 

A teacher’s credibility with students, administrators, and publics 
derives in large part from her position within a credible institution and the 
authority the position accords her.  As Xin Liu Gale and others have observed, 
a teacher’s authority derives from her expertise but more centrally from her 
position as an agent of the institution, with its own system for enacting power 
“in a diffuse and unspecified way” (Bourdieu and Passeron, qtd. in Gale 48).  
Traditional critical analysis would see the formation of academic disciplines 
as one key element in reproducing hierarchies of power.   But here, it is the 
absence of formal, disciplinary language that produces a double condition-
ing of both student and teacher.  Where the humanist discourse of GE limits 
writing instruction to compartmentalized outcomes, the institutional grammar 
renders both course and teacher seemingly discipline-free.  The inevitable 
consequence for us at CSU, Chico was that GE had discursively replaced 
teacherly expertise and our desire for internal program coherence with the 
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external authority of the executive memorandum.  And what internal authority 
the course had through its practitioners and its students was rendered moot 
as the external review of English 001 replaced knowledge and inquiry with 
faculty (and student) compliance.  The external review, while unique to us, 
was in keeping with general education’s long separation of training from learn-
ing, a regime that outsources discipline from any content area.  And it was a 
direct consequence of having a cluster of general education courses taught by 
disciplinary specialists (who thus serve the academic community’s general 
goals) but not necessarily linked to any particular disciplinary program.  The 
paradox is that in bringing our course into line with humanistic values, we 
slowly began to gain back what authority we lost as a teaching cohort.  As we 
demonstrated our adherence to the university grammar, we gained institutional 
recognition for our work “in the trenches,” remediating students to fit these 
commonsense notions of writing.

ACTING STRATEGICALLY WITHIN GENERAL EDUCATION

As universities brace for yet more rounds of budget cuts and increasing 
pressures to commodify learning into learning outcomes, compositionists can 
begin to interrogate the particular effects that national and local reforms of 
GE might have on perceptions of university writing and writing instruction.  
Examining general education as an institutional discourse that materially and 
rhetorically regulates the teaching of writing gives us a new mechanism for 
understanding the potential worth of writing on college campuses.  It may 
spur us to inquire into how writing program administrators have historically 
responded to the institutional positions writing courses were made to adopt.  It 
adds a needed dimension to long-standing abolition debates because it is general 
education that universalizes composition as a requirement and the grammar of 
GE that establishes its service relation to other academic courses.  

It also helps us to rethink the scholarly tendency of compositionists 
to locate the individual teacher or program administrator as the sole agent of 
program change.  A hallmark of sociological studies of teachers negotiating 
institutional pressures is that those teachers think individually.  When new 
policies or codes increase the centralized control of their work, teachers and 
other professionals think of their conformity and autonomy dualistically, 
deterministically rather than thinking structurally about the strategic ways in 
which they both accommodate and resist managerialism (Giddens; S. Miller).  
Graham Benmore and Gillian Forrester, both sociologists of education, argue 
that teachers respond to outside pressure by gauging only their sense of their 
personal autonomy: levels of happiness, freedom of time, personal development, 
and trust of colleagues.  Or teachers assume that autonomy is a thing in itself 
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that can either be lost or gained rather than as a state that is constructed daily 
through the texts, people, and material conditions that surround us and mediate 
our work.  Resistance to administrative pressure thus becomes an isolatable act, 
all the more risky because teachers fail to think strategically or collectively.  

Our principal misstep?  We perceived the ways that general education 
constructed students, teachers, and learning as attacks exclusively on individual 
academic freedoms.  From the outset we composition faculty saw ourselves as 
a worthy band of experts assailed by unreasonable bureaucratic demands that 
threatened what we considered to be our absolute autonomy.  This response 
is a central aspect of liberal humanism, one to which compositionists cling 
most tightly: the assumption that the writing classroom is a private space 
and the teacher an autonomous agent.  According to this notion, students and 
teachers work alone inside the classroom, relatively free from the potential 
constraints of other classes, teachers, administrators, and students.  Louise 
Wetherbee Phelps and Chris Gallagher both find that a cause of the “insistent 
individualism” of composition faculty lies in cultural studies critiques that 
cast social institutions like the academy as hegemonic structures (Phelps 13).  
Gallagher in particular notes that the discourse of critical pedagogy constructs 
a binary script of the uniformly oppositional teacher courageously resisting the 
“institutional arrangements and structures that conspire against her or him” (79).  
Janangelo extends these critiques to writing program administrators who enact 
a “romantic, elitist, nondialogical stance” toward colleagues and administrators 
that paradoxically hinders their potential to be change agents (14).  

Spanos’s critiques of the liberal humanism of general education thus 
apply equally well, it seems, to compositionists and to composition teaching—
as the faculty he finds tucking themselves into Harvard seminar rooms might 
very well approach teaching in much the same individuated, apolitical fashion 
as contract lecturers teaching four sections of comp at a large state university.  
We discuss learning and teaching in Composition Studies and other journals 
but don’t very often examine the effects a new pedagogy may have on the 
composition program, department, or other institutional site in which it is 
situated.  Casual gatherings may find us lapsing into long stretches of first 
person narration when discussing a class we just taught.  We largely assume 
that within the walls of our disciplinary garret or our classroom, we’re safe 
from the predations of outsiders, answering only to our personal best sense of 
the scholarship and lore of the field.  

The continued insistence of many faculty in seeing themselves as 
autonomous actors and their classrooms as privatized spaces impedes collective 
thinking and reduces strategic action to simple reactions.  In a similar fashion, 
historical education reforms often failed because what teachers proposed 
was “too intramural.”  Writing about various reform efforts in mid-century 
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American schools, Tyack and Cuban note that progress-minded reformers 
focused almost exclusively on convincing their disciplinary colleagues; the 
result was that their proposals never gathered the broad social appeal needed 
to spur actual change (108).  They add, “Because teachers retained a fair 
degree of autonomy once the classroom door was closed, they could, if they 
chose, comply only symbolically or fitfully or not at all with the mandates for 
change pressed on them by platoons of outside reformers” (9).  Administrative 
autonomy, like a teacher’s freedom from managerialism, is mutable and socially 
constructed.  When we adopt an individualist perspective on our teaching and 
administration, we may give the impression that our professional practices exist 
outside of, and are not accountable to, university governance.

We got our own chance to reform the grammar of general education 
as we began to think less intramurally.  When an associate dean suggested that 
we were not well positioned institutionally, we placed compositionists on our 
academic senate, Educational Policies and Programs Committee, and on our 
General Education Advisory Committee.  Our presence on these university-
wide committees allowed us to raise our concerns with general education in 
public forums, connect with faculty facing similar issues with assessment, 
and begin to learn the convoluted rhythms of upper administration.  Then an 
English department colleague assumed the chair of Educational Policies and 
Programs and encouraged us to bring our proposed changes to the executive 
memo through the chain of committees that led to a senate vote.  Initially wary 
because of our previous experiences, we agreed to try because of her insistence 
that revising institutional documents was “normal behavior” for committees 
such as hers and, indeed, lay at the heart of faculty governance.  

We started our work with our disciplinary best sense of the practices 
and habits of mind we wanted each student to assume in composition.  At the 
same time, cognizant that readers who found our use of language economical 
might be more inclined to move it along, we attempted to avoid revisions to the 
GE criteria that were overly ambitious or laden with unfamiliar terminology.  At 
each stage of the process we presented our revision to appropriate stakeholders, 
outlining in plain language the differences between current-traditionalism 
and critical inquiry.  The strategic placement of change agents and help from 
other faculty desiring changes in general education spurred the process along.  
As our proposed changes headed toward the senate, they gathered noticeable 
steam—such that the more faculty who had previously signed on to the 
language, the less debate was needed at each subsequent stage.  By the end 
of the process, I was surprised that the changes that we had so strenuously 
argued for at the department level, before passing unanimously in the senate, 
garnered no discussion at all:
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Students enrolled in courses meeting the written commu-
nication requirement must demonstrate the ability to

1. Write and read texts in order to question, investi-
gate, and draw conclusions about ideas and issues 
on a selected subject;

2. Find, evaluate, analyze, synthesize, and interpret 
appropriate primary and secondary sources and 
integrate their own ideas with those of others; 

3. Apply knowledge of genre conventions such as 
organization, evidentiary support, and citation 
styles;

4. Revise papers to reach specific audiences for 
specific purposes;

5. Reduce errors in grammar, syntax, punctuation, 
and spelling.

(EM 99-05, Rev.)
 
Plans are now underway to begin a program-wide assessment that would ex-
amine oral communication, quantitative reasoning, and written communication 
in general education and would use this new language as a starting point for 
assessing writing in all GE courses.  So, having just finished struggling over 
the construction of criteria to assess one course in the core of GE, we now 
begin to educate faculty that these criteria, like writing itself, are discipline- 
and genre-specific.  This language, unlike the former objectives for written 
communication, shouldn’t be so easily generalized.  

The challenge of articulating writing programs within institutional 
structures like general education is to view it as a problem not solely of psy-
chology but rather as a learning problem uniquely related to the operations of 
discourse, power, representation, and rhetoric.  Continuing to examine both 
our position as compositionists and our responsibilities as general education 
teachers will help us achieve a kind of “institutional literacy,” what Galla-
gher calls the ability to “read and write institutional discourses (and their 
resultant arrangements and structures) so as to speak and write back to them, 
thereby participating in their revision” (79).  Faculty working to develop 
institutional literacies should try to understand the multiple and conflicted 
ways in which teachers, not just students, are interpolated as subjects in the 
modern academy.  This does not mean that compositionists should acquiesce 
to what Richard Miller dubs the financial and institutional “realities” of the 
increasingly corporatized university nor that we should learn to accept “our 
more primary role as functionaries of the administration’s educational arm” 
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(18).  But neither does it imply we should forget the institutional structures 
beyond our classroom doors.

As a mechanism for real institutional change, critiques based in 
institutional literacy should take into account the lines of authority and power 
inequities inherent in managerial decisions in higher education and should at 
least entertain the notion that, as administrative procedures and the documents 
that mediate them calcify in our programs, they grow increasingly harder to 
change.  The ongoing process of complying with institutional criteria can be 
mystifying and frustrating for many teachers—including my colleagues and 
me—in that many institutional models for assessment may insist that faculty 
use language they don’t recognize to justify teaching a class they don’t own.  
But a critical/rhetorical perspective on institutions enables us to see that the 
grammar of general education is not necessarily absolute nor evenly applied.  
After all, there may be no immediate ill effects of ignoring the discourses of GE.  
The slow growth and reaction times of large bureaucracies like colleges and 
universities may make executive memoranda and other regulatory documents 
the followers rather than the initiators of change.  GE documents may in effect 
be rarely read and even more rarely used.  And the language of deans, provosts, 
and faculty senates can seem so benign or vague that it’s unworthy of notice: 
“like mom and apple pie,” Cheryl Geisler notes, general education principles 
are “hard to take offense to” (9).  On the surface they are often frustratingly 
generic, espousing the bromides of personal growth, citizenship, creativity, 
and core knowledge.  Revising them may happen only by gradual, perhaps 
unsystematic, efforts by faculty insiders.  

As our story makes clear, general education is not a local phenomenon 
but does operate locally, not solely outside or inside a writing program but both 
simultaneously.  Changing the EM that governs first-year composition was a 
needed step, but we realize now that it means little if it is not accompanied 
by larger changes in practice.  Thus, our story may predict wider institutional 
trends in the future and a consequent need for the profession to move differently 
when confronted by such constraints.  The attempts at our campus to waylay 
pressure from GE are just one small part of a larger puzzlement Composition 
Studies faces about what the academy really wants writing instruction to be.  
This puzzlement over general education may become the next major challenge 
for compositionists as universities nationwide brace for the next wave of 
“general” students and look to “generalized” writing teachers for help.  

NOTES
1 The emphasis on breadth of learning and skills development, 

with writing as one component of a skills core, is a similarly widespread 
phenomenon.  Toombs, Amey, and Chen report a dramatic increase since 
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the 1980s in both the number of skill-designated courses and the language 
associated with skills and breadth in general education programs.  In their 
review of catalog statements from 501 four-year institutions, they find that 
37% describe GE’s purpose in terms of providing breadth and range to 
academic study, and slightly fewer articulate skills acquisition as explicit 
goals.  Courses that had traditionally been categorized in area studies or 
linked more closely with a disciplinary tradition, such as foreign languages, 
are also being redefined as skills.  These changes may result more from the 
influence of external constituencies and their perceptions of learning and 
teaching than from academics making GE policy (108).

2 Following a collegewide decision that no one person could accept 
more than two courses worth of reassigned time for administration, the seven 
full-time composition faculty at Chico State proposed that a Composition 
Committee oversee our Writing Program.  We worked for a semester to 
develop a collaborative structure for administration, dividing tasks such as 
instructor observations, TA group meetings, and program coordination among 
a crux group of five faculty.  But as we struggled as a group to make program 
decisions as quickly as our former coordinator had done alone, the challenges 
of collaboration became evident to our department and college.

3 The mechanics of the syllabus review ensured that composition 
syllabi would be read acontextually, outside of the classroom environment 
where the text mediated activity and thus had meaning.  To the extent that a 
syllabus represents the material activities of a writing class, the changes to 
syllabi mandated by the review process constituted significant modifications 
to the character and daily practices of our teaching.  An argument that 
alterations to syllabi do not constitute any changes to the class itself would 
seem a tacit acknowledgement either that the syllabus review process wasn’t 
meaningful or that our syllabi weren’t.

4 Also see Berlin, who finds that the early motivation for GE was to 
“safeguard the American way of life” from threats of international fascism 
(92).

5 During the same time, academic communities fragmented and 
specialized in the wake of massive shifts in higher education.  Newly 
professionalized, many university groups and communities clashed over 
the right to define what GE was to be and accomplish, so as it erupted on 
college campuses, the scope and size of programs varied, embodying distinct 
local purposes and values.  See Gallagher.

6 According to Reardon, Herbert Hawkes similarly argued in 1919 
that Columbia’s Contemporary Civilization program would “silence ‘the 
destructive elements in our society’ by preparing students to ‘meet the 
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arguments of the opponents of decency and sound government’ and thus to 
make the college student a ‘citizen, who shall be safe for democracy’” (3).

7 A few recent discussions of general education argue that there 
are deep civic and pedagogical links between composition/rhetoric and GE 
that can help bring increased institutional value to composition work or 
can mitigate educational commodification by political and business entities 
(see, e.g., Merrill and Miller; Slevin).  This work assumes that a common 
educational discourse exists between the two fields, one founded in codifying 
the formal literate practices of the “generally educated.”

8 Because a majority of the courses he teaches are GE requirements, 
a colleague who teaches world literatures recently referred to himself in a 
faculty meeting as “GE Joe.”  Similarly, a chair recently described Chico State 
departments that have many general education courses as “GE fiefdoms.”
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“When I first received my contract, I was unsure whether it was a good 
idea or not.  Being only less than a month away before the semester 
ends, I still find myself in the same situation.  All throughout life, we have 
repeatedly seen the grading system that is based on points rather than a 
contract that we sign at the beginning of the semester.  This reappearance 
has gotten us accustomed to the grading system, which might cause the 
students to be a little critical to any type of change.”  (A first-year student 
response to the use of grading contracts as a pedagogical heuristic)

The impetus for using grading contracts in composition courses stems 
from two separate but complementary goals, represented through the 
theorizing and practice of Peter Elbow and Ira Shor. 1 Elbow sees the 

grading contract as one way to “step outside of grading,” as he sees serious 
flaws in concentrating on the quality of writing, what he calls indefinable “true 
excellence,” as opposed to the meaning or the substance of any given paper (6-
14).  Such thoughts respond to the critique of grading set forward by Jerry Farber, 
who used contracts to undermine the “slave mentality” he believes traditional 
grading systems foster in students (136).  Shor, on the other hand, views a 
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grading contract as an early, necessary component in negotiating the curriculum 
with his students, the overall goal being for them to experience democracy in 
the classroom to aid in their development as responsible, empowered citizens 
(When Students 71-75). Marie Wilson Nelson tacitly supports Shor s̓ views with 
her observation that the “choice of approach for assessment functions as a vote 
for or against democracy” (16).

With such student-friendly goals at their foundation, grading contracts 
would appear to be ideal for any classroom situation.  Certainly under Elbow s̓ 
method, students could see an instructor who has reflected deeply about the 
meaning of grades.  In Shor s̓, students would have the opportunity for 
empowerment to make a classroom meet their needs.  In both cases, students 
would have a better idea about what to expect and a firmer understanding of how 
to accomplish goals, which could lead to increased student motivation.  Because 
student reaction to contract grading has been generalized from the teacher s̓ 
perspective in college-level literature, we have limited understanding in the field 
of composition about studentsʼ perceptions of this form of grading.

While Hugh Taylor reviewed the existing research on contract grading 
in educational settings, he did not list one study involving the teaching of writing, 
and we could not find any other research bibliography compilation.  Our field s̓ 
knowledge about contract grading seems to be limited primarily to self-reporting 
from practitioners (see, e.g., Farber; Radican; Reichert; Shiffman; and Smith).  
With the exception of Shor, who narrates a re-creation of his classroom, student 
voices have often been absent from discussion of contract grading s̓ success or 
failure.  Shiffman, for instance, gives contract grading a “mixed review” and 
summarizes results from her experiences with it (67-68).  She does not quote any 
student, though, and apparently bases her conclusions on her own impressions.  
She, like others, speaks for the students rather than letting their words start the 
conversation.  To our knowledge, then, student reaction to contract grading has 
not been systematically tracked in a college-level composition course.

Wanting to learn more about how students experience grading 
contracts, we collected data from students in the classes of co-author Cathy 
Spidell, hereafter referred to as “teacher-researcher.” The teacher-researcher 
enacted a contract system with goals rooted in Elbow s̓ critique of grading but 
with a hint of the democratic possibilities of which Shor writes.  
As she wrote in her reflective journal:

I think studentsʼ obsession with “making the grade” has 
most of them involved in a tug-of-war—with themselves, 
with their peers, and with the instructor.  This produces 
a counterproductive state that I cannot but help think is 
perpetuated via our traditional competitive educational 
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system.  Wouldn t̓ it be great if I could loosen the hold that 
grades and learning apathy have on first-year college students?  
And counteract the ravaging effects of years of hegemonic 
and curricular control?
  

In keeping with Malcolm S. Knowles, the teacher-researcher hoped that the 
grading contracts would help students replace “conventional teacher-imposed 
discipline with self-discipline in the learning process [and] provide . . . a way 
for the learner to obtain continual feedback about progress being made toward 
accomplishing learning goals” (46).2 She saw as an advantage that students 
would know from the start the specific goals of the class and the level of quality 
needed for each task.  Students could plan their course work, prioritize, and 
avoid the ambiguity and pressure of grading, motives consistent with what 
Taylor believes contracts accomplish (17).  

While the perceptions of contract grading forwarded in the literature 
tend to favor its use, concerns mentioned include fears of quantity counting 
more than quality (Farber; Reichert), student confusion with the contract system 
(Smith), student sabotage or resistance to the system (Shor, Empowering), the 
teacher s̓ authority still not waning (Elbow; Shiffman), and the degree of student 
effort needed to earn strong grades (Radican; Shiffman; Smith).   We designed 
our study, then, to bring student voices into the conversation to see how well 
their concerns reflected those generalized in the literature. We also desired 
student input into the efficacy of the contract system, its fairness, its clarity, 
and its relevance to their educational background and goals.

BACKGROUND

At the beginning of the semester, the teacher-researcher reviewed the 
syllabus and discussed the concept of contract grading with her three writing 
classes.  She then gave the students a template that suggested what students had 
to do to reach an “A,” “B,” or “C.”  This template originated in another section 
of the same course from a previous semester, where the students generated 
specific provisions regarding attendance, late work, revision policies, as well as 
failsafe mechanisms in case they underachieved in certain areas (see Appendix 
A for a representative copy of each contract and associated preamble).  

She separately worked into the ensuing discussion the objectives of 
the course, target dates of accomplishment, the way she would judge written 
work, and types of work to meet those objectives within her syllabus (Knowles 
38). The teacher-researcher then asked for both oral and written input, allowing 
students to offer suggestions and questions either in class or out of class via 
e-mail communication.  She received only limited feedback. Still, the student 
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responses led to stipulations regarding their accountability for course readings 
and further revision opportunities for “C” students (limited to just one revision 
in the original contract).  While each class ultimately had slightly different 
contracts, the gist of the contents remained the same.  After allowing the 
students the weekend to consider any other adjustments, she asked for further 
deliberations on Monday and brought the matter to a vote.  All three sections 
voted unanimously to approve the contracts.  After the students signed them, she 
collected the written agreements, added her signature, and made copies for the 
students to refer to throughout the semester.  She also allowed for renegotiation 
of contracts, as Knowles suggests is appropriate for academic settings (141) and 
established room within her syllabus for a whole class review of the contract, 
should it be warranted.  She experienced and observed, however, considerable 
student resistance to the grading contract.  
She wrote at the time:

Iʼm wondering if the contracts might be a mistake.  The 
students seem confused and I cannot help but become 
confused with them.  I want to assist them to make their 
grades, but while everyone wants an “A,” most of them 
don t̓ want to do the work.  They don t̓ like it when I remind 
them of the language of the contract.  Are they suspicious 
of something?  Or do they now think they automatically get 
an “A” because they signed up for it?  Iʼm not giving grades.  
They have to earn them. 

Consistently vocal in their responses and class participation, certain class leaders 
grew concerned that the requirements of the contracts were too rigid, echoing 
complaints from students in Warner and Askamine s̓ study of an education 
course.  While the teacher-researcher worked to ease student concerns, the 
semester ended with many students not obtaining their contracted grades.  More 
discussion will follow that suggests that the local context in which students 
contract for grades (i.e., who, what, where, when, why, and how) plays a large 
role in the contract grading methodology employed and assessment results.  

METHODOLOGY

We undertook this study at a mid-western four-year university campus, 
where the population consists of middle- to working-class students.  In three 
sections (n=74) of a general education writing course, we constructed a plan 
to collect student feedback throughout the semester in order to gain an overall 
picture of student reaction to grading contracts.  Toward the end of the semester, 
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the teacher-researcher asked the students to write honest feedback (remaining 
anonymous unless wishing to be identified) about particular aspects of the 
course, including the grading contracts, so that we could use student comments 
to construct interview questions.  Thirty-eight students chose to comment on 
the contracts.  We reviewed this feedback and constructed a list of questions 
generated from the studentsʼ thoughts.  For instance, feedback mentioned 
the studentsʼ desire to participate more in the construction of the contracts.   
Therefore, we developed an interview question to follow up on this idea, asking 
students whether more input earlier in the semester would have impacted their 
reaction to the system.  

We also included questions to uncover studentsʼ previous educational 
experiences with grading, using their reactions as controls to make sure our 
respondents were reliable.  We felt that students who always complained 
when a particular grade did not meet their expectations would skew our 
results, so we developed prompts to help the students talk about a time when 
they did not receive the grade they thought they deserved and a time when 
they received a grade higher than their knowledge and effort would indicate 
was fair.  These questions contextualized the studentsʼ responses and also 
triggered comparisons with other grading systems that proved to be helpful 
in our understanding of their responses.

After developing interview questions, we sought students who 
had commented on the contracts in the mid-term evaluation to contribute 
videotaped interviews based on these questions, and with the help of a 
student audio-visual assistant, we conducted interviews with twelve students 
during the last week of the semester.  We used purposeful sampling as a 
means to balance our student sample to align ethnically with classroom 
demographics. For example, one student participant came from a middle-
eastern background and another self-identified as African-American.  The 
student sample was made up of traditional-aged freshmen students, only 
one not having come to the university the fall term after graduating high 
school.  

In analyzing the data, we looked both at the written feedback and 
the interview transcripts, focusing on recurring themes.  We coded the two 
sources separately but depended on the interview responses in locating 
the dominant patterns.  We could not find any correspondence among 
the specific section the students attended, their grades, or their majors.  
Therefore, we do not report the data along these lines and instead group key 
responses from all students together to find the most repeated comments 
about contract grading.  To determine where recurring responses constituted 
a pattern, we agreed that at least six separate students (half of the interview 
subjects) had to have alluded to the basic issue under discussion.  After 
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identifying these patterns, we supplemented our understandings with the 
written comments and relied on them frequently in our Results section.

We feel much can be gleaned from this close view of studentsʼ 
perceptions of the success and failure of one particular contract system.  
Our main goal was to include student voices in composition research about 
contract grading and to open a dialogue about some of the key issues, such as 
fairness and student empowerment.  Our methodology, we feel, accomplished 
this goal.

RESULTS 

The patterns we uncovered from the data revealed considerable 
resistance, verifying the teacher-researcher s̓ ongoing sense of these studentsʼ 
reactions.  In the following analysis, we try to uncover the reasons behind this 
resistance, aligning the patterns we found with ideas posited from practitioners 
and critical theorists.  This analysis suggests that the students in our study had 
a difficult time letting go of previous educational conditioning, much of which 
had disempowered them.   Yet, while contract grading disturbed the comfort 
some students felt with traditional grading systems, we also heard student voices 
that indicated the implementation of the contracts into their classrooms simply 
had not done enough to change the educational atmosphere.  Therefore, we feel 
that our results demonstrate the need for grading contracts to be contextualized 
within a democratic, critical classroom, as advocated by Shor.

STUDENTSʼ HABITUATION TO A POINT SYSTEM OF EVALUATION CAUSED 
RESENTMENT

Many students seemed predisposed to a point system due to their 
familiarity with weighted grading from previous educational experiences.  
“This is new to me,” Kevin3 said in his interview, “I would prefer a point-based 
system.  You don t̓ know how much everything weighs [within the contract].  
A point-based system is a little more objective.”  He thought that, normally, 
“major papers are worth more. . . . A contract is not as specific.  No assignments 
have had numbers, only letters.”  Joe added in his interview that “the weight of 
assignments is a problem. . . .  Just sometimes I don t̓ know what assignments 
are worth. . . . I am not a huge fan of how homework was going to be [factored 
into] the grade. . . . papers are the biggest thing [and] ought to be weighted 
more heavily.”  Yet, he also said, “people aren t̓ used to it.  If all classes used 
a contract, no one would think anything about it.”

Other students expressed worries that they never knew where they 
stood with the contract in terms of their grades.  Notable, however, is that the 
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student population was advised at the outset to consult the contracts often, 
preferably each week.  If any questions or concerns arose during the term, the 
students then could meet with the teacher-researcher to discuss problems or 
their progress in meeting course expectations. 

According to one student, Angie, the point system “would have been 
easier,” as students could have just added up their points and known what they 
had to achieve to either maintain or catch up to the grade they wanted.  She 
stated that “points help grasp at it better.  You can add them up.  With a contract, 
you want this grade but you won t̓ necessarily get it.”  Nicole claimed confusion 
over the contract, saying that she had a “point-based system in another class 
[where] you can keep track of the grade.  You know exactly what you r̓e getting.  
Papers are twenty points each and responses are twenty each.  You get so many 
points out of twenty.”

The students generally, then, resisted the implementation of a contract 
because they could not conceive of a grading system that did not quantify their 
efforts—a challenge for any system that involves a subject as subjective as 
writing.  While the contracts clearly differentiated the expectations in quality 
between the main essay assignments and other writing tasks, such as critiques 
and syntheses, the students insisted that such distinctions did not exist, that 
contracts did not contain any weighting mechanisms. They seemed to avoid any 
reliance on the factors they agreed to within the contract—attendance and over-
achievement in certain areas—that allowed for dipping below the standards set 
for a grade.  Out of the three classes, a total of only three students approached 
the teacher-researcher to take advantage of the ability to renegotiate or to even 
discuss violations of the contract.  Since the students clearly knew where they 
stood, as the teacher-researcher gave letter grades on assignments, their lack of 
initiative could reflect resistance or failure to understand all of the provisions 
that were in place to help them achieve the grade they desired.  During the 
semester, only a few students checked on their grade status, despite having 
multiple opportunities for one-on-one revision conferences with the teacher-
researcher throughout the semester.

Elbow claims that “conventional grading often makes students feel a bit 
mystified, helpless, and even paranoid about what they will ̒ getʼ for the course” 
(10), but it seems that the contract for the courses we studied equally failed to 
push students from this mindset.  Furthermore, we perceive the contract used 
in these courses as being much more precise than examples found in Elbow or 
Shor (When Students).  While Shor discusses letter grades only in terms of “all 
written work” (120), the contracts in the teacher-researcher s̓ classes specified 
the minimum standards for each type of writing, allowing students to receive 
“B s̓” on such items as the reflective essay and the group research project and still 
adhere to the “A” contract.  On the individual assignment sheets, the standards 
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for achieving the grade for rhetorical elements were spelled out (e.g., audience 
awareness, content development, and proofreading).  Elbow rejects letter grades 
altogether, relying on the word “excellence” appearing in his comments more 
than half the time to distinguish between “A” and “B” levels of writing while not 
giving any exact standards for what constitutes appropriate copy-editing (“free 
from virtually all mistakes”) nor how he will determine “solid work” or other 
matters (21).  (See Appendix B for copies of Elbow s̓ and Shor s̓ contracts.)  

We wonder, then, if, adhering to letter grades for different types of 
writing throughout the contracts—being clearer about expectations—somehow 
produced the discomfort or uncertainty in these classes.  These contracts 
contained little room for waffling and might have challenged the disempowering 
methods students used during previous educational experiences to bargain for 
grades.  We feel, ultimately, that habituation to a non-liberatory system of 
grading—unilaterally established points—summoned the habits of resistance 
learned “early and well by many students,” leading to the type of sabotage Shor 
discusses, that of both traditional resistance and “resistance coming from the 
invitation to empowerment” (Empowering Education 139).

PERCEPTION OF INCREASED RESPONSIBILITY LED TO ANXIETY AND 
RESISTANCE

 Perhaps a corollary to this first point, though, is that students felt 
more responsible for understanding the course structure—especially evaluative 
measures—and perhaps resented the added burden.  One student, Warren, 
mentioned this as the realization of “what you have to do ahead of time, not 
just what grade you have to get for a test, but what you have to do all the time.”  
Several students perceived the teacher-researcher sharing part of her power 
and alluded to in both the interviews and the written evaluations a transfer 
of responsibility and the concomitant sense of increased difficulty.  Note the 
students in the previous section who spoke of a point system being easier. 

The shifting of responsibility for learning from the teacher to the 
students, however, should have offered the opportunity for success:  students 
were to be challenged, not pressured to achieve (Codde).  That students became 
anxious and/or resistant to such responsibility can be linked, as mentioned in our 
first point, to their educational backgrounds and experiences.  James Atherton 
notes that “[i]nitially, there may be considerable student resistance to learning 
contracts:  they are not part of the rules of the educational game as they are 
familiar with it.”  Atherton recounts the sentiment often expressed by students 
as “ʻ[j]ust tell me what to do!ʼ”  Students who resist taking responsibility for 
their learning in the form of grading contracts want the instructor to manage 
and direct learning activities and assessment. Pedagogical praxis based on the 
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traditional teacher as unilateral authority tends to foster this passive educational 
philosophy.  Students are used to and expect “education being done to them” 
(Shor, When Students 18).  Shirking or opposing responsibility for learning is 
easier than accepting the growing pains associated with an unfamiliar learning 
situation.  The road to empowerment is not a smooth one.

The perception of power sharing that took place in the teacher-
researcher s̓ three classes increased some student worries about what the contract 
could do to their grade.  As one student, Alan, responded in his written feedback 
about the contract system, “Essentially, I think it does force a student to think 
about how much he is willing to do for a good grade in an english class.  And, 
I can see the value in the exercise, but I don t̓ believe that value counteracts the 
surprise in receiving a contract and the annoyance of worrying about fulfilling 
the requirements of a contract.”  Another student, Linda, remarked, “A contract 
is very binding!  Although I have always strived to do my best, signing a contract 
makes me even more aware.”  

We find these studentsʼ anxiety about power and responsibility akin 
to Elbow s̓ rationale for his use of grading contracts:  “One of the main 
reasons I use contracts is to avoid having arguments with students about 
grades—arguments that stem, I believe, from problematic communications 
of the power relationship” (10).  Instead of placing the sole obligation for 
determining grades in the instructor s̓ hands, where it often leads to student 
resentment and dissatisfaction, “the contract gives students more control; they 
can more easily know and choose their grade” (10).  Student uninvolvement 
in learning is often cited as a byproduct of teacher-centered curricula. Elbow, 
however, has not used negotiated contracts, wherein students and the instructor 
agree to discuss, adopt and amend the terms set forth.  Furthermore, in 
opposition to his view that “no matter how genuine the negotiation is, full 
power will ʻremain with the teacher . . .̓ ” (10), we hold that the grading 
contract does, in fact, alter the locus of power.  Students are no longer 
passive recipients of preset learning objectives and arbitrary standards when 
engaged in contract negotiations.  Contracts, then, help equilibrate power as 
well as accountability for learning.  Shor notes that a “co-governing teacher 
has special responsibilities to launch and maintain the process but not sole 
authority in it or over it” (When Students 122-23).

We view studentsʼ worrisome reaction and resistance to the contract 
as an example of experiential hegemonic conditioning, wherein their first 
impulse is to seek instructional directives and to placate the teacher.  
Despite the fact that some college students may consider themselves 
independent thinkers and activists, in the face of challenging classroom 
politics, the status quo offers a secure refuge.  While we do not claim that a 
contract is the antidote to student apathy, our study indicates—and, as Alan 
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and Linda note—that a contract does foster a sense of responsibility for 
and ownership of learning, albeit with a corresponding rise in anxiety and 
resistance.  Still, discordant responses are necessary and to be encouraged 
if true counter-hegemony is to occur and flourish.    

HIGH PERFORMING STUDENTS RESENT A PERCEIVED LEVELING 
EFFECT

 Some of the students revealed a dislike of the contract system because 
it allowed for multiple revisions and individual renegotiation, giving students 
with initially weaker skills a chance to earn an “A” or a “B.”  The refrain we 
noted in five of the interviews consisted of “I don t̓ need a contract to help me 
do my best work.”  This annoyance or disapproval coincides with a mindset 
not unlike the cultural belief system shared by members of a dominant class 
in society, bearing a striking resemblance to an oppressive group s̓ view of the 
world, as discussed by Rick A. Breault (4).  Specifically, adherence to the status 
quo and little or no tolerance for those viewed as subservient or undeserving 
of the chance to better themselves are hallmarks of oppression or elitism (2). 

The oppressor and elitist can be seen as operating within a limited 
frame of reference, what Breault refers to as dichotomous thinking.  In essence, 
diversity and unity are incompatible (3).  We witnessed this elitist notion in 
high-performing students who expressed resentment of a democratic system of 
grading offered to every student in their learning community.  In their mind, 
the freedom to choose and to negotiate curricula puts them at a disadvantage in 
terms of their conception of effort and rewards.  Put another way, they question 
who is deserving of superior grades and/or capable of negotiating a curriculum, 
with the exception of themselves.  

The teacher-researcher noted in her reflective journal that a few 
students in her class “consider themselves superior to the non-achievers who 
may not present written work to their standards or who chose to sign a ʻBʼ or 
ʻCʼ contract.  [The high achieving students] seem to resent students who—they 
believe—submit mediocre or passable work and then have multiple opportunities 
for revision.”  

Joe expressed this sense of superiority without mincing words:  “I don t̓ 
believe in turning in a paper that s̓ not perfect. . . . I write it and then critically 
go over each section.  I am not going to turn something in that Iʼm not satisfied 
with.”  Joe also added that he thinks he is doing too much work when other 
students can start at a “C” and move forward.  His resentment stems from the 
fact that he does meticulous revisions on his own.  In his written response, 
the connection between Joe s̓ thoughts and elitism appears most pronounced:  
“My third complaint deals with the overachievement /underachievement policy.  
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Although it is a nice buffer to help students reach their contract goals, it more 
or less seems like a scapegoat to justify giving a student a grade he or she does 
not totally deserve.”   Maria, a student who submitted written feedback only, put 
it this way:  “I don t̓ like this contract setup. . . . A person who signs up for a C 
contract is still able to receive an A grade if they ʻdeserveʼ it. . . . I feel that the 
people who sign up for an A contract are getting ripped off because they have 
higher expectations of themselves.”  In an interview, Carol shares her thoughts 
that constructing a contract as a class would lead to conflict:  “There would be 
too many people with their own ideas [agendas].  The standards would not be 
hard enough; students would make the contract easier.”  

From these studentsʼ feedback, we can surmise that they “fear a loss 
of control or [of] their own rights” while not trusting the majority to bring 
about social change themselves (Breault 4).  The highly motivated studentsʼ 
dislike for what they perceived as the leveling effect of the contract presents a 
challenge to empowering students and transforming the existing order.  Shor 
believes that such an adherence to the status quo reflects the students not seeing 
themselves as “constructed intellectually and emotionally by the ʻsystemʼ and 
its machinery” (103).

In following Breault, we also focused on his connection between 
student feelings of intellectual/moral superiority and a sense of helplessness to 
change the system they helped create.  Joe, for instance, questioned the purpose 
of the contract, asking, “Is the goal to get everyone the grade they signed up 
for?”  Note that he did not phrase his objection in a way that would empower 
the students he considered of lesser abilities, as he implied that a subject, the 
instructor, would be the one to “get” the grade for the students, rather than 
phrasing his question in a way that would have made students the actors in the 
sentence, such as in, “Is our goal for everyone to earn the grade they signed 
up for?”  Of course, Joe could have just been acknowledging the reality that 
instructors literally assign grades.  However, he continued by implying that some 
people made jokes about the contract and that he and others did not respect the 
class.  He worried that other students figured they could get away with not doing 
homework.  He ignored the provisions in the contract that guard against such 
problems and demonstrated a powerlessness to work within the classroom to 
ensure the standards he desires.  During the contract review at mid-semester, 
Joe remained silent, not offering any objections or suggestions.

MORE INPUT INTO CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION WOULD HAVE 
AMELIORATED TENSION 

Despite Carol s̓ objection to students having too much input into 
a contract, other students felt that they did not participate enough.  Shor s̓ 
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negotiated curriculum starts with a proposed contract for students to consider 
along with three specific actions to take:

1. Sign up for one of the grade levels and the work required in my 
proposals (as amended in class debate), or

2. Sign up for the contract negotiated in class with personal 
amendments fitting your special interests or needs, or

3. Throw my proposals and student amendments out the window . 
. . , write your own document instead, and sign up for your own 
personal contract negotiated individually with me. 

(When Students 76)

Shor also allows students to be graded in “the old-fashioned way,” as he believes 
“students cannot be compelled to be nontraditional” (77).  We assume this 
traditional way refers to a system based in points, deductions for absences, and 
percentages determining the final grade (e.g., 70-79% equals a “C,” etc.).  In 
the three sections we studied, students did not have any options beyond making 
amendments through class debates.  It is safe to assume that the choices allowed 
for in Shor s̓ conception of the contract would have given the students a stronger 
sense of input.  Although it is not clear in Shor s̓ summary of negotiations the 
effect of these additional choices, Lynda Radican in “Contract Grades: An 
Agreement between Students and Their Teachers” reports that students “seldom 
choose to forgo the opportunity to control their grades” (286).
 It is worth noting, however, that neither Shor, nor Radican, nor the 
teacher-researcher in this study started from scratch, something advocated 
in Knowles s̓ conception of learning contracts (45).  Like Elbow, Radican s̓ 
contract originated with the instructor and was non-negotiable.  Shor and 
the teacher-researcher presented the students with a sample contract that, in 
effect, worked as a boundary for students to negotiate within.  The amendments 
students proposed to the contracts in this study focused on issues already listed.  
They did not add or subtract any items.  They modified the sample contract.  
Shor s̓ students added a revision policy not present in his sample contract and 
invented a policy on the plus/minus system, which Shor had proposed as an 
option, but otherwise, the students bargained within the limits of his sample 
contract (120).  
 Our data suggest that starting with the students and foregrounding their 
needs and concerns would be a better way of implementing the negotiations 
for grades.  In her written evaluation, Tammy wrote that “more input into the 
contract” would have made the system “less intimidating.”  When we asked 
students in interviews directly about increasing student input, most of them 
liked the idea.  Kevin, for instance, felt that the opportunity to construct the 
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contracts would have made the provisions more clear.  He added that the 
students “wouldn t̓ have anything to complain about” if they had been the 
ones to construct the first draft of a contract.  Angie and Mark both said that 
there would have been fewer complaints, Angie adding that issues surrounding 
“absences and deadlines would have been solved.”  Susan echoed these views, 
believing that if “it s̓ them that sets the standards . . . they would [have] to reach 
it.”
 When asked, though, what provisions they would add to the contract 
and what provisions they would eliminate, the students did not reach beyond the 
boundary of the contract.  Many, in fact, needed to take out the contract from 
their backpacks as a reference, as they could not remember which provisions 
they liked and which they objected to.  Angie and Brian mentioned the inclusion 
of credit for participation, but every other student during the interviews focused 
on modifying provisions already in the contract, such as absences and deadlines, 
or made suggestions about points and differential weighting of assignments.  
It is possible, then, that students simply regretted not being more active in 
negotiations on key issues that they saw in retrospect as impediments to their 
fulfilling their contracts.  We feel, however, that the inability to articulate 
clear desires toward the end of the course does not indicate an inability to 
participate more fully at the beginning of the course.  Furthermore, even if a 
contract constructed from scratch resembled the sample contract in the number 
of provisions and the areas touched upon, the sense of empowerment and 
accountability for the provisions would have been much more strongly felt.
 That studentsʼ input is an essential ingredient in their learning is 
underscored by the progressive teaching that Alan Singer and Michael Pezone 
discuss as examples of change agency pedagogy:  “active citizens in a democratic 
society need to be critical and imaginative thinkers; and students learn to be 
active citizens by being active citizens” (1.18).  Singer and Pezone explain how 
they incorporated thought-provoking learning activities into their high school 
social studies classrooms that foster direct student involvement.  Singer s̓ 
activities focused on student forums, preparing and presenting reports at public 
hearings, position papers (editorials), and organizing support for community 
programs. As Singer and Pezone report, Pezone used dialogues that, in practice, 
mimic the transformative effects of grading contracts:
 At the start of the semester, he and his students decide on the 
procedures

for conducting dialogues so that everyone in class participates 
and on criteria for evaluating team and individual performance  
. . . . These criteria are codified in a scoring rubric that is 
reexamined before each dialogue and changed when 
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necessary.  Students also help to define the question being 
discussed.  After the dialogue, students work in small groups 
to evaluate the overall dialogue, the performance by their 
team, and their individual participation. (1.26)

Through these dialogues, the students experience participatory democracy.  
Their input is frontloaded and valued.  They develop a sense of empowerment 
because they decide as a class what they will discuss in dialogues—generative 
content—and how they will be assessed.  Moreover, as Freire stresses, dialogue 
“becomes a horizontal relationship of which mutual trust between the dialoguers 
is the logical consequence,” thus situating and prioritizing teacher-student and 
student-student equality (80).  In the classes we studied, then, more dialogue 
and substantial student input needed to be included.

STUDENTS FELT CONTRACT MADE THE COURSE MORE DIFFICULT THAN 
NECESSARY

Studentsʼ educational conditioning once again announced its 
importance in our study as we find resistance to the contract system 
reflected in expectations of course content that counters rigor.  While 
Carol felt that students would “dummy-down” the standards and learning 
activities if given the chance to create a grading contract from scratch, 
others voiced the opinion that a challenging curriculum does not belong in 
an intro-level general education course and a writing class in particular.  We 
heard echoes of Shor s̓ “Siberian Syndrome” in the student comments.

Shor coined this term to highlight the distance marginalized 
students feel in traditional classrooms, suggesting that “Siberian” students 
occupy a “symbolic state of intellectual exile, pushed away from learning 
and pushing it away in response” (When Students 14).  While Shor mentions 
the spectrum of responses that can be attributed to this syndrome, including 
seat selection in the room, we feel he neglects the cooperative or semi-
cooperative students who achieve high grades in traditional classrooms 
while maintaining their space in Siberia.  We sense that contract grading 
disrupted these types of students in the teacher-researcher s̓ courses, as 
many felt they could cruise to a good grade in a supposedly easy general 
education class.
 Several of the interviewed students appeared to us to disdain 
English classes in particular.  Nicole could not understand what “the big 
deal” was, stating that the course was “just an English class.”  She felt that 
the instructor should have unilaterally said how the grading was “going to 
be” and to move on.  She claimed to be a “simple person” and distanced 
herself from English majors, presumably those for whom a grading contract 
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would be relevant, saying, “the contract is really complicated.”  Kevin 
felt that the class had too much work for an intro-level course and that the 
contract seemed “a bit legal . . . [and] binding” for English Composition.  
Kevin was quick to respond, though, that he was not “qualified” to judge 
such a system.  

Other respondents expressed concerns that might indicate students 
benefited previously from easy standards of grading while putting in effort 
consistent with the Siberian Syndrome.  In the written evaluation, Rachel 
claimed that the contracts were “strange” because they “almost forced 
people to work that hard.”  She says that people who normally “wouldnʼt 
do anything in the class” resented the contracts:

It s̓ kinda crazy because it [the contract] just makes them 
angrier.  If they just planned on showing up, doing minimum 
work and passing with a C, than forcing them to sign a contract 
that says that s̓ what they have to get is a bit crazy.

Rachel connected negative student attitude to students who signed up for a 
“B” but ended up with a “C,” believing that the contracts exerted pressure on 
students, making them feel like failures when they realized they would have 
to renegotiate downward.  It is interesting to note that Angie in her written 
evaluation also referred to the contracts as “crazy,” feeling they were “stressing” 
for people with “A” contracts.

Jason felt his fellow students were “frustrated” for reasons similar to 
Rachel̓ s reasoning.  He claimed that some students were “unable to reach the 
standards they ha[d] chosen” and could not understand why they were not getting 
“A̓ s” and “B s̓” like they said they had achieved in the past in English classes.  
The students, according to Jason, felt that the contract made the instructor 
“give students lower grades in order for them to revise the paper and turn it in.”  
Melissa also believed that the contracts made “it hard to receive an ̒ A.̓ ” In other 
words, it appeared to them that the contracts prevented them from achieving 
the grade they were used to receiving, even though this same type of complaint 
could be directed toward any assessment criteria in students̓  transition from high 
school to college.  We should note that the grade distribution fell well within 
departmental standards, and the retention rates in two out of the three sections 
were higher than the average composition course during that semester.  

It seems possible, then, that the standards demanded in contract grading 
irritated the Siberian notions the students brought with them to the classroom, 
especially those students who had achieved success elsewhere.  Still, we find 
students not negotiating more strenuously at the beginning of the course odd 
from this perspective.  If they felt the habits we associate with Siberia were 
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worthy of high grades, why not try to make those habits the standard for an 
“A”?   But, of course, their submission to the authority of the sample contract 
during the initial negotiations could be indicative of the Siberian Syndrome.  
The need for further democratization of the classroom, then, impresses us again 
as important, as all strategies to counter this Siberian cycle must start with the 
students sharing authority in meaningful and clever ways.  We believe student 
perception of difficulty coincides with non-investment in the course content.  
Thus, we think our respondentsʼ references to general education courses in their 
interviews and written comments actually reflect the need to participate more.  
Their frustration and resistance might be the first push against the invisible 
Siberian walls.  They might have seen an opportunity not carried forward in 
the rest of the non-negotiated course curriculum.  We will develop this point 
after we discuss student attitudes to specific parts of the contract.

STRUCTURE AND PROVISIONS LED TO VARYING ATTITUDES
 

Many students spoke of the motivating effect of the contracts, an 
important principle behind them, as Knowles states emphatically that contracts 
must challenge students to “tap into the intrinsic motivators” we each have (42).  
The impetus to motivation arose in many of the students̓  written evaluations and 
interviews.  Susan, in an interview, said she liked the contract system because 
obtaining a good grade was not “unreachable.”  She said that “high standards 
mean that teachers think I can reach those standards” and she felt she would 
not do her best with lower standards.  Yet, other students bemoaned the lack of 
motivation in the contracts.  In his written evaluation, Mark said:

[The contracts] give the students a set of guidelines to achieve 
the grade they want.  However, it also gives the student a chance 
to do the bare minimum to achieve a passing grade because 
they have what is needed to achieve a C.  So therefore, the 
contracts don t̓ encourage a student to go above and beyond 
what is expected of them.

These conflicting views of motivation within a grading contract system applied to 
both the general structure and concept of grading contracts as well as provisions 
and particular aspects within the contract.  We noted varying responses to the 
terminology of “contract,” to the act of signing the contracts, to the preamble, 
and to grade choice.
 George Boak posits that “the use of the word ̒ contractʼ sometimes gives 
rise to apprehension based on its associations,” as although not legally binding, 
it makes an allusion toward agreements that can be enforced through a court of 
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law (3).  Using the term “contract” can cause students to react in different ways.  
For instance, in her written evaluation, Linda said that a “formal document” 
helped her, as the commitments she made to herself were in writing.  Nicole, 
however, rejected this aspect of the contract:  “I think by calling it a ʻcontractʼ 
and you sign it and it has all these words, it makes it sound more than it is.”  She 
recognized that the term “contract” carries more impact, apparently, and felt the 
term was unwarranted.  She rebelled against it, dismissing the importance of 
the contract throughout her interview with sarcastic responses to questions.  For 
instance, when asked what provisions she would eliminate from the contract in 
retrospect, she claimed she did not know, adding, “I didn t̓ memorize it.”  In her 
written evaluation, she called the contract system “elementary” and a “waste of 
trees.” 

Some students commented on the act of applying their signatures to the 
contracts, feeling that it added weight to the decision.  Carol̓ s written evaluation 
indicates a positive reaction to this added importance.  She focused on the 
individual responsibility each student put upon himself or herself and said that 
once signed, “it meant that we would follow it.”  She said, “With the Professor s̓ 
signature and ours, we all knew our part.”  Yet, Brigitte indicated that some 
students did not take the signing of the contracts seriously.  “They would rather 
party than work,” she wrote, “so they may just sign the contract just so they have 
one.”  Mark added that “signing it [the contract] did not matter.”  Given that 
exactly 50% of the students signed up for an “A” and that 40% of those violated 
the contracts and received lower grades as a result, we cannot establish a clear 
connection between the students giving their written word to abide by the terms 
and increased/decreased motivation.

The contracts contain a preamble that assures students of certain rights: 
revision, third party intervention in grading disputes, renegotiation, allowances 
for underachievement, and rewards for attendance.  This preamble originated with 
students from a previous semester s̓ section and was brought to this semester s̓ 
students in the sample contract due to its effectiveness in delineating student 
rights and motivating students to work their hardest.  Yet, some student responses 
suggest that the class perceived the preamble as a series of loopholes, that they 
equated their rights with having a way to do as little as possible.  Recall that 
Joe said he and other students made jokes about the contract and did not take it 
seriously.  In the same vein, Angie claimed, “more people ignored the contract 
than anything” and that it “had little influence on the course.”  Nicole pointed 
specifically to the preamble, saying that the bulleted part of the contract was 
“black and white” and that it made “common sense” while the preamble was “too 
much” and “confusing” because it contained “a lot of words.”  Mark, however, 
in responding to a complaint from others about the lack of clarity, defended the 
preamble, saying that the contract covers problem areas, implying the contract s̓ 
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precision and clarity.  No students, though, mentioned the preamble as protection 
for them or as a motivator for them.  We noted that Peter Elbow s̓ grading contracts 
contain an elaborate preamble in the form of a letter to the students and use many 
more words than the contracts in the courses we studied  (20-23).  Clearly, then, 
others have seen a preamble as important in explicating and qualifying provisions 
within the contract.  In our case, it appears to have brought about more confusion 
than motivation.

Choosing a grade also produced mixed reactions from students.  
Lawrence H. Newcomb and J. Robert Warmbrod felt that in traditional 
grading, “the motivational effect of the final grade is greatly reduced 
once the student realizes it will be impossible to reach his or her goal” (2).  
Thus, allowing for a “C” student to gauge his or her abilities and effort 
and to try to accomplish a realistic goal spares the student the pressure of 
teacher comments aimed at turning a draft into an “A” paper and instead 
promotes written or oral responses that clarify what is needed for minimum 
competence. The students will be motivated to achieve the standards they 
set, as their goal is still within reach.  In our study, some students looked 
at this choice negatively.  Brigitte felt that every student “should aim for an 
ʻAʼ” and that the instructor must take responsibility for confronting anyone 
who slips from this standard.  Yet, only two students out of the 74 under 
study signed a “C” contract.  Everyone else believed an “A” or “B” remained 
within the realm of possibility, suggesting that the contracts succeeded, at 
least initially, in motivating high student aspirations.

CONTRACTS MUST ACT WITHIN A CONSTANTLY NEGOTIATED 
CURRICULUM

Student responses indicate that students failed to distinguish the 
contracts from traditional grading systems.  Nicole did not look at the contract 
after initial negotiations, reasoning that “in other classes, A̒̓ sʼ on papers equal 
an ̒ A̓  grade.”  She assumed that the papers mattered the most.  Others indicated 
they had not looked at their contracts since the first day, Angie saying that the 
requirements were “universal” and that she would have done the same work 
whether or not she had a contract.  In his written evaluation, Gary said he 
had not looked at his contract, figuring he would just do the work and get the 
grade.  He said, “Those are the grades we try to get in every other class too, 
we don t̓ need a contract to tell us to do the work.”  Alan called the contracts 
“unnecessary,” not wanting to have to renegotiate or “switch” contracts when 
he violated his commitment to an “A.”  George said the contract he signed 
did not matter, as “we will still get the grade that we did the work for.”  He 
believed the contract merely reflected the instructor s̓ expectations.  Helen, in 
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her written evaluation, compared the contract to a statement of “class rules 
that a teacher hands out the first day of school.”  She said she simply tries her 
hardest and turns in assignments when due, believing students do not need a 
contract if they want to “do good.”  She said she had not read the contract since 
she received the sample.

A few voices, however, led us to believe that a more fully integrated 
democratic system within the classroom would have helped students perceive 
the difference.  In his written evaluation, Mark understood the different 
responsibilities entailed by the contract, claiming he took every assignment 
seriously because of the contract.  “In previous classes,” he said, “I treated some 
assignments with more respect than I did others.  Assignments of lower work 
load or just easy assignments usually get blown off.”  He wished that every 
class used a contract.  He recognized under this system the importance of every 
assignment, an importance undermined, we feel, in the weighted point system 
to which other students clamored.  Rhonda also noted a difference, discussing 
the obligation she felt to work for the grade she wanted.  She recognized the 
helpful features of constant revision and lamented the necessity of a “C” 
contract.  Combined with the many students who said they enjoyed what the 
teacher-researcher called “democracy day”—a session where representative 
students brought the perspectives and concerns of the majority for a full class 
discussion, resulting in certain modifications such as the acceptance of late work 
in one course and procedures for talking in another—we believe that students 
would have reacted very positively to ongoing negotiations during the semester, 
both in regards to the contract and the curriculum.

In Shor s̓ negotiations, the contract embodies one element of a 
democratically negotiated curriculum.  Students participate in the selection 
of texts and have veto rights over topics and assignments.  While this might 
sound too permissive, Shor maintains a distinction between the democratic 
process and students doing “what they want whenever they want” (Empowering 
Education 160).  He authorizes the sharing of authority by making students 
responsible for speaking up when some element of the classroom hurts the 
functioning of the group.  A key component of this process comes with the 
“after-class group,” representatives from the course who meet every day after 
the session to plan with Shor the course as it proceeds from day to day.   The 
group attempts to build on successes while discussing in depth the difficulties 
with unsuccessful projects or activities.  The contract operates within a system 
that empowers students and highlights the differences between grading 
contracts and traditional classrooms.

Even without the full implementation of a negotiated curriculum, 
however, we venture that instructors can still realize the goals behind contract 
grading by calling more attention to the provisions of the contract and making 
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it more of a factor in the curriculum.  For instance, provisions calling for 
greater workloads for an “A”—six essay assignments, for instance, instead 
of five, or oral/PowerPoint presentations to replace the non-quantified role 
of participation—would make the distinction between “A,” “B,” and “C” 
students more pronounced from traditional grading systems, where every 
student must perform the same amount of work.  Eliminating grades altogether 
when responding to papers through a simple assessment of acceptable/
unacceptable, a la Shiffman, could produce a similar understanding from 
students of the different concept behind contract grading.  Buzz R. Pound 
suggests another variation of the grading contract wherein students construct 
a list of goals based on the syllabus and assess themselves against the criteria 
they established, with or without the aid of students in their group.  Simply 
allowing for multiple and earlier chances to renegotiate the contract as a 
group to accommodate the studentsʼ evolving understanding of the course 
and contract grading would point to the distinction between contract grading 
and traditional grading. More than anything, we learned through this study 
that stressing the difference in contract grading is crucially important, as the 
efficacy of contract grading wanes the more students view it as just another 
way of saying the same thing.

IMPLICATIONS 

Each pattern of student response seems to point to the need for further 
democratization of the classroom and for strategies to deal with destructive 
habits from students so silenced by unilateral authority that they resist 
desocialization and try to get by with the least amount of work possible (Shor, 
Empowering 132).  The results also indicate, though, that some of the concerns 
mentioned in the previous literature on the subject are warranted, especially 
worries about student confusion and their perceptions about the effort needed 
to achieve the desired grade.  Contract grading might solve some problems 
with the oppressive application of grades and with what, exactly, the grade 
represents to the students, but in so doing, contract grading can also unsettle 
students by exposing flaws in our educational system, such as the conditioning 
to obey authority rather than to take risks in their learning.  This unsettling 
state may have produced the student confusion and resentment. 
 The patterns we found also suggest the many variables of which 
instructors must be aware.  No teaching takes place in a neutral space.  No 
student group enters the classroom unaffected by previous educational 
socialization.  No one specific contract can fit the needs of every classroom.  
Instructors must negotiate each section of every course, then, and be prepared 
for the resistance that comes with student attempts at letting go of previous, 
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undemocratic educational conditioning.  In coming to this conclusion, we 
believe, then, that the contract cannot simply substitute for another grading 
system, particularly one that is under considerable control of the instructor.   
The teacher-researcher s̓ words at the end of the semester offer a reflection on 
her experience:

My venture into contract grading gives me information to 
build upon for future research and for use in the classroom.  
I really think that I have grown from this experience.  The 
challenges I have encountered are not road blocks.  No.  I 
want to consider and understand studentsʼ resistance to shared 
authority—limited in application this semester.  I really want 
students to see the relevance and the possibilities of using a 
grading contract.  In the future I think I will work with students 
to construct a contract that is agreed upon as understandable 
and workable, using clear language in any preamble assembled.  
And, I want to implement a more democratic pedagogy than 
I have used this semester, giving students more of a voice in 
classroom activities and assignments.      

Without hearing from the students of other instructors strictly adhering 
to Elbow s̓ conception of contract grading, we cannot tell if the small steps 
this teacher-researcher took from unilateral teacher authority and toward 
democratization caused the resistance we document in this study.  Likewise, 
we do not know if a full critical, democratic contract system would ameliorate 
student resistance.  However, we do know that students seek grades, as did those 
in our study, and a system of evaluation pretending to be anything but evaluative 
will cause both student suspicion and resentment. Based on the evidence we have, 
we feel that if students see grading contracts as a negotiated evaluation rather 
than a substitute for the rewards and punishment of grading, grading contracts 
can work against the temptation students sometimes feel to put forth perfunctory 
effort toward general education courses. By listening to student needs and valuing 
their experience and input, instructors can provide the opportunity for students 
to construct and negotiate a rigorous and meaningful curriculum.  

The authors would like to acknowledge Peter Elbow and Ira Shor for grant-
ing permission to republish their grading contracts.  As this article was 
going to press, both sent their most recent work in contract grading for our 
consideration. While we decided to limit our references to work already in 
print to which readers would have more immediate access, we thank both 
of them for their collegiality and interest in this project.
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NOTES
1 For the purpose of this study, a grading contract will refer to 

an evaluation tool, either developed by the instructor or co-created with 
students, that allows students to choose individually the grade they would 
like to achieve in the classroom and then outlines specific student and 
instructor responsibilities needed for the students to receive the grade 
they have chosen.

2 Scholars have used the term “learning contract” in a way that 
would make its classroom implementation broader than that of a grading 
contract, possibly aligning learning contracts more with Shor’s pedagogy 
than Elbow’s  grading contract and have, thus, not distinguished between 
the terms.

3 We have used pseudonyms for all students quoted in this article 
and received their written permission to use their words and refer to their 
work.
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APPENDIX A

Contract for an “A”

I, _________________________, agree to abide by the following terms 
of this contract in order to secure an “A” for this semester in English 
Composition 112.  I reserve the right to revise all three of my essay as-
signments in order to achieve the grades necessary to meet my contract.  
If I disagree with my professor’s assessment of my work, I will work with 
her to construct a system to bring in the judgments of other professionals.  
I understand that plagiarism or submitting someone else’s work as my own 
will void this contract, earn me an “F” for the course, and subject me to 
disciplinary measures.  I will immediately consult my instructor should 
I fall below the standards set below and will accept the consequences if 
I do not act to renegotiate or sign a lower contract.  Overachievement in 
one area will counteract similar underachievement in another.  As an ex-
ample, if my group writes an “A” project but my critiques receive a “B-” 
rather than an “A-,” the contract will not be voided.  I understand, though, 
that the degree of my overachievement must be matched by the degree 
of my underachievement.  I cannot expect an “A” on the project to undo 
a “C” or lower on the critiques.  Perfect attendance—except for excused 
absences--can also work to keep the contract from being voided if I un-
derachieve in one area.  Otherwise, I will do the following to earn an “A”:

• I will work with other students to help them develop as writers 
and thinkers

• I will take a leadership role during draft workshop days
• I will meet all assignment deadlines
• I will achieve at least an “A-” on two essay assignments and no 

lower than a “B-” on the other or a similar ratio, such as an “A,” 
“A-,” and a “C+”

• I will fulfill my responsibilities for the group research project 
and ensure that my group receives a “B”

• I will earn at least a “B” on the reflective essay
• At least one of my critiques will achieve an “A” while the oth-

ers will not fall below a “B-” 
• I will earn at least a “B+” on the syntheses
• I will actively engage the reading for the class through partici-

pation and receiving better than average marks on whatever 
measuring tool the class decides on
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_________________________________________       ______________
Student’s Signature           Date

I, ______________________________, will do everything in my power to 
help this student achieve an “A,” including being available for conferences, 
allowing for multiple revisions up until the last day of class, giving appropri-
ate feedback, making my expectations clear, and treating the student and her 
or his desires with respect

_________________________________________       ______________
Professor’s Signature                                                       Date
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Contract for a “B”

I, _________________________, agree to abide by the following terms of 
this contract in order to secure a “B” for this semester in English Composi-
tion 112.  I reserve the right to revise all three of my essay assignments in 
order to achieve the grades necessary to meet my contract.  If I disagree with 
my professor’s assessment of my work, I will work with her to construct 
a system to bring in the judgments of other professionals.  I understand 
that plagiarism or submitting someone else’s work as my own will void 
this contract, earn me an “F” for the course, and subject me to disciplinary 
measures.  I will immediately consult my instructor should I fall below 
the standards set below and will accept the consequences if I do not act 
to renegotiate or sign a lower contract.  Overachievement in one area will 
counteract similar underachievement in another.  As an example, if my 
group writes a “B+” project but my critiques receive a “C” rather than a 
“B,” the contract will not be voided.  I understand, though, that the degree 
of my overachievement must be matched by the degree of my underachieve-
ment.  I cannot expect an “A” on the project to undo a “D” or lower on the 
critiques.  Missing no more than 3 classes, except for excused absences, 
can also work to keep the contract from being voided if I underachieve in 
one area.  Otherwise, I will do the following to earn a “B”:

• I will respect and encourage other students
• I will be prepared for and actively participate during draft work-

shop days
• I will miss no more than one deadline for prewriting assign-

ments, research activities, syntheses, drafts, and revisions
• I will receive no less than a “B” on two of my essay assign-

ments and no worse than a “C” on the other, or a similar ratio, 
such as a “B+,” a “B,” and a “C-”

• I will fulfill my responsibilities for the group research project 
and ensure that my group receives a “C+”

• I will earn at least a “C” on the reflective essay
• Two of my critiques will earn “B’s” 
• I will earn at least a “B” on the syntheses
• I will do the reading and demonstrate my knowledge of it in a 

way that the class sees as reasonable
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_________________________________________       _________________
Student’s Signature           Date

I, ______________________________, will do everything in my power to 
help this student achieve a “B,” including being available for conferences, al-
lowing for multiple revisions up until the last day of class, giving appropriate 
feedback, making my expectations clear, and treating the student and her or 
his desires with respect

_________________________________________       _________________   
Professor’s Signature                                                        Date
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Contract for a “C”

I, _________________________, agree to abide by the following terms of this 
contract in order to secure a “C” for this semester in English Composition 112.  I 
reserve the right to revise all three of my essay assignments in order to achieve the 
grades necessary to meet my contract.  I also understand that plagiarism or submitting 
someone else’s work as my own will void this contract, earn me an “F” for the course, 
and subject me to disciplinary measures.  I will immediately consult my instructor 
should I fall below the standards set below and will accept the consequences if I do 
not act to renegotiate or sign a lower contract.  Overachievement in one area will 
counteract similar underachievement in another.  As an example, if I earn 3 “C’s” 
on my essay assignments, but earn only a “D” on my critiques, the contract will 
not be voided.  I understand, though, that the degree of my overachievement must 
be matched by the degree of my underachievement.  I cannot expect a “C” on the 
third essay to undo an “F” on the critiques.  Missing no more than 6 classes, except 
for excused absences, can also work to keep the contract from being voided if I 
underachieve in one area.  Otherwise, I will do the following to earn a “C”:

• I will treat fellow students respectfully
• I will be prepared for and attend all draft workshop days
• I will miss no more than one deadline for prewriting assignments, 

research activities, syntheses, drafts, and revisions
• I will achieve at least a “C” on two essay assignments and no lower 

than a “D” on the other 
• I will contribute my fair share to the group project
• I will earn a passing grade on the reflective essay
• I will write honest critiques that are of passing quality 
• I will earn no lower than a “C-” on the syntheses
• I will demonstrate that I did the majority of the reading in a way the 

class sees as reasonable
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_________________________________________       _________________              
Student’s Signature           Date

I, ______________________________, will do everything in my power to help 
this student achieve a “C,” including being available for conferences, allowing for 
multiple revisions up until the last day of class, giving appropriate feedback, mak-
ing my expectations clear, and treating the student and her or his desires with respect

____________________________________      __________________ 
Professor’s Signature                                                     Date
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APPENDIX B

Ira Shor’s Contract (1996)

Requirements for an “A” Grade:

• 3 free absences allowed; grade reduction after 3 absences or do a 
makeup assignment for each absence after 3.

• 1 free lateness to class (2:10 is late), and after that 2 latenesses 
count as an absence.

• No leaving class early except for emergency.
• A-quality writing on all written work.
• A-level minimum number of words (1,000) on all written work.
• One late assignment okay without penalty.
• Home assignments can be rewritten for a higher grade if handed in 

on time and if redone one week after you get them back.
• Lead class discussion, respond to other students, keep the dialogue 

focused on the issue, and participate every class hour.
• Do 2 project groups or 1 project and ACG [after class group]; write 

final project reports and evaluation, and make class presentations.
• Write on all 3 assigned books.
• Plus and minus grading will be used on assignments and on final 

grade.

Requirements for a “B” Grade:

• 3 free absences; grade reduction after 3 absences or do a makeup 
assignment for each absence after the 3 free ones.

• 1 free lateness to class (2:10 is late) and after that 2 latenesses count 
as an absence.

• No leaving class early except for emergency.
• B-quality writing on all written work.
• B-level minimum number of words (750) on all written work.
• Write on all three assigned books.
• 1 assignment can be handed in late.
• Home assignments can be rewritten for a higher grade if handed in 

on time and if redone one week after you get them back.
• Participate in every class discussion.
• Write 2 project reports (or 1 project and ACG) and make 1 class 

presentation.
• Plus and minus grading will be used on assignments and final grade.
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Requirements for a “C” Grade:

• 3 free absences.
• More than 3 absences require a makeup for each or a grade 

reduction will follow.
• 1 free lateness to class (2:10 is late) and after that 2 latenesses count 

as an absence.
• No leaving class early except for an emergency.
• C-quality writing on all written work.
• C-level minimum words (500) on all written work.
• Write on all 3 assigned books.
• 1 assignment can be handed in late.
• Home assignments can be rewritten for a higher grade if handed in 

on time and redone one week after you get them back.
• Participate sometimes in group discussion.
• Write one project report.
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Excerpts from Peter Elbow’s Contract (1997)

You are guaranteed a B for the Final Grade if
You meet the following conditions:

(1) Don’t miss more than one week’s worth of classes.
(2) Don’t be habitually late. (If you are late or miss a class, you are 

responsible for finding out any assignments that were made).
(3) Don’t have more than one late major assignment and one late 

smaller assignment.
(4) Keep up your journal assignments.
(5) Work cooperatively in groups.  Be willing to share some of your 

writing, to listen supportively to the writing of others and, when they 
want it, give full and thoughtful responses.

(6) Major assignments need to meet the following conditions:
• Include a process letter, all previous notes and drafts, and all 

feedback you have received.
• Revisions.  When the assignment is to revise, make it more 

than just a correcting or fixing.  Your revision needs to reshape 
or extend or complicate or substantially clarify your ideas—or 
relate your ideas to new things.  Revisions don’t have to be 
better but they must be different—not just touched up but 
changed in some genuine way.

• Mechanics, copy-editing.  When the assignment is for a final 
draft, it must be copy-edited—that is, free from virtually all 
mistakes in spelling and grammar.  It’s fine to get help in 
copy-editing.  I don’t ask for careful copy-editing on early 
and mid-process drafts, but it’s crucial for final drafts.

• Effort.  Your papers need to show solid effort.  This doesn’t 
mean that you have to suffer; it’s fine to have fun and even 
fool around with assignments.  It just means that I need to see 
solid work.

• Perplexity.  For every paper, you need to find some genuine 
question or perplexity.  That is, don’t just tell four obvious 
reasons why dishonesty is bad or why democracy is good.  Root 
your paper in a felt question about honesty or democracy—a 
problem or an itch that itches you.  (By the way, this is a crucial 
skill to learn for success in college:  how to find a question 
that interests you—even in a boring assignment.)

• Thinking.  Having found a perplexity, then use your paper 
to do some figuring-out.  Make some intellectual gears turn.  
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Thus your paper needs to move or go somewhere—needs to 
have a line of thinking.

• Please don’t panic because of these last three conditions.  I 
cannot and do not ask that your essays always be tidy, well 
organized, and perfectly unified.  I care more about working 
through the question than about finding the neat answer.  It’s 
okay if your essays have some loose ends, some signs of 
struggle—especially in early drafts.  But this lack of unity or 
neatness needs to be a sign of effort, not lack of effort.

Your final grade will fall rapidly below a B if you don’t meet these 
conditions.

You are guaranteed an A if you do the following things:

(1) Fulfill the contract for a B.
(2) In your process of writing for the final draft of each paper, show (a) a 

good picture of the structure and organization of your paper; (b) how 
your paper pursued a line of inquiry and thinking—didn’t just describe 
a static opinion.

(3) At some point during each major writing assignment get an additional 
person’s feedback on your midprocess or final draft (additional to what 
I set up as part of the regular class procedure).  For this extra response, 
you can use someone in this class or outside.  On one occasion before 
midsemester, make this “skeleton feedback,” and on another occasion, 
a “descriptive outline” (I’ll have a handout describing these).  The 
rest of the time you can get whatever kind of feedback you find most 
helpful, as long as it is thoughtful and substantive, not perfunctory.  
Please show me this feedback in writing: a good page long at least—
though informal is fine. (It’s okay a couple of times to get oral feedback 
and write up a summary for me.)

(4) At some point during each major assignment, give extra feedback 
to someone else—someone in this class or not. (Same guidelines or 
conditions as #3.)

(5) At some point around the middle of the semester, take a paper 
you’ve already written for this course or another course and make 
a major, substantive revision of it.  Include with this paper a write 
up of substantive feedback you’ve gotten from someone else and a 
descriptive outline of the revised version.  Also, some process writing 
about the changes you’ve made.
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(6) Make a good effort to get something published.  Send out something in 
good shape to a suitable place.  Possibilities: a letter, essay, or feature 
story to a local paper or campus paper; an essay, story, or poem to a 
magazine or journal.

(7) Make some genuine efforts to help others learn and to help the class go 
better.  Possibilities: help bring out the thinking of others, especially 
people who are not being heard; listen well to others; set an example of 
being open and honest in class—without hogging the floor; help your 
peer group work better.  Drop me an informal note at mid semester 
and at the end explaining or exploring ways you have tried to fulfill 
this admittedly fuzzy condition.
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The idea that theorists in Composition Studies can provide foolproof 
strategies for creating an ideologically engaged “community of dis-
course” has been with us for some time now.  Whether this community 

would have an irenic character, in which all parties learn how to get along and 
perhaps learn to “agree to disagree,” or an agonistic one, in which difference 
and heterogeneity are valued over and above consensus, we have received no 
shortage of advice about how to achieve such reflective cultural spaces in our 
classrooms.  The trouble with these arguments lies with the tendency on the 
part of scholars to revert to idealizations and political abstractions: even when 
we favor agonistic outcomes, the world envisioned is still kind and gentle, and 
though we claim to be thinking more carefully about student backgrounds and 
ideological concerns, we still see their differences as insignificant obstacles 
to a classroom wherein the many become one.  In a recent essay that explores 
how Mikhail Bakhtin’s concepts of heteroglossia and dialogism might inform 
an irenic multicultural composition classroom, Chikako Kumamoto offers the 
following vision of the culturally-aware student writer: 

[T]he eloquent ‘I’ is a discourse site of a writer’s episte-
mological ascent to reach a more richly achieved self—her 
sense of personal order—through a series of her highly self-
aware encounters with powerfully patterned culturescapes, 
each receptive to critical connections and resulting in a new 
knowledge of herself. (Kumamoto 75)  
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The tone here is triumphal, and the writer does little justice to the incommensurable 
conflict among discourses experienced in writing classrooms every day by teacher 
and student alike.

For all of our theorizing and self-critique, rhetoric and composition 
scholars tend to minimize the often interminable character of political and 
moral disagreement among students from various backgrounds, and, like the 
writer in the quotation above, we simplify the backgrounds from which they 
come in order to fit them into our arguments.  These tendencies, though ef-
ficacious for conference papers and journal articles, threaten to undermine the 
very objectives that we claim to uphold: the intellectual benefit of our students.  
One might attempt to counter these tendencies by producing a “new and im-
proved” formula for achieving some measure of community in the classroom, 
but my aim will be more narrowly focused.  I will argue that one of the great-
est ideological challenges that students face is not the ubiquitous Other that 
might be sitting in the next row, but rather the collision of public and private 
discourses. These collisions, such as those between an instructor’s academic 
discourse and a student’s religious commitment, are not mere pedagogical 
nuisances but, in fact, may strain the possibilities of ideological coherence for 
student writers more generally. 

Some scholars operate from the premise that the greatest enemy to a 
student’s grasping of an issue is the tension arising from differing viewpoints.  
Trish Roberts-Miller expresses this perspective vis-à-vis moral argument: 
“Arguing from a specific (and unarguable) moral code means seeing one (and 
only one) side as the moral one; hence, such arguments are so full of hate” (551).  
Roberts-Miller seems to fear not that students will have moral perspectives, 
but rather that they will hold onto those perspectives too strongly, thus opening 
the door for scorn and exclusion of those unlike themselves.  So we are (appar-
ently) left with a choice: if we want a positive, irenic rhetoric in our classrooms, 
then we will attempt to teach students to, ideologically speaking, play well 
with others, while if we want sparks and debate, we will foster difference and 
agonistic rhetoric.  Whichever is more preferable may depend upon ideological 
assumptions and goals or on a given instructor’s pedagogical style.1

In fact, the moral components of the issues covered in composition 
course assignments have already created a difficult situation for our students, 
a situation scarcely addressed by the irenic-agonistic argument in pedagogy 
scholarship.  To illustrate my position, I want to focus on one major discursive 
conflict that finds its way into many courses: the collision between a student’s 
personal beliefs and the discourse of the natural sciences.2  In journal articles 
and conference halls, scholars have addressed the latter primarily with regard 
to the use of quantitative data and methods in research. The former, on the 
other hand, is often met with trepidation or suspicion. Personal beliefs, termed 
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by Patricia Sullivan as “cultural frames of intelligibility” (46), are generally 
connected to religion or some other traditional discourse that many in academia 
may explain away as merely mystical, emotive, or conservative in character.  
Beyond these implied assumptions, our ideas about the separation of church 
and state would render the broaching of students’ beliefs as unseemly and 
challenge the parameters of legality and ideological fairness in the classroom.  
Meanwhile, the discourse of the natural sciences is so endemic to academic 
thinking that even scholars in the humanities ignore its influence on their 
own perspectives.  Put simply, this discursive conflict between the discourse 
of science and the discourse of belief rubs against the grain of our idealistic 
theorizations about classroom dialogue.  Amitai Etzioni argues succinctly 
that the moral consensus envisioned by many in composition studies is built 
on the foundation of “mutual dialogue and persuasion, not coercion” (xix).  
If we are too idealistic on these issues, though, we may perceive (falsely, 
I contend) of any attempt to bring religion or other private discourses into 
such an equation as inviting the resurrection of ancient demons.  Moreover, 
the isolation of scientific discourse as the sole authority on a given topic may 
not simplify matters for our students but instead may reveal the inability of 
such discourse to provide the ideological malleability necessary for rhetorical 
exchange and debate.  

Class discussions and assignments related to literature often provide 
plenty of room for varying opinions.  But some issues involving interpretive 
debate of scientific data, which might include stem cell research and global 
warming, may seem more limiting in the ideas and engagements generated 
through class discussion and written analyses.  With an incomplete grasp of 
scientific discourse, inexperienced teaching assistants and even seasoned in-
structors risk oversimplifying matters for their students by positing that science 
is a publicly accepted discourse that trumps any private discourses positioned 
agonistically in relation to science.  In this paper, I hope to demonstrate that 
a more productive orientation toward such a “scientism,” defined formally by 
Jürgen Habermas as “the conviction that we can no longer understand science 
as one form of possible knowledge, but rather must identify knowledge with 
science” (4), may enable the instructor to gain better footing with the discursive 
nuances of scientific statements and arguments.3  Rather than simply submit 
to scientific authority or, by extreme contrast, disregard it as meaningless 
in relation to questions of private belief, we can help students to enter into a 
fruitful and evolving dialogue with it.

Scientific discourse has an implicit doxa, that empirical investigation 
will accurately interpret the world, and for this reason, it finds itself rivaled by 
various other discourses, specifically those that offer a different interpretation 
of the world.4  These discourses often reflect the tenets of various religious 
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traditions and systems, yet the variety of their expression and manifestation 
makes them elusive to simplistic labels (“right-wing fundamentalist,” “Catho-
lic,” “liberal Protestant,” etc.).  But they are also connected to other traditions, 
those of region, subculture, nationality, and race.5  As Alasdair MacIntyre has 
explained, these belief systems offer various kinds of rationalities, or ways 
of reasoning, from which emerge assumptions and ideas about issues ranging 
from politics to ethics to personal behavior and so on (349-88).  They vary in 
foundation and particularities, they are necessarily embedded with numerous 
public discourses, and they may be silenced out of fear, but private discourses 
factor into the ideological makeup of the critical mass of students in college 
writing courses.  Despite their resistance to comprehensive understanding, 
these discourses invite and even demand a level of personal commitment 
from adherents, a commitment that often incites friction with other discourses 
that achieve the same doxa by different means (D. Sullivan “Discourse Com-
munities” 150).  Because college students often lack experience in engaging 
such robust discourses as those of science and the academic community, they 
may perceive intellectual challenges to their beliefs as a kind of interrogation 
(Rand 350; Perkins 586).  The general lack of civility in public discourse 
about politics, religion, and values only reinforces the base-level agonistic 
character of many expressions of these discourses both within and outside of 
the composition classroom.

The public manifestations of this tension have not made our jobs 
easier.  Recent films such as Contact and The Exorcism of Emily Rose have 
located the discourses of science and personal belief in a strictly agonistic 
relationship to one another, offering few legitimate possibilities for engage-
ment or dialogue between these rival terministic screens.  Both films present 
this rivalry in formal terms, as the encounter between these two discourses 
takes place in a courtroom setting where each perspective has its say.6  The 
protagonists in each of these films, played by Jodie Foster (Contact) and Laura 
Linney (Exorcism), must make a choice between what they experienced (ex-
traterrestrial life and demonic forces, respectively) and the claims of science 
that would invalidate their experiences; there is no middle ground available by 
which these protagonists might adjudicate their dilemmas with subtlety.  Else-
where, media coverage of current issues such as the battle between Intelligent 
Design and evolution in public education and the court case of Terry Schiavo 
has confirmed the aforementioned dynamic, portraying those with religious 
views as driven by emotion and ideology in contrast to the cool-headed, facts-
oriented scientist.  Because conflict is almost always newsworthy, the coverage 
and populist analysis of such matters encourages little if any of the nuance to 
this discursive interaction.  In a word, these news stories are often portrayed 
as further evidence of the culture wars in America, with the implication that 
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all must choose and take sides.  While the culture wars metaphor accurately 
describes these power struggles, it also stifles the possibilities for dialogue or 
for self-reflection and self-critique.  Instead, we are left with a posture that aims 
simply to undermine the opposition by any means necessary.  If the enemy’s 
position is always already a product of hegemony, then conversation proves 
futile.  By extension, any internal contradictions or presuppositions are then 
swept under the rug, and the “us and them” character of the debate ignores 
the multiplicity of available subject positions.  Though the specific impact of 
this cultural construct may depend upon a given audience, the perpetuation 
of this tug-of-war in the public imagination all but ensures that many students 
will enter the writing classroom with this basic assumption in tow. At present, 
writing instructors have inadequate scholarly resources with which to address 
this specific pedagogical issue.

Despite its ubiquitous character in modern culture, the discourse of 
science has drawn inconsistent attention from rhetoric and composition scholars 
in the last decade.  Composition theorists often follow the lead of poststructur-
alists who critique science as a manifestation of dominant ideology, but they 
have done little with the pedagogical implications of such critique. Even so, 
Davida Charney and Carol Berkenkotter have argued that quantitative research 
in composition scholarship need not be seen as blindly positivistic and thus 
ideologically tainted, citing the post-Enlightenment critiques of Karl Popper 
and others to demonstrate that science and the results of scientific research 
are far less objective (and thus ideologically “safe” for progressive scholars) 
in both practice and self-definition than many perceive. Meanwhile, Dorothy 
Winsor has investigated the role of rhetoric in workplace-oriented scientific 
writing.7  While some writing instructors may concede that they view sci-
ence with an air of suspicion due to its association with theories of objective 
knowledge, few have unpacked its particular situatedness in the context of 
composition pedagogy.  The lack of attention in scholarly publications to the 
pedagogical impact of scientism may indicate that many in the field of rhetoric 
and composition may have trouble placing the discourses of positivism and 
empiricism in meaningful relationship to the dynamics of the classroom. The 
end result is unfortunate, though, as disciplinary praxis would appear to take 
science on its chosen ideological terms, a discourse about facts that stands in 
favorable relief next to the values-laden (i.e. ideological) discursive formations 
of literature and politics.

In the preface to his book Personal Knowledge Michael Polanyi 
rejects what he calls the “ideal of scientific detachment” as an unambigu-
ously destructive influence on human psychology and sociology (vii).8 Such 
an assertion runs counter to the contemporary public assumption that science 
proffers what Polanyi derides as a “convenient summary of experience” (9).  
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The epistemological gloss that organizes different kinds of knowledge in our 
culture tends to cite scientific data as objective, beyond rational dispute, as 
“fact,” thus qualifying all other forms of knowledge, especially those related 
to religion and ethics, as subjective and contested, as indicated by the com-
mon moniker of “value.”  Polanyi argues that this binary opposition fails to 
account for the changing assumptions of scientific discourse, for the need for 
interpretation of all “pure data,” or for the passionate commitment that drives 
scientists in their discoveries, claims, and investigative criteria.  

For his part, Polanyi sees the Enlightenment attitude toward scientific 
knowledge as overly simplistic and naively positivist, as that epistemological 
matrix overlooks the ideological, historical, and even emotional aspects of 
scientific discovery and its resultant discourse.  The epistemological implica-
tion here is that a “scientific image of the world,” in which all other forms of 
knowledge are subordinate to the claims of science, has essentially falsified 
the foundations of knowledge (Gelwick 6).  The success of scientific discourse 
in analyzing and improving the world has resulted in a binary opposition at 
the heart of epistemology in the modern West.  Whereas subjective knowl-
edge identifies all of one’s personal beliefs and values, objective knowledge 
identifies all knowledge that is theoretically detached from those who adhere 
to it (12).  Thus, the scientist may objectify knowledge.  The application of 
scientific knowledge proceeds from this assumption, consequently eliding the 
personal and ideological components of science.  As Dale Cannon explains in 
an analysis of the objective-subjective binary opposition vis-à-vis Polanyi’s 
thought, the concept of objectivity radiates outward from the discourses of 
science, thus finding its way into rhetorical strategies everywhere:

Since its inception at the dawn of the modern age [objectiv-
ity] has functioned primarily in connection with a rhetorical 
strategy legitimating the avoidance of a preferred view as 
one’s own, as one competing among others on equal grounds, 
by presenting it as established on a privileged, impersonal 
basis, invulnerable to the challenge and interplay of merely 
anthropomorphic perspectives because it is above them.  
(158-59)

Were scientific knowledge to remain isolated in the domain of science, the 
cultural and ideological implications might prove relatively inconsequential.  
Polanyi explains, though, that because the main influence of science is not in 
the field of technology but on imagination and worldview more generally, the 
implications are vast.
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Any essentialist view of history or of epistemology tends to deperson-
alize knowledge and its application so as to take the knowing subject out of the 
picture.  This illusion of objectivity translates into the illusion of autonomy, 
whereby one may control the flow of discourse and manage the orientation 
of one point-of-view over and against another.  But Polanyi challenges the 
objectivist view of scientific knowledge through a painstaking investigation 
of the character of scientific discovery.  Discovery involves two crucial steps, 
imagination and intuition, neither of which are strictly objective (Gelwick 89).  
While the results of the process require validation and often quantification, the 
process itself resists strict definition, and the terms of investigation depend upon 
hunches and assumptions rather than hard data.  The scientist works within a 
web of discursive formations and a dynamic interpretive community, learning 
his craft in a convivial relationship both to his peers and to his discipline in 
a manner similar to that undertaken by the child learning speech for the first 
time (Polanyi 206).  The entire domain of scientific knowledge is pursued 
collectively by individual scientists and built upon the basis of mutual trust in 
the work of other scientists and in the scientific tradition (219).  This tradition 
does not strictly determine the work of the individual scientist, however, for 
he pursues his work in relation both to the tradition and to his own interests 
and ideas.  The questions that he asks are not necessarily predetermined, so 
he must generate those questions and then attempt to answer them through a 
combination of accepted investigative paths and passionate intuition.  Thus, the 
procedures of scientific discovery occlude comprehensive analysis and are not 
mechanistic or even strictly ideological.  At every step of scientific discovery, 
the individual scientist must make choices and live with the consequences.  

Viewed epistemologically, scientific investigation involves both defi-
nite and indeterminate actions and decisions (Gelwick 40).  Even though the 
results of scientific discovery must submit to public scrutiny and validation, 
the process undermines the assumption that science deals merely with data that 
might be easily proven or refuted.  Rather, this knowledge is based on com-
munal trust and adherence to traditional standards and is not merely utilitarian 
or empirical in its character.  The findings and data of science, then, are not 
entirely objective, but to label them as merely subjective is also inaccurate.  
The information and ideas that we think of as scientific knowledge occupy a 
rhetorical space in which one simultaneously makes verifiable claims about 
reality and acknowledges that those claims are contested, contingent, and in 
perennial need of reevaluation and reflection.  Polanyi refuses to label any realm 
of discourse as either objective or subjective, and he thus problematizes the 
foundationalist/anti-foundationalist binary opposition that many modernists 
and postmodernists take for granted.  But Polanyi did not wish to completely 
discredit science; rather, he wanted modern intellectuals to view it in its proper 
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context, as a discourse that speaks intelligently about the world but without 
exclusive claim to a definitive interpretation of that world.  

In the composition classroom, the instructor apprentices her students 
in the way not merely of writing, but of thinking about questions and problems.  
In short, I argue that we define the writing process as a heuristic art form.  Even 
when we talk about audience or the perspective of the writer, we often simplify 
the rhetorical and discursive elements so as to give students confidence in the 
acts of drafting and refining texts.  The theorizing and reflection ultimately 
give way to the need to produce an insightful, well-organized product.  Thus, 
essay writing for a college course involves a formal aspect that we simply 
cannot escape.  The “objective ideal” made manifest through the process may 
encourage instructors to proliferate the scientistic habit of mind, whether out 
of professional ignorance about science or out of capitulation to societal norms.  
Emotional if not necessarily ideological detachment, accuracy, fastidious ar-
rangement of data—these are the values that we inculcate to one another and to 
our students for the purposes of logical progression and organizational clarity.  
It is only natural, then, that when students encounter scientific discourse, they 
perceive it as an objective discourse (mostly) unfettered by any personal or 
contextual minutia.  The academic environment, with all of its formalities and 
its endless quest for precision and clarity, offers scant impetus for reflecting 
on the implications of its relationship with science more generally.  

Let us look at the greenhouse effect, commonly termed “global 
warming,” as an example.  Because it is a scientific issue laden with politi-
cal and sociological implications, global warming seems a prime candidate 
for introducing students to scientific discourse in the composition classroom.  
Historically, the debate has been fairly straightforward: the validity of the 
theory is either supported or refuted with scientific “evidence,” and perspec-
tives have typically been divided according to political leanings to the left 
or the right.  The average composition course reader will have an offering of 
articles that generally reflect the two perspectives, with perhaps one or two 
that take more moderate, nuanced positions.9 For their assignment, then, the 
students will need to take a side and find scientific data to support their own 
reflections and arguments.  This formula sounds straightforward, but a closer 
look reveals complications for teacher and student alike.

While the textbook may attempt to provide articles that reflect the 
varying sides of the debate, its representation will by definition be incom-
plete and lead students, knowingly or not, in one direction or the other.  In 
addition, the instructor’s own bias about the subject matter may influence 
the directions of class discussion, and by extension, determine the ways in 
which students frame the issue in their own writing.  Having accounted for 
major details, then, we can see how this scenario might prove troubling for the 
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reflective student: she is supposed to have her own opinions but must never-
theless submit to the pronouncements of the scientific community; science is 
fact, but its implications are explained only by the interpretations that emerge 
from the writing processes of students who have yet to enter the discourse 
community of science; while the issues raised by the writing assignment deal 
with seemingly objective evidence, the goal of the assignment is an argument 
that manifests one perspective against others.  More generally, the discourses 
that engage the greenhouse effect both as a predictive concept and a physical 
reality are shot through with assumptions about nature, human responsibil-
ity, and political ethics, all concepts which often fly beneath the radar of the 
average interpretation of a given article.  The very efforts to make the subject 
manageable for a writing assignment can leave out significant voices in the 
dialogue.  The unfortunate irony of this scenario emerges as we see the probable 
if not necessary implication that the facts-values dichotomy that the instructor 
may reinforce rather than problematize will induct students into a scientistic 
mindset, even if unwittingly.  But if the instructor takes care to historicize 
scientific discourse within a web of public and private discourses with which 
it must spar and negotiate, she may help students avoid interpretive “blind 
spots” in their analysis. With the fact-value distinction blurred, students will 
interrogate more closely their assumptions about the discourse of science, and 
they will in turn be able to identify how their own worldview speaks back to 
science and creates a dialogue with scientific discourse.  

Writing instructors have the means to offer students, most of whom 
have complex political, religious, and subcultural commitments, the chance to 
look across at science rather than feel compelled to look up to it in ideological 
subordination.  But the act of closely engaging scientific discourse, reveals this 
writing situation as inherently problematic on both discursive and ideological 
levels.  Students will not be able to feign confidence in an agonistic position 
toward science or any dominant discourse without a proper understanding 
of their relationship to discourse.  If they perceive that discourse is always 
outside of them, speaking to and commanding them, they may feel silenced 
by this subject position.10  Polanyi’s theory of indwelling helps to alleviate this 
ideological pressure while also complicating the relationship between discourse 
and the writing subject.  For Polanyi, indwelling refers to the admittedly partial 
assimilation and internalization of an idea or a claim in order to understand it 
and apply it (Personal Knowledge 59, 64). As students are introduced to a given 
discursive formation, likely assigned readings about a given subject, they will 
familiarize themselves with the subject matter, but also with the language of 
the related professional disciplines.  When they utilize the words and ideas of 
professionals in their own writing, the language has become a tool for them.  
As such, their writing involves a combination of analysis, first in looking at 
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the language they are using, then in using that language (i.e. discourse) as a 
tool for communicating their response to the subject at hand.  This second 
impetus finds them in a relatively uncritical relationship to the discourse; 
they have taken it on as a part of themselves in order to orient themselves to 
it.  Regardless of their attitudes toward that discourse, they will not be able to 
avoid this indwelling completely.  In Polanyi’s words,

We are faced here with the general principle by which our 
beliefs are anchored in ourselves.  Hammers and probes can 
be replaced by intellectual tools; think of any interpretive 
framework and particularly of the formalism of the exact 
sciences.  I am not speaking of the specific assertions which 
fill the textbooks, but of the suppositions which underlie the 
method by which these assertions are arrived at.  We as-
similate most of these presuppositions by learning to speak 
of things in a certain language, in which there are names 
for various kinds of objects, names by which objects can be 
classified. . . . (59)

Just as the hammer becomes, metaphorically, an extension of the worker’s 
body, the discourse of a subject acts as a foundational principle whenever 
incorporated into analysis or argument.  The committed yet ever-evolving 
character of scientific inquiry ensures that both the discursive self-identifica-
tion of science and also the language that it uses to communicate its data and 
claims will change along with new discoveries and interpretive paradigms.  
Even as the student critically engages a discursive formation, she will indwell 
(i.e. internalize) that discourse, even if tacitly so, recognizing the discourse 
not as objective but as perspectival, determined as much by assumptions and 
interests as  by empirical investigation.  

Should instructors fail to connect linguistics, personal commitment, 
and ideology, they risk losing the centrality of the dialogic process at work 
in their classrooms.  The anthologized primary texts that students encounter 
often lack the cultural and historical contextualization necessary for under-
standing the complex interrelationship among different scientific positions 
and interpretations of given data.  Those who would champion authoritative 
discourses such as science deny that discourses always interact in ways that 
generate ideas and perspectives rather than stifling creativity, and any “victory” 
by one discourse over another is always temporary.  Michael Bernard-Donals 
articulates Mikhail Bakhtin’s positioning of scientific discourse as follows: 
“Bakhtin clearly places the purview of science inside the study of ideologies, 
implying that the scientific object[s] of knowledge . . . are likewise always 
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affected—even in their theoretical disclosure—by ideological considerations 
[sic]” (105).  While scientists may address the same issue, at least ostensibly, 
the presuppositions of their interpretive grids often go unacknowledged, and 
therefore, unexamined.  As Kuhn pointed out famously in The Structure of 
Scientific Revolutions, the metadiscipline of science is a dialogue rather than 
a list of commandments, a dialogue changing with new findings and shifting 
presuppositions about rules of experimentation and about the boundaries of 
knowledge more generally.  All too often, students are left with little ideo-
logical guidance about how to navigate and, as it were, fill in the blanks of 
what is in fact a discipline-based dialogue among varying factions.  Even so, 
composition instructors need not feel that they have no means of accounting 
for this pedagogical shortfall.
 Most composition textbooks have at least a small section on the issue 
of warrants, an issue germane to basic argumentation.  Ironically, though, 
common definitions of warrants in the classroom may belie their complexity 
even while highlighting their rhetorical significance.  The warrant “All men are 
mortal” in relationship to the argument “Socrates is a man, therefore Socrates 
is mortal” hardly compares to the assumptions and implied connections that 
inform both scientific and religious beliefs.  Textbook examples rarely disclose 
the multivalent clash of warrants inherent in perspectives that appear, and 
indeed may be, incommensurable.  When comparing scientific theory with 
religious beliefs about nature, for instance, instructors should present these 
competing discourses as worldviews, subject positions that are informed by a 
variety of assumptions.11  If scientists offer up experimental data as evidence 
for their position while religious leaders cite sacred texts or philosophical 
ideals, how does the evidence for these respective sides interact, if at all?  
Rather than attempt to produce some ideal speech act in order to foster com-
mon ground among various perspectives, instructors may need to spend time 
unpacking how these various positions talk past one another about the same 
topic.  Warrants do not simply provide a “logic” for a given argument; they 
also serve as the veritable foundation of the arguments that they inform.  For 
instance, varying ideas about the predictive nature of scientific analysis will 
likely distinguish those scientists who believe that global warming is a verifi-
able phenomenon from those scientists who doubt that such questions could 
be answered with any certainty at all.  This set of warrants may also share 
a symbiotic relationship with other, specifically ideological, ecological, and 
ethical considerations.  In short, a host of warrants might inform what appear 
to students as the simplest of arguments or disagreements.

The interaction between these discourses, moreover, is not always 
predictable.  A conservative Baptist student may cite a passage from the Old 
Testament as her reason for opposing abortion and still incorporate the scientific 
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term “fetus” to describe the unborn child.  That same student, though, might 
view stem cell research as valuable for saving lives in spite of the misgivings 
of others in her religious community.  The interaction among warrants will 
vary among individuals; while one student may seem predictable in the ways 
that she adjudicates various claims, another student may not be as predict-
able.  To further complicate this picture, we should note that warrants often 
resist analysis or challenge by outside discourses.  A student who drives an 
SUV and has a father who works for an oil company may not ever hear the 
arguments of environmentalists, no matter how well articulated.  This con-
tingent nature of the power of warrants may discourage many instructors 
from connecting them to the hard work of invention and argumentation.  But 
Candace Spigelman has incorporated the terminology of Aristotelian rhetori-
cal analysis to contend that instructors may look at the persuasive strength of 
students’ personal narratives through particular attention to the “paradigms” 
and assumptions “both explicit and implicit” that inform the writer’s story 
(80).  Even though they resist easy classification, these paradigms help to 
determine clarity and validity in argumentation, both of which most instruc-
tors address in their comments on student writing. As such, the connection 
between warrants and argumentation proves more “natural” than we might 
assume.  Even as we challenge students to investigate their own worldviews, 
we should be careful to reign in our expectations and assumptions about the 
outcome of those investigations.  Some students may well change their minds 
after acknowledging the potential or real contradictions of their assumptions 
about a given topic, but others may not.  

Rather than attempt to provide simplistic answers to the contradictions 
that students will inevitably find in the clash of ideological discourses, the in-
structor should highlight those contradictions so that students may then grasp 
the agonistic character of dialogue.  One means to this end is the reconstruction 
of syllabi.  Many syllabi for freshman composition courses are designed with 
short units so as to move students quickly from one assignment to the next in 
hopes of maximizing the amount of writing students do.  The reading assign-
ments come from one or at most two readers, and the number of readings per 
unit is kept at a manageable ceiling so as to preserve the centrality of writing 
as opposed to reading.  Both of these tendencies find the instructor flooding 
the discursive contact zone and thus dominating the trajectory of events.  But 
making space for students would involve at least two revisions to this approach.  
First, the instructor might consider longer units—two six week units and one 
three week research unit as opposed to four three week units before a final 
research unit.  Each unit would encompass several formal writing assignments 
as opposed to the single essay found in the first example.  This strategy would 
enable students to investigate and write about a multi-faceted topic such as 
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bioethics or environmentalism from numerous angles, including a personal 
reflection essay followed by a more critical analysis.  The organization of the 
assignments would allow students to recognize how their own preconceived 
notions about a given topic intersect with the various political, ethical, and 
scientific discourses that inform the parameters of the topic.  Coupled with this 
protracted tempo would be “blank spaces” in the syllabus where students would 
do their own research to add another voice to the collection of discourses and 
perspectives represented by the textbook’s unit on the topic.  In this way, the 
students would play an active role in shaping the discussion rather than feel 
that they must submit to the instructor or to the editors of their textbook.

One common means by which instructors manage student discourse 
is by reverting to modes of discourse when distinguishing public and private 
language.12  When we describe student writing, we often characterize nar-
ratives as examples of private discourse, where students are allowed to be 
themselves.  The analytical or argumentative essay, on the other hand, is de-
fined as public, critical, and distinct in character from the personal narrative 
essay.  Breaking down writing exercises along such modes may be simplistic 
but can be helpful for instructors attempting to organize composition syllabi.  
Even so, we should consider blurring the distinctions between narrative and 
argumentation that some instructors may take for granted.  Utilizing both 
feminist and traditional conceptions of rhetoric, Spigelman has encouraged 
writing teachers to consider narrative as arguments because they often “serve 
the same purposes” (64).13  Our marginal and end comments offer opportuni-
ties for us to encourage student writers to mingle public data and discourse 
with an attention to private beliefs about ethics and values.  As an example, 
if a student asserts in a draft that she believes that euthanasia violates her 
Catholic beliefs in human dignity, she should be challenged to draw out the 
connection between the discourse of medical ethics and religious ideas about 
the nature of humanity.  Some instructors might view the student’s assertion 
as a gut reaction to a disconcerting idea, but if we create a space for students 
to explore such connections, then we give them an opportunity to explain, or 
perhaps discover, why they believe what they believe.  Kay Halasek advises 
that “teachers of writing must resist perceiving the voices of the elder, teacher, 
or parent as ‘breaks’ in student writing.  Instead, we must realize the validity 
of these voices and their power in our students’ lives as a point from which to 
begin discussing alternative authoritative voices privileged by the academy” 
(41).  If we lead students to understand that their private beliefs about complex 
public policy issues can never be put in conversation with academic discourse, 
then we risk separating the topics of our units from real world application.  
Students may in turn begin to see argumentation as an intellectual sport without 
bearing outside the classroom.
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With extended units as part of our course construction, we can help 
create an environment in which the historical and philosophical twists and 
turns of a cultural debate open themselves to investigation.  One of the in-
tellectual clichés of the last two centuries has been the animosity between 
science and religion, but students might be surprised to see how much both 
of these discourses have changed in order to make room for and respond to 
the other.  In 1967 Lynn White published an article in Science entitled “The 
Historical Roots of our Ecologic Crisis” in which the writer charged adherents 
of Christianity in the West with harboring a laissez-faire attitude about the 
environment, the result of which was a culture which failed to heed the dangers 
of wasteful consumerism.14  Because religious considerations had shaped so 
much of the cultural agenda during the first half of the twentieth century, the 
lack of leadership from clergy on environmental stewardship led others to 
ignore the value and necessity of conservation.  If church leaders decided to 
adapt a more thoughtful approach to environmental stewardship, White argued, 
the rest of culture would follow.  The causal warrant of White’s essay proves 
open to debate and nuance, but the result of his challenge is a conversation 
among science, religion, and public policy that has remained intense over the 
last thirty years.  Intriguingly, much of the drama in this discursive interaction 
has escaped media attention.  While rhetoric readers might give some atten-
tion to this debate in a unit on environmentalism, few would have the space 
to present the complexities of this conversation.  A limited set of offerings on 
the topic might pit right-wing business interests based in a reading of Genesis 
highlighting a Christian call to “subdue the earth” against left-wing ecological 
activism that refers to biblical conceptions of environmental stewardship more 
implicitly.  By contrast, White’s essay and the ensuing debate exemplifies the 
presence of numerous subtexts to public perceptions about a given hot topic, as 
well as the reality that there are always more discursive layers to a conversation 
than meets the eye.  The conversation between religion and environmental-
ism seems to be as much about heuristic explorations as about identifying 
ideological positions.  With so many variables at work, from political ideology 
to biblical hermeneutics to consumer practices to conceptions of nature, the 
possibilities for discursive interaction seem endless.  When instructors present 
the interaction among worldviews as points in a constellation rather than on a 
narrow axis, students can be more creative and self-reflective in finding and 
articulating their own subject positions.

The example above offers writing instructors an intuitive logic for 
constructing an extended unit in a freshman writing course.  Students might 
begin such a unit by writing a short reflective piece on their ideas about the 
relationship between technology and the environment.  By targeting a specific 
audience, say a newspaper editor or a member of Congress, the students would 
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take the edge off of the generally abstract nature of the assignment.  Regard-
less, the formal nature of the assignment would force the student writers to 
draw out the tacit assumptions they hold about the topic.  From this point, the 
students would move to a second assignment wherein they would analyze the 
arguments of one or two articles addressing the subject.  The instructor would 
thus shift the focus of the student writers from the personal to the public, chal-
lenging the students to evaluate other ideas for their rhetorical effectiveness 
and logical consistency rather than simply react approvingly or negatively to 
those points-of-view.  A formal argument would then complete the unit.  Here, 
the students would place their own ideas in context with creative, personal 
reflections on the topic (exemplified in the writing of Wendell Berry and An-
nie Dillard, for instance) and more public, scientifically informed arguments 
written by scientists and public policy experts.  The rhetorical goal here is the 
articulation of one’s perspective as one voice among others.  As long as the 
student could locate her ideas in meaningful relation to the various sources 
she incorporates into the argument, nothing would be off the table.  On the 
one hand, the student writer will acknowledge her indebtedness to the public 
voices on the subject, but on the other, she will clarify, critique, and perhaps 
preserve, her “private” assumptions, as well.  The heteroglossia that scholars 
take for granted as a foundational characteristic of public discourse will then 
have manifested itself for instructor and students alike.
 Consider the following voices that interact when a student writes about 
science in freshman composition: the various ideas floated by the instructor, the 
different perspectives of classroom peers, the sources researched (both those 
cited and those residual in the writer’s subconscious mind), past experiences 
with science both informal and formal  (views of science gleaned from popular 
culture and from other textbooks), personal convictions, religious beliefs, pa-
rental and peer attitudes toward science and toward the given subject, and ideas 
gleaned from media sources.15 This short list indicates the presence of far more 
than David Bartholomae’s famous discursive continuum running from students’ 
“primary discourse” and that of “standard, official literary criticism” (690). 
As they write analyses that combine quotations and statistics from divergent 
professional sources, notes from class discussion, and personal thoughts on the 
given subject, students would be served by seeing their work as a polyphonic 
amalgamation of various perspectives and discourses that, by its exploratory 
nature, proves contingent in its claims and assessments. The instructor might 
encourage the students to look at the rhetorical situation as one inviting a va-
riety of perspectives, not merely one or two. This agonistic stance holds out 
against scientistic indoctrination in the microcosmic sense and totalitarianism 
in the macrocosmic sense, and it enables the student to engage meaningfully 
with authority while still maintaining her own voice.  This empowerment will 
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likely manifest itself through a process of discursive refraction.  Rather than 
simply mimic or repeat what they read or hear, students will take up the goal 
of accenting, of redirecting the authoritative claims of their primary sources. 
Though they will doubtlessly be shaped by what they read, their own analysis 
(reading) can now take on a more ideologically charged aspect.  

But we would be remiss to assume that we can or should attempt to 
direct any group of students toward consensus. Chikako Kumamoto articulates 
a rather utopian vision of how the individual might experience dialogism:

An interiorized community of one, the eloquent “I” is 
the self-other dualism transformed into a self-diversity 
wherein exist synchronously and heterogeneously mean-
ing-inscribed multiple “I’s.”  Conceived in my faith in 
the mind’s inherently cognitive and transformative abili-
ties to absorb, integrate, combine, fuse, and synthesize 
different sources of knowledge, the eloquent “I” is mul-
tidirectional . . . and sees its self [sic] through the notion 
of the other and discovers various others within.  (74)

Kumamoto explores the rich possibilities for the dialogic classroom within 
the consciousness of an individual student, but a truly multidirectional self 
seems more believable in theory than in experience. Consensus may occur in 
frozen moments both internally and socially, but may prove too perfect for 
most instructors to achieve.  In “Consensus and Difference in Collaborative 
Learning,” John Trimbur has argued for a “revised notion of consensus” that 
“depends paradoxically on its deferral, not its realization,” and he is “less in-
terested in students achieving consensus (although of course this happens at 
times) as in their using consensus as a critical instrument to open gaps in the 
conversation through which differences may emerge.”  He is not interested in 
an agonistic rhetorical situation as opposed to an irenic one. Rather, he states, 
“Under the utopian aegis of consensus, students can learn to agree to disagree, 
not because ‘everyone has their own opinion,’ but because justice demands 
that we recognize the inexhaustibility of difference and that we organize the 
conditions by which we live and work accordingly” (614-15). This more bal-
anced perspective on the possibilities of classroom consensus ensures that our 
multicultural classrooms can be truly multicultural, taking on lives of their 
own rather than conforming to well-intentioned if unrealistic scholarly visions 
about how they should look and operate.  

Without this dialogic model as a backdrop for science-oriented writing 
assignments, we risk ignoring the role of private conviction in the analysis of 
public information.  Don Bialostosky explains: “Recognizing languages as 
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languages and exploring the worldviews inherent in them allows us to engage 
languages in a new way: responsibly, self-consciously, and openly, or—for 
it amounts to the same thing—authentically” (17). If a pre-med student be-
lieves that all of the mystery of bioethical technology can be spirited away 
by empiricist discourse, then she may assume, mistakenly so, that her own 
subculturally-informed ethical responses to genetic engineering can never 
impact the public conversation on such matters. By highlighting the contingent 
discourses that shape the various disciplines of science, we enable our students 
to find a space in which to respond with confidence not merely in their ana-
lytic skills but in the strength of their private commitments to the assertions 
of various public authorities. From a self-consciously ideological perspective, 
this revised approach to science in the composition classroom enables our 
students to recognize the learning process as a process based on contingency 
and socio-historical context. Just as the scientist must learn through the role 
of apprenticeship, in relation to a community and answerable to peers and 
authorities, so the student must do the same.  Far from delimiting the bound-
aries of knowledge, these criteria provide for hermeneutical exploration and 
unforeseeable new directions in creating arguments and subject positions with 
respect to the issues in question. Just as the scientific discoverer is guided by 
intimations of hidden knowledge (Polanyi 395), the student will also feel free 
to interpret her relation to science more openly in the assigned paper topics. 
As a result, a well-developed assignment has the chance to serve as both an 
investigation of a specific problem or issue and a more ideologically-focused 
engagement with a dominant cultural discursive formation.  

Finally, students will not feel that their personal convictions need to 
be threatened either by the claims of science or the challenges of the fresh-
man composition classroom.  The instructor should orient her classroom and 
assignments so that students will engage discourses that might differ with 
their personal commitments without presuming that they must necessarily 
compromise those commitments in order to either please the instructor or 
engage the subject in question (Lynch 271). Such assumptions ring false with 
democratic pedagogy and our current understanding of discourse more gener-
ally. Bakhtin explains, “It is necessary that heteroglossia wash over a culture’s 
awareness of itself and its language, penetrate to its core, relativize the primary 
language system underlying its ideology and literature and deprive it of its 
naïve absence of conflict” (368). The key is not the avoidance of conflict but 
rather its embrace. Bialostosky offers much-needed perspective here: “Though 
we would not want to train students in inappropriate genres and behaviors that 
would hinder their success in history or biology or even other English classes, 
we are free to engage them in intellectual struggles from which they learn to 
hold their own and choose their own genres, not just to behave themselves” 
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(16). If students enter the struggle willingly (and some students may never 
do so), their experience in the writing course will equip them not merely to 
critique pronouncements from science but to embrace an intellectual humility 
that identifies the contingent nature of all human endeavors. That perspective 
will enable them to resist the various calls of hegemony in our day. As long 
as individuals have to wrestle with the assumptions of an often conformist 
culture, the experience of discursive interaction in the composition course can 
only serve to assist them in navigating and interpreting public knowledge with 
better clarity and fewer opportunities for deception or coercion. With such 
results, we may yet see a world with more informed belief and less dogma, 
scientific or otherwise. 

NOTES
1 The battle over irenic and agonistic rhetoric and their relative merits 

in the composition classroom has raged for decades.  Two seminal essays 
on the topic include Kenneth Bruffee’s “Collaborative Learning and the 
‘Conversation of Mankind’” and John Trimbur’s “Consensus and Difference 
in Collaborative Learning.” Two helpful book-length studies of the issue are 
Deborah Tannen’s The Argument Culture and Gregory L. Clark’s Dialogue, 
Dialectic and Conversation. 

2 For recent articles dealing overtly with issues of faith in the 
composition classroom, see Rand and Perkins.  Rand articulates that faith 
issues are often more important to students than to instructors and that 
instructors should encourage students to express their faith responsibly in 
academic discourse rather than attempt to silence or ignore its role in students’ 
discursive formations.  (Marsha Penti refers to religious students as “students 
of difference.”)  Perkins, meanwhile, asserts that critical pedagogy modeled by 
Freire and others has created a space wherein students may learn to integrate 
their faith into their academic work in intellectually significant ways.  Thus, 
Perkins claims, writing instructors should help students utilize their faith 
commitments to “generate” a critical literacy with respect to social issues 
raised in writing assignments.

3 While many in the humanities take the perspectival nature of 
scientific discourse as a given, few know of the historical evolution of 
objectivism as a concept.  Lorraine Datson offers a solid overview of the history 
of this notion in “Baconian Facts, Academic Civility, and the Prehistory of 
Objectivity.” The other essays in Megill’s collection provide various reflections 
and interpretations of objectivity as both a concept and a standard in various 
academic disciplines.
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4 In this essay, I use the term doxa in the Greek sense, as a reference to 
belief, religious or otherwise, but one might also connote this term as opinion, 
or, more forcefully, judgment.

5 In “Making Writing Matter,” Jane Hindman discusses the “master 
narrative” of Alcoholics Anonymous and its transformative power in her life 
even though discourses of recovery find themselves marginalized by more 
dominant discourses in academia.  Her example demonstrates that subcultural 
discourse traditions take many forms; writing instructors would do well to 
realize that many students now embrace alternative religions (Wicca, for 
example) with no less fervor or commitment than those who adhere to more 
traditional religious discourses.  

6 Discussions of popular culture in composition studies have tended 
to look at specific technologies rather than genres of entertainment.  Two book 
length studies of the ways in which television and computers have affected 
literacy and language are Kathleen Welch’s Electric Rhetoric and Bronwyn 
Williams’s Tuned In. The former investigates the role of popular culture in 
writing and literacy from the point of view of classical rhetoric and theory, while 
the latter investigates opportunities for pedagogical use of popular culture in 
the writing classroom, identifying the television show as a certain kind of text 
with its own particular rules for production and reception.  But despite these 
studies and the inclusion of sections on popular culture in many composition 
readers, how and whether writing instructors should include pop culture in 
their courses remains a heated debate.  In the January 6, 2006 edition of The 
Chronicle of Higher Education, Mark Bauerlein writes a polemic against the 
use of popular culture in the humanities, citing it as a distraction from more 
important cultural and political issues.

7 Both Charney and Berkenkotter incorporate the assumptions of 
feminist and postmodernist theory to challenge the profession to reevaluate 
its orientation toward scientific discourse and the use of quantitative data in 
composition research.  Meanwhile, Dorothy Winsor focuses on work-place 
technical communication.  Winsor’s work reveals the impact of convention and 
expectation on one’s introduction into and use of technical discourse outside 
the classroom, but her connections between discourse and the acquisition of 
particular kinds of knowledge is helpful for writing instructors, as well.

8 For book-length introductions to Polanyi’s thought, see Richard 
Gelwick, The Way of Discovery and Drusilla Scott, Everyman Revived: The 
Common Sense of Michael Polanyi. Polanyi has received relatively little 
attention in composition and rhetoric scholarship in the last few years, but 
those looking for a collection of articles on connections between his thought 
and rhetoric and composition should look at Pre-Text 2.1-2 (1982) for a special 
issue dedicated to Polanyi.
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9 In a peculiar irony, many rhetoric readers have all but eschewed any 
direct engagement of science.  The ever-popular Everything’s an Argument 
(Lunsford and Ruszkiewicz) has no coverage of scientific issues, as is the 
case with Open Questions (Anderson and Runciman), a reader that focuses 
exclusively on ethical issues.  The Prentice Hall reader Inquiry (Bloom et al.) 
does a little better, as it includes a section on science that focuses primarily 
on Darwinism but also follows this section with Thomas Kuhn’s essay “The 
Route to Normal Science,” which treats science as a discourse.   One notable 
exception to this tendency is the reader Saving Place (Dobrin). The various 
essays included here offer underclass writing students various points of entry 
into reflections on nature, their relationship to it, and ways of ensuring a 
meaningful future for nature and humankind alike.  Even so, the offerings tend 
to veer away from scientific discourse toward creative reflection and public 
policy debate, and the model of discursive interaction here resembles a more 
intuitive blending of ideas about the physical world and personal commitment 
than the more combative model that I incorporate in my essay.  

10 In her article “Revealing Silence: Rethinking Personal Writing,” 
Anne Ruggles Gere is particularly helpful in mapping the connection between 
students’ personal writing and the positive aspects of silence.  Gere explains 
that the use of silence enables a student to negotiate the writing situation on 
her own terms, and that her silence may represent ethical choices rather than 
anxiety or ideological coercion.  Perhaps, then, silence may indicate a desire 
not to fully engage a particular discourse, a right of students that teachers 
should willingly defend.

11 For a helpful introduction to the subject of warrant with reference 
to scientific discourse, see R. Allen Harris, “The Rhetoric of Science.”

12 The modes of discourse as traditionally codified have fallen out of 
fashion, but the interest in personal, expressive discourse as a counterpoint to 
the argumentative essay remains fertile ground for scholarship.  Even so, the 
tension between public and private discourse that I have highlighted in my essay 
has been seen by scholars as alternately promising and dangerous.  A recent 
collection of perspectives on this issue, “The Politics of the Personal: Storying 
Our Lives against the Grain” (Brandt et al.), indicates the slim probabilities 
for consensus on the issue.

13 Though Spigelman’s observation proves helpful in terms of 
evaluating rhetorical purpose and effectiveness, she ultimately subsumes 
narrative within argument, as the former is only validated insofar as it operates 
similarly to the latter.  Nevertheless, her book-length treatment of the issue, 
Personally Speaking offers a helpful overview of the prospects for challenging 
disciplinary assumptions about the basic ingredients of academic discourse.
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14 The White essay has spawned a long conversation about 
environmental ethics from scholars in various fields, including the natural 
sciences, philosophy, ethics, and theology.  The conversation has revealed 
various definitions of environmental responsibility, stewardship of what 
Christians believe to be a created order, and has spilled over into discussions 
of consumerism. Perhaps the most famous entry into the debate is Albert 
Gore’s Earth in the Balance, while the presence of Catholics, Quakers, and 
Methodists in the discussion has indicated the variety of ethical perspectives 
in Christian denominations.  

15 Thanks to Bakhtin, we now use various iterations of heteroglossia 
to explain this conglomeration of discourses in modern culture.  Though 
scholars have theorized and applied the term endlessly, the ineffable and even 
unmanageable quality of many of the non-academic “voices” that speak through 
student writing may indicate that the term serves as a theoretical placeholder 
as much as a useful descriptor for investigating discursive interactions.
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Many of the ongoing difficulties teachers face revolve around the 
“translation” of disciplinary knowledge—especially critical 
theory—into pedagogical praxis. It often seems that our teaching 

lags behind our theoretical knowledge by about two decades, and sometimes we 
wonder if it will ever catch up. This sense of disjunction has been compounded 
by the difficulty of teaching postmodern understandings of subjectivity, truth, 
and epistemology in an increasingly commodified teaching context, where 
consumers expect to purchase a clear, identifiable, and literally usable product, 
and where “knowledge” often means easily digestible and repeatable content 
rather than analytic skills, critical understandings, or complex world views. 
Prescriptive standards, standardized testing, common syllabi, assessment, and 
outcomes become more important than ideas.
 Given the lag between theory and pedagogy, I am no longer surprised 
when the law students who turn up in my college composition classes believe 
that good judges are impartial judges, or when the journalism majors insist that 
effective journalists are objective, despite the fact that both the possibility and 
desirability of objectivity have been thoroughly discredited in recent and ongo-
ing research in critical anthropology, critical legal studies, postcolonial theory, 
feminist theory, queer theory, and so on. Either what my students are learning 
in their law and journalism and other classes is out of sync with cutting-edge 
scholarship in the disciplines, or what they have learned in these classes has not 
yet been able to withstand the more powerful forces of students’ and societal 
pre-assumptions. This is not to say that writing instructors have been able to 
avoid theory-practice disjunctions. The order of business in many composition 
classrooms and textbooks seems to be business as usual, not only in spite of the 
overwhelming force of postmodern composition theory that has persuasively 
critiqued practices like freewriting and notions like authentic voice, but also of 
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particular interest to me here, despite the assaults on ethnographic disciplines 
and practices that have taken place for almost four decades now. As Clifford 
Geertz put it, “What once seemed only technically difficult, getting ‘their’ 
lives into ‘our’ works, has turned morally, politically, even epistemologically 
delicate. . . . Indeed, the very right to write—to write ethnography—seems 
at risk” (130). Since the 1960s, challenges to conventional ethnography have 
included charges that its presumptions to objectivity (and, on a larger scale, its 
pretensions to being a “science”) are fallacious, that its almost-inevitable origin 
in the West and frequent focus on non-Western Others reproduce ethnocentric 
biases, that the power relations between ethnographer and subject(s) reinforce 
existing inequities, and that its efforts to produce knowledge about the Third 
World collude in the imperialist project.
 It has become quite fashionable for composition classes to include 
ethnographic assignments, but sometimes we are so thankful to receive a paper 
that is detailed and well-written that we forego challenging our students and 
ourselves to ask the bigger questions underlying the kind of work and writing 
involved in the assignment. Wendy Bishop’s history of ethnographic writing 
research notes that significant numbers of composition scholars moved to eth-
nographic approaches in the 1980s and 1990s (12-15).  This work, in turn, led 
teachers of composition to give more ethnographic assignments in their classes. 
More recently, composition scholars have both participated in the critiques of 
ethnography that began before composition’s adoption of ethnographic prac-
tices and responded to these critiques by scrutinizing ethnographic practices 
in composition scholarship and pedagogy.1 However, while a new breed of 
“postmodern” ethnography is making its appearance in several disciplines, 
in many places the theory/praxis gap remains as wide as ever: traditional 
(uncritical) ethnographies continue to be produced (by compositionists and 
by scholars in other fields), and new composition textbooks and assignments 
often seem unaware of this history of “anti-ethnography.” For example, the 
2004 composition reader, Exploring Literacy, includes a section on “Writing 
in Ethnographic Genres” that rehearses the most conventional of ethnographic 
epistemologies and methodologies, and uses as a model essay an uncritical 1975 
article that, in turn, acknowledges its debt to a “classic article” from 1964 (Kutz 
250). The 1980s and 1990s seem to be forgotten by the book’s editor, and the 
book fails to grapple with the more complex and contested understanding of 
ethnography we have today.  (Something that even revised editions of Margaret 
Mead’s now classic ethnography, Coming of Age in Samoa, routinely address 
in their prefaces these days.) In its prompts for possible writing assignments, 
the text instructs student writers to use their ethnographic observations “to 
give as rich a picture as possible of community life” and urges them to “bring 
out the larger patterns of meaning” they have found in the communities that 
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are the subject of their ethnographic research (279). Nowhere does the as-
signment question the accuracy or efficacy of the ethnographer’s supposedly 
omniscient gaze or the ethnographer’s moral right to construct the “meaning” 
of a community based on a few hours of observation.
 Frequently our own writing about our students and their work (though 
we often don’t think of this as ethnography) uncritically reproduces some of 
the problematic traits of conventional ethnography. For instance, the common 
practice in composition research of referring to real students by their first names 
only, or still more troubling, by made-up names, echoes the hierarchies between 
subject and object in imperialist anthropology: the Others are anonymous, 
interchangeable, unindividualized, and, most importantly, their subjectivity 
can never match the authority of the writing subject.  A case in point is Nancy 
Welch’s 2002 College Composition and Communication article, “And Now 
That I Know Them’: Composing Mutuality in a Service Learning Course.” The 
article is exemplary in the author’s articulation of the complex power relations 
between her students and their ethnographic subjects.  However, Welch’s own 
representation of her students is still very conventional.  The opening paragraph 
of the piece introduces a quotation from one of the students: “Shifting back 
and forth between present and past tense, Janis writes:” (243). And the first 
footnote explains, “I’ve fictionalized the name of the community center as well 
as the names of the teens and staff [about whom the students wrote]. I draw on 
Janis’s and Jacqui’s writings with their permission” (261). But the text offers 
no explanation for why students are referred to by first names only (in contrast 
to the other “professional” sources cited). Presumably “Janis” and “Jacqui” 
are the students’ “real” names, since the author doesn’t state otherwise (as she 
does with the names of the students’ ethnographic subjects). Did the students 
request that the author use only their first names? Did the author assure them 
that only their first names would be used, as is the convention in composition 
scholarship’s reference to the scholar’s students? Was the use of first names 
a tool of reassurance to get the students to agree to allow the author to quote 
their work?  Was the impression given not only that this is the “way things are 
done” but also that this is somehow the more desirable way of doing things 
for the students, that this is for their benefit? The text offers no explanation.2 
For examples of composition scholarship that resist the problematic kinds of 
representations of students I have been discussing, I refer readers to Rebecca 
Moore Howard’s “Standing in the Shadows of Giants” and Janice Chernekoff’s 
“Teaching the Rhetorical Possibilities of the Personal Essay.” Chernekoff cites 
her students by first and last names, parallel to her references to professional 
scholars, and gives full citation information for students’ papers in her list of 
Works Cited. Her student sources are thus accorded the same degree of legiti-
macy (as writers and scholars) as her other sources. Howard explicitly calls 
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for students to be recognized as “authors” (137) and uses her students in her 
discussions of plagiarism not merely to make a point about student writing, 
but as authoritative sources of opinion on the topic.  
 My aim in the preceding analysis it not to demonize Welch, but to 
point to a representative instance of a common practice in composition schol-
arship where we can see the theory/praxis gaps I have been charting, and to 
develop a heuristic to problematize my representation of my own students in 
this article. As I discussed with my students how I might best represent them 
in this article, we were faced with several dilemmas. If I am to avoid speaking 
for them, should I merely quote them precisely?  But aren’t quotes inevitably 
manipulated to suit the quoter’s agenda, and wouldn’t my quoting of them still 
result in the same kind of appropriation of their voices as my speaking for 
them?  What about having my students as co-authors of this article? To what 
extent would they be able to exert control over the text and its reception, given 
academic hierarchies’ overdetermination of the etiquettes and understandings 
undergirding scholarly writing, and given my position in these hierarchies and 
knowledge of the conventions vis-à-vis my students? There are no clear-cut 
solutions to these problematics; the recognition of this indeterminacy, however, 
can become a productive pedagogical tool for unsettling students’ and teachers’ 
desires for quick fixes or definitive answers.
 My own attempt to intersect ethnographic theory with pedagogical 
practice began with a writing course I developed for Social Sciences students 
focusing on the question of how we should represent Others. This course is 
part of an innovative program of advanced writing courses required of students 
at the university where I was teaching.  All students are required to complete 
an expository writing course beyond their first-year composition course and 
are given courses to choose from that are either discipline-specific (“Law,” 
“Engineering”) or that group disciplines together under broader categories 
(e.g., “Arts and Humanities”). I decided to develop my course for Social Sci-
ences students around the issue of ethnographic representation since this has 
become one of the central ethical concerns impacting many disciplines and 
areas within the Social Sciences (and elsewhere), including gerontology, an-
thropology, ethnography, history, political science, social work, psychology, 
journalism, international relations, marketing, advertising, linguistics, educa-
tion, women’s studies, queer theory, disability studies, postcolonial studies, 
and ethnic studies. Of added importance to me as a compositionist, this is also 
a writing issue, since most of these representations of the Other take the form 
of written texts.  
 It is my hope that students find the work of engaging with important 
questions around representation intellectually challenging and stimulating, 
as well as a lot of fun, and that it complicates and enriches their senses of 
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themselves as writers and as participants in the Social Sciences. We begin 
the course by reading and writing about the now well-established charge that 
representations of the Other employ imperialist methodologies and epistemolo-
gies; we examine Mead’s Coming of Age in Samoa through multiple rhetorical 
and political lenses as a liminal text that both broke new ethnographic ground 
but that also embodies some of the problems with ethnography. Students then 
choose any representation of the Other (in any medium) to analyze. The course 
ends with an invitation to students to create their own anti-imperialist mini-
ethnographies, or, as I sometimes call them, “anti-ethnographies,” since this 
project should not only embody students’ careful chronicling and analysis 
of their ethnographic subjects, but also demonstrate their awareness of the 
difficulties and problems associated with writing about the Other, and their 
attempts to engage with and overcome these problems.
 The last assignment is, needless to say, quite challenging. Some 
students find it paralyzing.  By this point in the course, they have developed 
a fairly sophisticated critique of ethnographic methodologies and epistemolo-
gies, and have realized that there are no easy solutions to the problems. They 
readily acknowledge that ethnocentric bias undermines the scientific claims 
of much ethnography; but they also recognize, though often with regret, that 
bias is inevitable—so to simply say “I will write an unbiased ethnography” 
to counter the problems with conventional ethnography in fact creates more 
difficulties than it solves. Given that some postcolonial cultural critics like 
Trinh T. Minh-ha have suggested that anthropology as a discipline is by 
definition imperialist (Woman), aren’t we setting ourselves up for inevitable 
failure as soon as we engage with this assignment?  Shouldn’t anthropology 
just be abolished in toto? Given the increasing problems with the ethnographic 
project, why engage in ethnography (or this course) at all? My response is 
that, first, ethnography will be done whether we want it to be done or not and 
whether we like the ethnographic work that is being done or not. I would rather 
my students (and others) intervene critically into the ethnographic enterprise 
than allow it to proceed unchallenged because their interventions might also 
be problematic. Second, I am not entirely convinced that ethnography as a 
discipline should be done away with. While the knowledges it produces in 
the context of Western representations of Others are seldom completely be-
nign,3 to abandon any efforts to learn about other cultures would doom the 
West to more of the kinds of ignorance and arrogance that the critiques of 
ethnography make painfully apparent. Third, I believe that the issues raised 
by the questions surrounding ethnography are interesting and important in 
and of themselves, and worthy of engaging because of their implications for 
discussions about knowledge, representation, and writing in general. Even if 
my students ultimately come to the conclusion that ethnography should be 
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abandoned, the process by which they come to this conclusion provides valu-
able opportunities for reflection on concerns pertinent to a host of disciplines 
and media, including writing.
 How, then, to address the political, intellectual, and moral objections 
that have been made to the ethnographic project? Since the ethnographic gaze so 
often looks unidirectionally from first to third world, from power to powerless, 
wouldn’t it behoove ethnographers to study the sources of power, rather than 
or as well as the subjects on whom that power is exercised? As Ralph Cintron 
puts it, “Metaphorically speaking, for every hour spent among the vulnerable, 
an hour needs to be spent in those sites that are, in part, responsible or complicit 
in the making of vulnerability” (940). But while the political imperative of 
Cintron’s injunction is laudable, it also risks recapitulating some of the problems 
that critical ethnography seeks to redress: seeing the Other only as a function  
of and in terms of the dominant subject, and returning the focus to the seats 
of power when one of the purposes of ethnography is precisely to shift that 
focus in order to expand the researcher’s and reader’s horizons/understandings/
sympathies. We can take Cintron’s demand a step further: if, as some critics 
insist, anthropologists should avoid the power hierarchies and exoticizing 
impulses that inevitably accompany representations of the Other by studying 
their own cultures, should we all just write about ourselves?  Wouldn’t such 
an imperative foster the same kind of insular ethnocentrism that the abolition 
of ethnography might enable? And wouldn’t it, as Linda Alcoff argues, act as 
a cover for a failure to engage in political activism?  Alcoff writes,

 
 But a retreat from speaking for [others] will not re-
sult in an increase in receptive listening in all cases; it may 
result merely in a retreat into a narcissistic yuppie lifestyle in 
which a privileged person takes no responsibility whatsoever 
for her society. She may even feel justified in exploiting her 
privileged capacity for personal happiness at the expense of 
others on the grounds that she has no alternative.
 The major problem with such a retreat is that it sig-
nificantly undercuts the possibility of political effectivity. 
There are numerous examples of the practice of speaking 
for others that have been politically efficacious in advancing 
the needs of those spoken for, from Rigoberto Menchu to 
Edward Said and Steven Biko. . . . The point is not that for 
some speakers the danger of speaking for others does not 
arise, but that in some cases certain political effects can be 
garnered in no other way.  (107)
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 Self-reflection on the part of the ethnographer has also been offered 
as a way to forestall uncritical assumptions of neutrality, but this, too, could 
be an easy and unsatisfactory flight from a much more complex problem: 
often writers who are now aware of the critiques of ethnography preface their 
work with a fashionable discussion of their methodology and location (class, 
race, gender, nationality, etc.), but then proceed as before; the self-reflexivity 
doesn’t impact the ensuing ethnographic account. Bruce Horner notes in regard 
to this call for self-reflexivity from professional ethnographers,  “precisely 
because they point to an ideal of academic professionalism, such calls tend 
to obscure the material social conditions of ethnographic work. As a result, 
what is intended as a cautionary practice can become a textually commodi-
fied guarantor of professional purity” (576).  In the case of student writers, 
it is not so much that self-reflexivity is used to gain professional mileage but 
that it can, as with the case of the professionals, work to foreclose any further 
engagement with the problematics of ethnography—“we’ve covered that.”  A 
second problem with this type of meta-reflection is the possibility that the 
ethnographer becomes so taken up with this self-reflexivity that she becomes 
completely self-absorbed, producing an ethnography only about herself (a 
charge directed at Trinh T. Minh-ha in response to her groundbreaking docu-
mentary film, Reassemblage).
 Of course, my students rise to the challenge of creating the seemingly 
impossible critical ethnographies that my final assignment requires. They use 
various multi-media technologies to reconceptualize the relationships among 
ethnographer, ethnographic subject, and their readers. In developing a variety 
of research and rhetorical strategies to document their subjects in inventive 
ways, the students sometimes produce more thoughtful ethnographies than 
those published by professionals in the field. Students have their ethnographic 
subjects write about their ethnographers as a way of suggesting that the eth-
nographer should be an object of scrutiny as much as her subjects. Students 
have their subjects interview one another in an attempt to circumvent the 
problematic power dynamics inherent in the ethnographer-subject relationship. 
Students insert all kinds of self-reflexive and other interventions into their 
ethnographies in order to interrogate their ethnographies while they create 
them. And students even create fictitious ethnographies as commentaries on 
the manipulations and fictions that necessarily characterize all ethnographies, 
and as satires of the reader’s will to know the “truth” about the ethnographic 
subject, the reader’s delusion that she is learning this truth through reading 
ethnography.
 In one particularly ambitious multi-media project, Elizabeth Burk-
holder created a complex series of frames to contextualize and complicate 
her work. Burkholder’s PowerPoint® slide show uses photographs and text to 
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“document” the school lives of a group of special education students she had 
been working with at a local public school. The piece begins with an Introduc-
tion setting out the author’s goals for the work and retrospective insights on 
the project, then displays the photographs, each one containing a substantial 
narrative commentary that includes discussion of the process of taking the 
photograph (some photographs are accompanied by two pieces of commentary). 
The photographs are followed by a section entitled “Photographer’s Choices,” 
in which the author discusses her photographic method and techniques and the 
rationale for them as a way of demystifying the final products. The next sec-
tion, “My Experiences,” provides a narrative account of how the author came 
to undertake the project and its day-to-day execution, and is followed by a 
“Conclusion,” a section entitled “Notes Looking Back,” and, finally, a section 
called “My Failures.” Among the many strategies Burkholder uses to fulfill 
the assignment’s charge to address and embody critiques of ethnography, she 
resists the urge to deludedly suggest that her time with her subjects has made 
her “one of them” by repeatedly drawing attention to her outsider status and 
acknowledging her biases rather than trying to efface her presence (for instance, 
in the caption for the first photograph, she emphasizes her subjectivity and 
subjectiveness with the phrase, “This is one of my favorite photos”). In her 
“Conclusion,” Burkholder even responds to Alcoff’s concern about self-reflex-
ive ethnographic work evacuating the political from its agendas by situating 
her project as an intervention into current social and political efforts to revise 
protocols for Special Education students in California public schools. In the 
“My Failures” section, she establishes her project as a moment in an ongoing 
process rather than as a finished and finite body of knowledge by pointing out 
its flaws and offering suggestions of how future work could be improved.
  In the self-evaluations that the students turn in with their mini-eth-
nographies, they often reflect on the agonizing decisions they have to make 
or defer, and even explicitly offer their own work as critiques of other writing 
in the field.  Kelly Fitzgerald, for instance, whose mini-ethnography treated a 
group of women living in a shelter for homeless women whom she taught as 
part of a service learning course at the university, reflected, 

 I think the biggest strength of my paper is the way in which 
I included the women’s handwriting in my paper. . . . I think 
it would be great for the LA Times to publish several papers/
stories/articles written on volunteers and their experiences 
just like I have—all the stories I have read are written in the 
point of view of the volunteer and include only very little 
info. on the person or group of people who are receiving the 
service.  
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While Fitzgerald’s incorporation of her subjects’ handwriting into her ethnog-
raphy might be more problematically appropriative than the author suggests, 
she does destabilize the subject-object relation in her project in two ways. 
First, she questions her own ethnographic authority: in the introduction to her 
ethnography, she writes, “At times, I have been frustrated by my inability to 
make a difference in the lives of these women.  I admit that sometimes I do 
not know all the answers. I often wonder if there is someone more qualified 
that could help these women—I’m just a student!” A second transgressive 
component to Fitzgerald’s ethnography revolves around a discussion she and 
I had about the project, and her reflection on why she was so interested in 
writing about these women in the first place: she realized that her own father’s 
homelessness many years ago had subconsciously compelled her work here. 
I urged her to write about this in the ethnography itself, which she agreed to 
do. Ultimately, she turns the ethnographic gaze upon herself.
   Another student, who requested that I not cite him by name, wrote his 
ethnography in the form of two voices, with the second voice critiquing the 
first one as a running commentary throughout. He discussed the implications 
of this strategy for readers in his self-evaluation of the paper: 

I think my main strength is my critique of my paper as my 
paper progresses. I tried to provide counterarguments to en-
courage the reader to challenge my views.  The idea of encour-
aging the reader to disagree with me came to me while I was 
reading a letter from Michael Moore on common[dreams].org. 
He wrote that we should not be afraid to disagree or speak 
up. He uses his Oscar speech as an example.

By actually providing readers with a model by which to critique the author, 
this writer takes Fitzgerald’s questioning of her own authority a step further. 
Such a degree of reader-author interaction, and the concomitantly radical pro-
visionality of authorial authority is unheard of in conventional ethnographic 
writing. In what I would argue is an equally subversive conceptualization of 
ethnography, another student, who also requested to remain anonymous, wrote 
of his ethnography, “A high degree of subjectivity is intended, the inherent 
drawbacks of presenting the Other as an outsider are meant to be obvious. I 
question myself during the paper as I questioned myself thinking about the 
subject.” To say that subjectivity is inevitable is one thing, but to imagine 
deploying one’s subjectivity to draw attention to the limitations of the ethno-
graphic project fundamentally redefines the purpose and status of ethnography. 
Here subjectivity, rather than a regrettable inevitability, is conceptualized as a 
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tool deployed to foreground the constructions of the text/author and to critique 
the ethnographic project. Ethnography becomes its own critique.
 I don’t want to posit my students’ work as unproblematic, or pres-
ent my course as a utopian political solution to the vexing questions around 
representation. Certainly the student work I have cited can be critiqued on 
various grounds. Certainly, many disappointing papers have been written in 
the course; many students have reverted to rehearsing the disciplinary, profes-
sional, pedagogical, social, and political axioms they have been taught and feel 
comfortable with; and I have struggled with the complexities and contradictions 
of the material and with my own discomfort with my changing definitions and 
understandings of the terms we treat.  
 Because this work, to a large extent, ventures into “uncharted terri-
tory,” it has also prodded me into revising my paradigms of writing, teaching, 
and evaluation. Often I have found my own assumptions about students’ writing 
and my own teacherly authority challenged and enriched. On one memorable 
occasion, I came to a whole-class writing workshop feeling confident that the 
student text under discussion, a collaborative critical ethnography about visitors 
to a local bar, lacked a “point” and needed more commentary from the writers. 
Each of the female and male co-writers described the same interactions among 
the bar-goers, but these interactions seemed routine to me, and the differences 
in the descriptions lacking significance. I listened to other class members talk 
about the piece’s complexity and subtlety, the possibility that the differences 
between the two writers’ perspectives might be explained in terms of gender, 
the equally plausible possibility that the differences in perspective had nothing 
to do with gender, and the even more interesting possibility that both kinds 
of “differences” might well be constructions of readers. As a result of this 
discussion, I completely altered my opinion, and confessed to the class that I 
had done so. I started to think of the piece as being as much about reading and 
readers as it was about the writers and their subjects. I now valued the elliptical 
elements in the project and thought of its lack of explicit focus as a strength 
rather than a failing. Other dilemmas and reversals plagued me. I even found 
myself worrying over exactly what constituted an “ethnography,” since our 
dissections of the genre had made its boundaries so fuzzy that anything—or 
nothing—could be an ethnography.   
 In retrospect I see these pedagogical and intellectual crises as forma-
tive components of the projects we were all (teacher and students) undertaking 
rather than as impediments to the smooth running of syllabi and assignments or 
as reasons to abandon the work of ethnography or the teaching of ethnography. 
I believe that one of the values of this work with ethnography—for students 
and teachers—lies precisely in its grappling with these problems of definition 
and representation, in students and teachers experiencing the ways in which 
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writing—how they write something, and how they conceptualize writing about 
something—shapes meaning and understanding for them, their readers, and 
the subjects of their discourse.  
 These are not esoteric questions. A quick survey of US media and 
political representations of Iraqis preceding the latest US war against Iraq is 
ample evidence of one possible set of formative consequences of ethnographic 
writing—in this case, a horrifically reimagined ethnocentric arrogance and 
imperialist violence. A pedagogy that defines the ethnographic project broadly 
to include such media representations and their political deployments enables 
students not only to realize the political relevance of their academic study of 
ethnography but also to see the connections between writing and action.  These 
understandings of the real material impact of ethnographic writing, in turn, 
inform students’ reading of and participation in writing in their disciplines 
and in their larger social and political contexts. Once students realize the ex-
tent to which representations of the Other inform material reality, their own 
rhetorical work takes on added urgency. This, of course, is also a challenge to 
compositionists, writing teachers, and all teachers, to intervene into the eth-
nographic project as it is variously manifested in our cultures and curricula, 
and to conceptualize this intervention as a question of writing as much as it 
is a question of history, politics, and sociality.4  

NOTES
1Some of the now classic critiques of ethnography (though the 

degree of investment in conventional methodologies and epistemologies 
differs widely) include Clifford, Geertz, Hymes, and Marcus. For some 
examples of such work in composition scholarship, see Brown, Cintron, 
Himley, Horner, Kirklighter, and Welch.   Brown’s article begins with 
a helpful summary of the critiques of ethnography, and then goes on to 
critique the critiques. While Himley’s essay does not provide any answers 
to the critiques, Himley does give an articulate overview of the problems 
of representation in the context of service learning.

2 IRB standards also have a role to play in these conventions, of 
course. Ironically, in mandating procedures to assure research subjects’ 
confidentiality, such standards collude in patronizing student writers 
when these writers are constructed as research subjects rather than as 
other authors.

3 See Edward Said’s Orientalism for one account of the uses to 
which imperialism puts supposedly disinterested scholarly production 
about the Other. The work of Said and Noam Chomsky has consistently 
chronicled the (sometimes unwitting) collusions between Western 
academia and Western imperialism.
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4 I thank Aneil Rallin, Carrie Leverenz, Robert Brooke, Angela 
M. Gonzalez, and an anonymous reviewer for Composition Studies for 
their feedback and work on earlier drafts of this article. Thanks also to 
Elizabeth Burkholder, Kelly Fitzgerald, and the two student writers who 
requested to remain anonymous, for giving me permission to quote their 
unpublished work.
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Twenty-seven years ago the persistent problems of grading and respond-
ing to student writing spawned NCTE’s volume How to Handle the 
Paper Load (Stanford). Demand for the book has kept it in print ever 

since. The collection of essays reflected a growing professional awareness of 
the mind-numbing, career-threatening volume of papers that writing teachers 
typically graded and responded to. Despite Herculean efforts by many teachers, 
student writing proved resistant to correction or suggestion. Questions were 
raised about how and why teachers mark student papers.
 When researchers examined traditional methods of providing feed-
back, their conclusions were disheartening. In an early review of research on 
written teacher commentary, published in 1981 in this journal’s predecessor 
Freshman English News, C. H. Knoblauch and Lil Brannon found “scarcely a 
shred of empirical evidence to show that students typically even comprehend 
our responses to their writing, let alone use them purposefully to modify their 
practice” (1). Five years later, George Hillocks concluded his more comprehen-
sive study by reporting that “teaching by written comment on compositions is 
generally ineffective” (167). In the subsequent two decades, researchers have 
refined our understanding of why feedback so often fails to work the way 
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we expect it to (Cooper; Elbow and Belanoff; Freedman; Hairston; Knoblauch 
and Brannon; Marzano and Arthur; Shaw; Sommers; Sperling and Freed-
man), but their conclusions about the effectiveness of marking papers remains 
unchanged. As Christopher Burnham has it, “First, students generally do not 
comprehend written teacher responses. Second, when students do comprehend 
the comments, they generally do not know how to use them. And third, when 
students do use the comments, they do not necessarily produce more effective 
writing” (125). The realization that our traditional practice of marking papers 
was, in Ed White’s words, “uneconomical, unreliable, pedagogically uncertain 
or destructive, and theoretically bankrupt” (123-24), led to a flurry of innova-
tive pedagogies and alternative means of providing feedback, including peer 
review, portfolios, conferencing, workshopping, and both criteria-based and 
holistic scoring.
 While none of these innovations has solved the problem of getting 
students to read and consider feedback seriously, they have provided teachers 
with a wide range of tools to use in the writing classroom, many of which re-
duce the burdensome paper load. So I was surprised to find that so few of the 
essays included in NCTE’s recent publication, More Ways to Handle the Paper 
Load: On Paper and Online, demonstrated an awareness of either the research 
on feedback or the alternative practices that have evolved in the last quarter 
century. With two exceptions I will discuss in a moment, the only research 
on responding to student writing cited in the 23 articles in the collection were 
Nancy Sommers’s 1982 CCC overview of responding practices and Richard 
Haswell’s 1983 College English article on minimal marking. The absence of 
reference to more recent research is the most glaring weakness of the updated 
NCTE collection.
 One of those exceptions, Jennifer Morrison’s well researched “‘Un-
grading’ Writing to Achieve Freedom for All” narrates one teacher’s discovery 
of exploratory writing assignments. While Morrison makes a persuasive case 
for the benefits to her middle school students of writing frequently without 
fear of grades, nothing she describes is new to readers of this journal. Many 
of Morrison’s classroom techniques are covered in much greater depth in Ken 
Macrorie’s 1988 book, The I-Search Paper. So why publish—in a 2005 collec-
tion—techniques that have been in print for nearly twenty years? It’s not clear 
what audience or purposes editor Jeffrey Golub had in mind for his updated 
volume.
 Alison Smith, in “How Sharing Evaluation in the Writing Class Can 
Lighten the Paper Load,” is the only other author in the collection who seems 
aware of the research on responding to and evaluating student writing. Smith 
credits Erika Lindemann’s A Rhetoric for Writing Teachers with helping lib-
erate her from the self-imposed obligation to mark every paper. The question 
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her article raises, and an important issue for our profession, is how to secure a 
similar revelation for other writing teachers. Golub’s disjointed collection and 
the cafeteria-approach to pedagogy it offers won’t make much of a contribution 
to that cause. In this collection, you can hear teachers all across the country 
yearning to shrug off the yoke of marking and grading papers, but fearful to 
do so, making the best of a bad situation, unaware of the research that might 
illuminate alternatives. More Ways to Handle the Paper Load needs more 
authors like Smith, liberated by her encounter with the research in the field 
and trying, in turn, to liberate others.
 Golub seems to have had such liberation in mind when, in his intro-
duction, he identifies reading and grading every written assignment as “one 
of teachers’ most stubbornly held beliefs” (xi). Teachers, he says, “are getting 
over the idea that they are the only ones who can provide helpful, pertinent, 
valuable feedback” (xi). Combined with the admission that teachers, as Golub 
puts it, “cannot serve as an authentic audience for students’ writing” (x), these 
ideas could transform the response strategies and feedback pedagogies of the 
teachers Golub aims to help. But most of the articles in the book are untouched 
by such ideas. Many seem completely unaware of the research that precedes 
them; one was so retro that it advocated teachers correcting errors in student 
papers as a way to reduce time spent marking papers! 
 Many of the authors described ingenious methods for reducing the 
amount of time teachers spend on each paper, but it was still teachers who 
were doing most, if not all, of the responding. For example, in “Handling the 
Paper Load: Three Strategies,” Barbara Mezeske suggests engaging students 
in dialog, reading papers selectively, and staggering due dates as means of 
reducing the workload (4-5). Clearly helpful, reasonable strategies, yet none 
provides student writers with sources of feedback other than the teacher. Only 
a third of the articles provide alternatives to teacher feedback, and most of 
those suggest some version of peer review in which the teacher remains the 
central respondent. Even in the section devoted to peer review, two of the five 
articles advocated transforming peer groups into teacher-led discussions to 
ensure higher quality feedback. While such activities are common, they’re not 
peer review. Some sort of backlash against student-centered pedagogy must 
be at work when two-thirds of the articles in this collection advocate teacher-
centered strategies and two-fifths in the section on peer review reject outright 
the notion that students can provide useful feedback. I can’t help but wonder 
what’s going on in our profession. 
 Maybe I’m making too much of a curious coincidence in Golub’s 
collection. Perhaps I should take heart from the contributions of Patricia Wil-
liams (“Mountains into Molehills: Coping with Essay Overload”) and Hillory 
Oakes (“‘Everything Looks Great!’ Revitalizing Peer Response by Taking It 
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Out of the Class”), both of whom offer original, student-centered techniques 
to improve the quality of peer response. Williams and Oakes share with the 
other authors in this section the sense that peer reviews often produce less 
than helpful feedback. Williams overcomes this by assigning short in-class 
assignments and then training her high school students to use AP examiner 
rubrics to critique their classmates’ essays. Through this practice students 
“share a much clearer understanding of how to write effectively” (73). Oakes, 
on the other hand, suggests that the classroom itself is the reason peer review 
techniques often generate mediocre feedback: “The in-class peer-response 
model is not conducive to learning or discussion revision,” she argues, because 
such feedback “is often . . . scribbled in response to a few teacher-prescribed 
questions” (45-46). She assigns her students to take their peers’ essays home, 
write letters of response, and hold mini-conferences with their peers during 
the next class. Both authors offer student-centered strategies consistent with 
research.
 In the final article in the peer review section, “Using Peer Review 
for Improving Writing without Increasing Teachers’ Workloads,” six faculty 
from Arizona State University describe how they use role-playing techniques 
in peer review groups to improve the quality of student feedback, claiming 
that “students gain more agency over their comments and critical exploration 
through role-playing” (75). As a student in each group presents a paper, oth-
ers take on the roles of “believers” encouraging the writer, “doubters” asking 
critical questions, and “identifiers” speaking for the author, who “remains 
silent, taking notes on the discussion” (75-6). As in Williams’s article, the six 
co-authors reiterate the importance of training students to give quality feed-
back. The objections to peer review voiced by several of the other authors in 
the collection might be answered by recognizing the importance of training 
students to provide feedback. Most faculty have received some such training 
or been exposed to exemplary methods and models of effective feedback; few 
writing centers permit students to tutor other students without some sort of 
training. So it should be no surprise that students in our classes require train-
ing, models, and practice in order to produce effective feedback.
 The peer review section of More Ways to Handle the Paper Load 
raises important questions but provides a limited number of answers. And 
while more could be provided for readers, none of the other sections of the 
book rise to this level, neither in range of techniques nor critique of standard 
practices. The first section, entitled “Ideas for Classroom Practices, Procedures, 
and Portfolios,” is a parade of worn-out, teacher-centered strategies. And in 
the section “Ideas for Evaluating Students’ Writing,” only Allison Smith al-
ludes to any of the literature on alternative methods of grading written work. 
The fourth and final section, “Ideas for Handling the Electronic Paper Load,” 
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is schizophrenic in what it offers. Half of the eight articles replicate common 
classroom practices, but in the digital realm. One article reads like a digital 
version of Worst Practices: in “Internet Grading: Following the Online (Paper) 
Trail,” Helene Krathamer champions using Blackboard and Microsoft Word 
to “copy and paste lengthy comments . . . for each error as it occurs” (125), 
contradicting both Golub’s sense that writing teachers are “getting over” the 
burdensome obsession with being the only source of feedback for their students 
as well as decades of research demonstrating the ineffectiveness of correcting 
student errors. How does the mere inclusion of new technology justify a return 
to practices condemned by our profession decades ago?
 The remaining articles offer new ideas or strategies developed spe-
cifically for or significantly enhanced by electronic media, including Richard 
Johnson’s “First There Is a Mountain: On Getting Out of the Way of My 
Students’ Learning” which offers a fresh approach made possible by digital 
technology. Rather than write for their teacher, Johnson’s students publish their 
essays online, in an electronic classroom magazine. “Online publishing,” he 
claims, “costs me nothing” because Johnson neither grades nor marks their 
essays (151). Instead, students have to “write and revise their papers to suit the 
quality demands of their classmates.” Not only does Johnson use technology 
to provide students with an audience to write for—each other—but he teaches 
them to develop criteria which identify papers ready for publication, and to 
write to meet those criteria—all without marking any papers. Johnson’s article 
exemplifies the potential of a volume like More Ways to Handle the Paper 
Load. There are too few like it in the book. 
 After reading the collection, I couldn’t help but conclude, despite what 
Golub says in his introduction, that teachers are still hampered by the notion 
they are the only ones who can provide effective feedback. Several authors 
say just that. In “Conference Class Sessions: Reducing Paper Load While 
Supporting Student Revision through Effective In-Class Response,” Karen 
D’Agostino says she cannot “in good conscience, assign an essay, a journal, 
a draft, or a revision, and not read it and provide some sort of response” (63). 
Ned Williams is on target in “When Will You Stop Correcting Student Writ-
ing If You Don’t Stop Now?” when he describes correcting student papers as 
“the most powerful human desire known to most writing teachers” (22). Still, 
Williams gives in to the temptation, suggesting teachers who feel “guilty” 
about not marking every paper might compromise by marking errors on just 
the first page of each student’s paper. 

Where does such guilt come from? Why is correcting another writer’s 
lapses in conventional punctuation or spelling such a powerful urge? And 
what can we, as a profession, do to reduce both the guilt and the urge? I used 
to think the answer lay in publishing more research and pedagogical articles 
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supporting and explaining alternative methods of feedback. But it’s been 27 
years since the first NCTE volume, Handling the Paper Load. We’ve published 
a boatload of studies revealing the inherent weaknesses of teacher-generated 
written feedback, and still the perceived expectation that teachers mark every 
paper threatens to drown us in pointless paperwork. Have we learned nothing? 
Is the message not getting through, or do we have a built-in resistance to it?
 To help answer those questions, let’s look at a second book published 
last year that deals with the paper load. Carol Jago’s Papers, Papers, Papers: 
An English Teacher’s Survival Guide is intended for much the same audience 
as Golub’s collection. Jago’s extensive experience teaching high school students 
makes her suggestions particularly apt for other high school teachers, but her 
critique of current practices and her knowledge of recent research make her 
book useful to all writing teachers, no matter the institution or grade level. She 
and Golub share the goal of helping teachers manage the paper load. Jago even 
includes a final chapter on the importance of balancing a career with family 
life and personal health. 
 Jago offers detailed advice on a variety of teaching strategies, includ-
ing how to comment on student papers, use scoring guides, share grading with 
colleagues, generate effective peer reviews and self-assessments, and design 
alternative kinds of writing assignments. Yet, in spite of her concern that the 
unmanageable paper load may prevent any but “teachers without families or a 
life outside the classroom” from sustaining a career in teaching (x), she suggests 
both grading and commenting in detail on every paper and, early in her book, 
defends the practice of marking student errors because “we are obliged to help 
[students] write with correct spelling, usage, and grammar” (4). This, she says, 
obligates her to return papers with “errors clearly identified. The paper should 
bleed.” However, in a later chapter she reverses her position. Summarizing the 
2002 research of Joe Belanger and Phillip V. Allingham, Jago warns her readers 
that the results “will depress you” (87). Belanger and Allingham conclude, as 
previous researchers have, that students generally ignored teacher comments, 
didn’t understand corrections of their errors, and “frequently dismissed the 
errors . . . as matters of the teachers’ stylistic preferences” (88). At this point, 
Jago says quite clearly “there is no evidence that more red marks are equal to 
improved student writing” (88), contradicting her advice earlier in the book.
 Jago’s book, like Golub’s collection, reveals an unresolved contradic-
tion within our profession. How can a writing teacher defend the importance 
of correcting errors at the same time she professes the futility of doing so? 
Jennifer Morrison, in her contribution to More Ways to Handle the Paper Load, 
confesses she “spent a long time believing everything had to be graded” and 
still hasn’t entirely liberated herself from the mistaken notion that teachers are 
“responsible for evaluating all student work” (7, 11). Patricia Williams, in the 
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same collection, operates out of a “conscientious belief” that good teachers 
should read and comment on every draft students write (71). Many writing 
teachers informed about the research on feedback persist in pointless practices. 
Why? Jago says, “It allows us to feel virtuous about a job well done” (9).
 How does spending hours writing comments your students won’t read 
or understand or apply create a sense of “a job well done”? That makes no sense 
unless the teacher perceives her colleagues, not her students, as the final judge 
of what constitutes a “job well done.” So we should ask ourselves, who are we 
really thinking of when we lug those stacks of papers home—our students or 
our colleagues? To continue to believe that a demonstrably ineffective peda-
gogy will somehow magically become effective through our wishing it so is 
crazy. But to persist in a behavior, however ineffective, in order to appear to 
be busy and responsible is understandable, if misguided.
 We need a major paradigm shift in our profession, not just in our 
thinking but in our practice. We need to eradicate the pernicious notion that 
teachers must respond to every draft. Students deserve effective pedagogies, 
and writing teachers deserve to be liberated from the pointless burden of 
overwhelming paper loads. How do we do that? First, we can expect our pro-
fessional organizations, like NCTE, to not publish collections that perpetuate 
a mistaken sense of “a job well done.” Second, we can demand that editors of 
promising books, like Carol Jago’s, work more closely with the authors to bring 
those works into line with published research. And, finally, we can help young 
teachers establish pedagogically effective practices early in their careers. 
 Imagine a generation of composition teachers who feel no obligation to 
lug home a stack of papers every week! Imagine a profession whose practices 
reflect its research. What a brave, new world that would be. 

Channel Islands, CA
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Voice as Process, by Lizbeth A. Bryant. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 
2005. 160 pages.

Reviewed by Amy A. Childers, North Georgia College & State University

Bryant achieves what has been sorely needed in the study of voice: the 
collection and analysis of real case studies from which are derived inductive 
insights into the construction of written voice. With a foreword by Peter Elbow, 
this book establishes Bryant as a knowledgeable voice in composition studies. 
Bryant clearly places herself in the theoretical traditions of student-centered 
pedagogy, social constructionism, and postcolonialism (11) through the work 
of Mikhail Bakhtin, L. S. Vygotsky, Walker Gibson, Donald Murray, Gloria 
Anzaldúa, David Bartholomae, Mary Louise Pratt, Wendy Bishop, Kenneth 
Bruffee, Peter Elbow, Patricia Bizzell, Ken Macrorie, Toby Fulwiler, Min-Zhan 
Lu and Mike Rose. Unlike Darsie Bowden who holds that voice is not a help-
ful theoretical term, Bryant argues that the concept of constructed voice as a 
border zone is very useful pedagogically to the writing teacher when focusing 
on process rather than product (7-11). Briefly, Bryant argues that teachers must 
give students room to experiment with voice, to construct a new voice that 
is appropriate to academic circles and yet still true to the individual. In all, 
this text is very useful, both pedagogically and theoretically. Bryant displays 
a thorough knowledge of the related compositional theory and applies her 
theoretical knowledge clearly to student case studies.
 Her argument, as established in the introduction, rests on the meth-
odological premise that case studies are as necessary to the study of voice-in-
writing as theoretical discussions. In her studies, she discerns a tension between 
what she calls “home voices” and “school” voices, applying two of Elbow’s 
voice categories, “dramatic” and “authority,” to further characterize this ten-
sion (4, 9). Her goal is to document the progress of two students, Jason and 
Leah, who attempt to integrate these two (or more) voices into an acceptable, 
and individual, academic voice. Her methodology involves oral transcriptions 
of class discussion and written portfolios (9).
 Chapter 1, “Disruptive ‘Sexual’ Voices in English 101,” is an insight-
ful and practical chapter that offers help to teachers who have been stymied 
by student resistance in the classroom. Bryant begins by narrating a class 
experience involving sexual innuendo. She decides that silencing the “inap-
propriate” language inadvertently silenced the class’s construction of their new 
academic voices (16). She borrows from Mary Louise Pratt the phrases “pupil-
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ing”—student resistance and subversion—and “contact zone”—a metaphor 
for the discomfort experienced when home/colloquial/dramatic voice meets 
school/academic/authoritative voice (17, 18). Bryant concludes that by speaking 
inappropriately, the students were attempting to join in the academic discourse 
by using the only critical voices they had (19). Instead of silencing, Bryant (and 
all teachers) could have maximized the teaching moment by discussing the 
linguistic role of “one-upmanship,” “power relations,” or “subversion” (20). 
 Chapter 2, “Jason’s Voices,” provides a clear example that Bryant’s ap-
proach to teaching writing is beneficial to students, and that the “contact zone” 
metaphor makes real sense in classroom behavior. Bryant introduces Jason, 
who combined sarcasm and political science. At this point in Bryant’s teaching 
career, she had committed herself to encouraging her students’ voices rather 
than silencing, allowing even vulgarism as part of the construction process. 
She notices in Jason’s work the use of parentheticals, inserted personal com-
ments, as explored by Arthur L. Palacas in “Parentheticals and Personal Voice.” 
Jason struggles to include an academic voice in his colloquial voice, which 
often took the form of long lists (27). Jason balked at providing analysis or a 
thesis. Bryant concludes that it was her responsibility to give Jason the room 
to explore the distance between the two voices. By the end of the semester, 
Jason was successfully able to provide an argument for his lists and focus his 
discussions, without sacrificing his home voice. 
 Chapter 3, “Leah’s Story,” is perhaps the most compelling chapter 
(Leah returns in the afterword to write a sophisticated letter to the reader, 
which implies that she now has firm control of her voice). Bryant introduces 
Leah, who already possesses a creative, “barnyard” voice which she struggles 
to combine into an academic voice (46). Leah denies her own authority, and 
focuses on her home voice, telling stories instead of drawing conclusions (42). 
Leah demonstrated a dependence on rhetorical questions, further divorcing 
herself from a voice of authority (48). Bryant describes Leah’s situation as 
nepantla—an Aztec word Anzaldúa defines as meaning “torn between ways” 
(49). Leah’s path to voice was recursive, not linear (71). 
 In chapter 4, “Studying Our Voices,” Bryant continues her discussion 
of the recursive process of constructing voice and outlines her own struggles in 
coming to an academic voice. This chapter could be judged as too personal or 
even self-indulgent in its confessions; however, Bryant upholds her process as 
she studies her own voice history. Although she risks revealing so much of her 
own struggle, she accomplishes just what she asks other teachers to do: examine 
the path that led to your scholarly voice. She suggests that each teacher should 
inventory his or her own voice development, should study theory, and should 
support students in their voice construction (72). She explains her difficulties 
in graduate school: at the master’s level she was encouraged to create a teach-
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ing voice as her academic voice (75). However, at the doctoral level, when she 
tried using teaching stories to address theoretical concerns, she struggled to 
combine her pedagogical voice with a new Ph.D-level scholarly voice (82). She 
likens her resistance to the choices made by Toby Fulwiler and bell hooks who 
both chose to keep a strongly personal voice (83). Bryant’s struggle to remain 
true to that personal voice is evidenced throughout her book: she includes her 
own poetry, as well as an imagined dialogue with herself debating which voice 
to use in the book—personal or scholarly (84). Largely, the scholarly voice 
wins out, but the personal periodically breaks through. Bryant seems to have 
achieved her goal of forging a new voice that combines the personal and the 
scholarly. She largely accomplishes this by embracing risk and experimenta-
tion, just as she encourages her students to do.
 In chapter 5, “Voice as Process,” Bryant doggedly persists in 
“bridg[ing] both sides of the border,” even to the point of disrupting what 
could easily have been a smooth scholarly text (103). She exults in “hybrids 
and mestizas” that escape the five-paragraph theme, or the lock-step formula 
of tenure and promotion  (105, 101). She further clarifies her argument by not-
ing that there are six “activities” in the voice process, a circle of “encounter-
ing, engaging, navigating, negotiating, rejecting, and integrating” (88). This 
recursive process involves a great deal of “parroting” on the student’s part, 
just to begin negotiating the demands of academia (91). Bryant likens this 
phenomenon to David Bartholomae’s concept of inventing the university. The 
student constructs a new voice based on first learning the sound of academic 
voices, and then risking a similar voice of his or her own. Bryant completes 
her argument that we should move away from Mary Louise Pratt’s “contact 
zone” and towards the metaphor of “construction zone.” She points out that 
Pratt’s metaphor does not address “dissenting student voices” (95). Bryant’s 
construction zone accounts for a negotiation process in the creation of voice, 
rather than one voice conquering the other. The negotiated result may not be 
purely academic, but should not be rejected on that basis alone. Bryant returns 
to arguing for her own approach to scholarly writing in this book—that is, to 
focus on her personal struggles with an academic voice and to connect to her 
students’ struggles. 
 In chapter 6, “A Pedagogy of Voice as Process,” Bryant leaves us with 
the compelling insight that the creation of an academic voice can be individu-
ally meaningful. She encourages writing teachers to allow students room to 
take risks with their voices, giving them space to navigate the changes. She 
ends by sharing her personal approaches for encouraging student experimenta-
tion: have students create a persona, have students use more “academic action 
verbs,” discuss and characterize author voices—in the vein of Walker Gibson, 
and recognize stylistic techniques that create voice (112-16). In addition, she 
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suggests that teachers respond with more acceptance to students’ inappropriate 
language and learn to recognize the construction process (113). One way to 
do this is to reward risk taking with grades (114). Further, she suggests a few 
exercises that help students consider audience and changing voice.
 Bryant concludes by noting, “Many students have not had inviting 
experiences” (122). Bryant believes that modeling her experiences in creating 
an academic voice encourages students to explore their own. She ends her 
book with an afterword by Leah, her former student, who concludes: “We’re 
all trying to make the squiggles on the page make sense” (132).

Dahlonega, GA

Archives of Instruction: Nineteenth-Century Rhetorics, Readers, and 
Composition Books in the United States, by Jean Ferguson Carr, Stephen 
L. Carr, and Lucille Schultz. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 
2005. 288 pages.

Reviewed by Jessica Enoch, The University of New Hampshire

Archives of Instruction is, as the authors suggest, “a book about books” 
(1). But in being a book that investigates the traditions of rhetorics, readers, and 
composition texts, it offers the field a new perspective on nineteenth-century 
literacy practices and rhetorical education. Archives is the result of thorough 
and painstaking archival work by its three authors, Jean Ferguson Carr, Ste-
phen L. Carr, and Lucille Schultz, and the findings they offer are significant. 
Overall, the authors argue that scholars and teachers of rhetoric, composition, 
and literacy need to look more closely at what nineteenth-century textbook 
traditions have to say. Throughout Archives, the writers make it clear that these 
textbooks are complex, revealing, and surprising, that they deserve attention 
and reconsideration. But even though Archives offers much in exposing the 
peculiarities and regularities of these nineteenth-century textbook traditions, 
the greatest strength of the text is in the way it teaches contemporary readers 
to read these materials. Carr, Carr, and Schultz offer insightful archival advice 
in terms of where to look, what to notice, what to think twice about, and how 
to interpret not only the textbooks themselves but also their authors and their 
material production. This aspect of the Archives makes it a “must read” for 
scholars invested in histories of rhetoric, composition, and literacy. 

Archives is structured around three major textbook traditions, and each 
of its main chapters takes up a detailed discussion of rhetorics (chapter 1), read-
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ers (chapter 2), and composition texts (chapter 3). The introduction to Archives 
provides a useful overview of these textbook traditions and the distinctions 
among them. The introduction also sets forth the recurring issues (intellectual 
property, authorship, educational philosophies, and material production) that 
the main chapters address. Each of the three central chapters attends to these 
recurring themes while also moving into pertinent and informative discussions 
relevant to the particular textbook tradition under consideration. 

Chapter 1, “Reproducing Rhetorics,” invigorates and extends the work 
of James Berlin, John Brereton, Robert Connors, Sharon Crowley, Albert Kit-
zhaber, and Nan Johnson. While these scholars examined nineteenth-century 
rhetorics to gain a sense of the larger educational scene or particular disciplin-
ary shifts, this chapter sets its focus on the textbooks in and of themselves and 
considers the variations and consistencies across this tradition. Here, then, 
readers find a discussion where familiar texts, such as Samuel Newman’s 
A Practical System of Rhetoric, are placed next to the unfamiliar, such as J. 
Scott Clark’s Practical System for Instruction in English Composition. In its 
explication of the many dimensions of this textbook tradition, the chapter 
designates a number of useful taxonomies that differentiate various kinds of 
rhetorics (commemorative rhetorics, compilations, single-authored textbooks) 
that were circulating in the U.S. and investigates the ways these texts changed 
over time (subsections include 1800-1830; 1831-1865; 1866-1900). 

As mentioned above, though, this chapter becomes especially compel-
ling in the ways it “teaches” the twenty-first century reader to read rhetorics 
of the nineteenth century. For example, chapter 1 includes a lengthy discus-
sion of Hugh Blair’s Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, which was, we 
know, consistently reproduced in nineteenth-century textbooks in the U.S. 
This chapter extends our understandings of Blair by examining how his text 
was reproduced, drawing readers’ attention to which part of his lectures were 
taken up and which were discarded as well as how his work was interpreted 
and translated for American audiences. This discussion not only advances a 
more complicated understanding of the role Blair’s lectures played in nine-
teenth-century rhetorics, but it also articulates a new kind of reading practice 
for researchers working in the archives. 

Chapter 2, “Reading School Readers,” explains how readers functioned 
in their nineteenth-century context as pedagogical sites for both elocution and 
textual interpretation. As in chapter 1, chapter 2 resists easy understandings of 
readers by noting that although they often functioned as “conservative texts,” 
readers were “particularly responsive to change and difference” (83). The 
chapter delves into the consistency and change inside the reader tradition by 
first showing connections between readers and related textbooks such as spell-
ers and primers. It then explicates the components of a reader and the ways in 
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which these components shifted over time and varied uses. In particular, the 
chapter discusses changes in the size and font of a reader; the role and purpose 
of the introduction; and the kinds of readings that were included in the text 
itself. The chapter then delves into who composed, read, and produced readers. 
Among the many interesting aspects of the chapter is the examination of the 
part the reader tradition played inside missionary projects and for immigrant, 
Native American, and African American audiences. 

Like chapter 1, this chapter offers a number of pertinent archival 
reading “lessons,” one being its discussion of Orville Dewey—a noted nine-
teenth-century rhetorician who is rarely referenced in twenty-first century 
examinations. This chapter explains how twenty-first century scholars might 
miss Dewey’s influence by showing how his work was integrated into readers. 
The chapter records that Dewey’s influential North American Review essay 
“Principles of Elocution” was reprinted numerous times in readers. These texts, 
though, either did not credit him as the author or simply referred to him as “an 
eloquent writer of the North American Review” (121). The reason for such an 
omission, the chapter teaches, is not that nineteenth-century publishers and 
audiences did not know Dewey, but that they knew him all too well: Dewey 
was “known by everyone and published everywhere” (121). Therefore, the 
chapter implies, it is the very popularity of Dewey and his work in the nine-
teenth-century that has disenabled twenty-first century scholars to recognize 
and value his contribution to the field.

Chapter 3, “Composing Composition Books” shifts gears to look at 
the purpose and production of composition textbooks before and after the 
Civil War. Before moving into this discussion, though, the chapter makes a 
move consistent with the rest of the text and helps twenty-first century readers 
question assumptions that might prevent them from more fully understanding 
the nineteenth-century composition book. In particular, the chapter questions 
assumptions concerning the relationship of the student to the text, the definition 
of the term “writing,” and the definition of the term “exercise.” Here, the reader 
learns that, unlike today, the nineteenth-century student often did not own 
his or her composition text, and, if a student did own a text, it most likely was 
not the one the teacher worked from; that “writing” in the nineteenth century 
was seen as handwriting rather than composing; and that “exercise” did not 
convey the idea of rote learning as it might today but instead was a progressive 
form of pedagogy that called for practice and performance over recognition 
and memorization. By questioning such twenty-first century assumptions, 
the chapter enables its readers to enact more accurate and complex readings 
of this textbook tradition. 

The chapter moves on to discuss composition textbooks before and 
after the Civil War. Through a detailed reading of two pre-Civil War text-
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books by Richard Green Parker and John Frost, the chapter once again argues 
that twenty-first century readers must be on guard for reading past or read-
ing over important aspects of these textbooks. The argument is made here 
that Parker and Frost addressed issues of invention and arrangement in their 
texts, but because they did not use the terms “invention” and “arrangement,” 
readers today might overlook such progressive moves. As this chapter turns 
its attention to the post-Civil War era, it highlights three major events that 
affected composition instruction and textbook production: the site of writing 
moving from slate to paper, the beginnings of “language arts” courses, and 
the advent of graded high schools. Composition textbooks changed because of 
these innovations, and new forms of these texts were created for the emerging 
student populations who needed them. Chapter 3 concludes with a discussion 
of composition textbooks in the college and university, explaining that this 
iteration of the textbook (the site at which many of our histories begin) was 
in fact the most recent place where composition instruction was initiated and 
where composition textbooks can be found. 

Archives of Instruction concludes with ten lessons that readers can 
glean from its investigation of nineteenth-century rhetorics, readers, and com-
position textbooks. Indeed, it is fitting that the text ends this way because, as 
this review details, the most compelling features of the texts are its arguments 
and advice concerning how to read and work in the archives. The reading prac-
tices Carr, Carr, and Schultz propose and the methodologies they highlight are 
invaluable to scholars in the field of rhetoric and composition intending to learn 
more about nineteenth-century literacy and rhetorical education. In addition to 
the ways this text should reshape archival reading and interpretation, though, 
scholars and teachers might also take up the important questions that Archives 
raises and use them to reconsider how textbooks are composed and produced 
today. Thus, we may learn from and use the lessons of Archives to re-read the 
textbook traditions that we encounter and teach from on a daily basis. 

Durham, NH

Situating Composition: Composition Studies and the Politics of Location, by 
Lisa Ede. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2004. 280 pages.

Reviewed by Nancy Myers, University of North Carolina at Greensboro

I have always been fascinated by the triptychs of the Middle Ages, such as 
Bernardo Daddi’s “Triptych: Madonna, Saint Thomas Aquinas, and Saint Paul.” 
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Triptychs are three panels usually hinged together that tell three stories and 
one. The center panel is the main focus with the two side panels providing 
two more narratives but in dialogue with the primary one, thus producing a 
fourth story. Just as the title of Daddi’s triptych suggests, each panel represents 
a different time, a different place, and different circumstances of religious 
teachings, while it simultaneously reinforces the continuity and community 
across all three. Like the Roman writing tablet from which this art form draws 
its name, the triptych opens to meanings institutional and individual, a testa-
ment to the religious doctrines via the work of an artist’s imagination. What I 
value about the triptychs are their dialogic relationships between artistic vision 
and Christian didacticism, form and function, and innovation and tradition. 
Multivalent and multivocal, the religious triptych requires that viewers focus 
on the subject of each panel and their relatedness to the others within the con-
texts of the knowledge, history, and practices of Christianity as well as on the 
hinged-and-framed structure’s material location as an altarpiece. 

In a secular way, Lisa Ede’s Situating Composition operates as a 
triptych in its dialogic interplay of three-and-one stories and in its multiple 
locations of the creator’s arguments within academe’s doctrines, traditions, 
and disciplinary expectations. As the one or complete work, situated within 
disciplinary knowledge paradigms and published by a leading university 
press, the book provides another scholarly voice on two discussions: the his-
tory and impact of the process writing movement and the epistemological and 
institutional theory-practice binary. Ede argues that the future of the field 
may be better served if composition scholars more directly examine their 
scholarly practices and the ideological implications of them. In her analysis, 
historicizing, and critique of the professionalization of composition studies, 
she enters into the theory-practice dialogue by maintaining that “there is an 
inevitable gap between that which seems real, good, and possible in the realm 
of scholarly research and that which seems real, good, and possible in specific 
situations where material constraints interact with theoretical possibilities” 
(xiii). She traces the intricacies and complexities of this “gap” by examining 
the question: What constitutes progress in the field? Contending that scholars 
are concerned with “anxieties about composition’s professional and disciplin-
ary status,” she exposes the ideological and material forces that undergird the 
disciplinary privileging of theory and that limit the view of progress to new 
theory (33). This disciplinary anxiety over the academy’s acceptance has led to 
a disjuncture between theory and the daily practices that are grounded in the 
processes of literacy and pedagogy. She repeatedly comes back to this question 
of progress through the locations of her own and others’ teaching experiences, 
her own and others’ writing practices, and her own and others’ analyses of 
this theory-practice issue to demonstrate that professionalism in Composition 
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Studies progresses in various and contradictory ways depending on the site or 
location in the field. Ede’s proposal to address this gap is twofold: to make the 
scholarly arguments relevant and credible “for those who teach the majority 
of composition classes” and “to enact a model of disciplinary progress that 
does not require the continual disvaluing of previous theories and practices” 
(153). Modeling this suggestion through her multi-genre approach, her vari-
ous positions in academe and the discipline, and her balanced and continually 
qualified analysis, she offers a view of progress in the field as situated acts of 
change based on self-reflexivity, incremental steps and actions, institutional 
and ideological resistance, and acceptance of the plurality of knowledge. 
 Structurally, Situating Composition operates as a triptych in its three 
individual stories that are in dialogue with each other. Each section highlights 
Ede’s professional life and work but for distinct purposes: the first shows how 
the professional is personal through a series of unrelated academic experiences 
and through her positioning of herself in the scholarly conversations and in her 
institutions; the second highlights Ede as historian, aspiring professional, and 
teacher-researcher; and the third demonstrates her intellectual and scholarly 
ability. The first section, and shortest of the three, outlines the foundational 
questions of Ede’s examination, defines key terms, and underscores her per-
sonal and academic locations within the discipline, her institution, and her 
classroom. The second section is a reexamination of composition studies’ 
professionalization from the mid-1970s to now and is balanced between a 
disciplinary history of professional and economic influences and a personal 
examination of how theory influences teaching across that same time period. 
It functions as the core of the book: for its critique of earlier histories and its 
rereading of the “writing process movement” as multiple economic, social, 
political, and institutional forces interacting on a range of tangentially linked 
theories, research methodologies, and projects underpins her critique of theory 
in the third section (47-80). This history is juxtaposed with Ede’s personal 
teaching history and pedagogical analysis of twenty years of her undergraduate 
composition course descriptions. The third section contends that the theory-
practice dichotomy should be viewed as a practice-practice dichotomy since 
both theory and teaching are practices, but distinct in aims and means. She 
proposes alternative ways of dealing with the multiplicities by “thinking 
through practice” in theory and teaching (120). Always questioning, always 
qualifying, she offers fifteen strategies for doing this (191-207). In sections two 
and three, she systematically critiques and rejects the continuity and monolithic 
impressions of the privileged or master narratives and hierarchical binaries 
and maintains that revolution is not possible, so “we have to work within the 
ideologies of professionalism and disciplinarity” for change (118). She invites 
us not to invert the hierarchies but place the dichotomous terms side-by-side, 
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in dialogue with each other: scholar-teacher, theory-practice, progress-tradi-
tion, hope-reality. 
 Because a triptych is always parts and whole, material and symbolic, 
and innovative and traditional, the viewer is aware of its paradoxes. As a reader 
of Situating Composition, I realized those same tensions in Ede’s use of mul-
tiple genres and her systematic questioning and qualifying. Both techniques 
remind the reader that Ede is resisting stylistically the conventions of scholarly 
discourse to enact her argument and proposal. Her innovative blending and 
blurring of genres—personal narrative, history, theoretical critique, theory, 
and propositional heuristic, all of which I suggest are forms of argument—pro-
mote her message that the professional is personal, so each member of the 
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or accepting.

Greensboro, NC
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The Outcomes Book, edited by Susanmarie Harrington, Keith Rhodes, 
Ruth Overman Fischer, and Rita Malenczyk. Logan: Utah State University 
Press, 2005. 240 pages.

Reviewed by Carol Rutz, Carleton College

In Science in Action, Bruno Latour reminds us how the story of antiseptic 
surgery is typically told: Joseph Lister “had the idea” that infection might 
resemble fermentation, which implies that open wounds are best treated by 
killing the germs on the surface and applying dressings that allow oxygen to 
reach the wound for clean healing. Latour details the social history behind 
Lister’s “idea”: the long years of testing the connection between infection and 
fermentation, and the many scientists and surgeons who contributed to the 
development of antiseptic surgery. Latour particularly notes Lister’s generosity 
in crediting Louis Pasteur’s work on fermentation as an inspiration. Pasteur’s 
influence notwithstanding, historians of science cite Lister’s famous idea as a 
breakthrough in surgical procedures. Other participants in the consolidation 
of that idea are omitted, and Lister’s name alone is attached to antisepsis as 
an approach to healing (118).
 The Outcomes Book anticipates a Latour-like critique by telling the 
story of the “WPA Outcomes Statement for First-Year Composition” (OS) as a 
compendium of ideas, conversations, debates, frustrations, and impulses among 
a collective of professionals engaged in teaching writing to college students. 
Chronology is set next to definition which, in turn, is set next to theory, and all 
of that is interpreted through practice, institutional limits, and forward-looking 
challenges. Individual voices contribute segments of the story and fade into 
the background as other voices take the stage, extending the narrative, while 
sometimes reviewing or revising what has been already told. Throughout, the 
credit cycle (as Latour might label it) is described, celebrated, shared, and, to 
some degree, finessed in favor of a result—an outcome, as it were—designed 
to be further developed by practitioners. In short, The Outcomes Book speaks 
to the social construction of a document and shows how social systems, mostly 
within higher education, employ or adapt that document.
 Those unfamiliar with the OS should know that it has been published 
both in Writing Program Administration and College English as an official 
document of the National Council of Writing Program Administrators (adopted 
in 2000). Designed as a framework for assessing learning in first-year writ-
ing courses, the OS contains an introduction explaining that the “statement 
articulates what composition teachers nationwide have learned from practice, 
research, and theory.” The outcomes are then arranged in sections: rhetorical 
knowledge; critical thinking, reading and writing; processes; and knowledge 
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of conventions. Each section is followed by a transition: “Faculty in all pro-
grams and departments can build on this preparation by helping students 
learn”—specific extensions of the outcomes applicable in the disciplines. The 
OS format, therefore, lends itself explicitly to WAC and WID programs.
 Prefaced by the OS itself, The Outcomes Book is divided into four sec-
tions, all of them arranged to foreground the multiple considerations that played 
into the statement’s development. In part 1 (Contextualizing the Outcomes 
Statement), the players are introduced in the context of the primary debate: 
outcomes vs. standards. Respect for the variety of teaching situations informs 
an emerging consensus that general outcomes of first-year writing courses, 
while important for assessment and curricular growth, do not match or replace 
standards, which are necessarily local measures. Implicit in this section is a 
call to institutions to articulate standards for their first-year writing courses. 
An explicit tension is examined in detail: the place of technology in the OS, a 
category that was not directly addressed in the version eventually published. 
Cindy Selfe and Patricia Ericsson advocate a larger place for technology, point-
ing to the electronic composing environments that are increasingly the norm 
for students, faculty, and workers alike.
 Part 2 (The Outcomes Statement and First-Year Writing), places the 
OS in institutional contexts for varying purposes, including Stephen Wilhoit’s 
interesting application of the OS to a brand-new WAC initiative in a high school. 
In that particular case, the epistemic nature of the OS proves productive for 
working with faculty, tutors, and an entire school district. The whole of Part 
Two demonstrates the document’s elasticity as applied to socio-educational 
structures.
 In part 3 (The Outcomes Statement Beyond First-Year Writing), con-
tributors specifically explore the built-in impetus toward WAC and WID in 
contexts such as upper division writing, technical communication, and insti-
tution-wide assessment. Furthermore, Rita Malenczyk places the OS next to 
the Boyer Commission’s Reinventing Undergraduate Education: A Blueprint 
for America’s Universities (1998). Malencyzk argues that making common 
cause with other national initiatives in higher education benefits students, 
even if the terms of various initiatives vary in emphasis. In this respect, the 
origins of the OS in rhetoric offer a flexible, ethical platform for supporting 
progressive pedagogy, recognizing that pedagogical decisions will necessarily 
be responsive to local contexts.
 The final section, part 4 (Theorizing Outcomes), challenges the 
profession to undertake more adventurous work in the spirit of the OS. Peter 
Elbow would like to see more attention to a ubiquitous writing problem, 
invention, which he connects to writers’ development of methods of self-
assessment. Richard Haswell complains that by universalizing the OS for 
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all post-secondary situations, the statement necessarily ignores any and 
all developmental frames. Are the students in first-year courses assumed 
to be 18-year-old high school graduates? Given the range of educational 
settings, assumptions about first-year students in the aggregate are risky at 
best. If the OS is deployed as part of a writing curriculum that is insensi-
tive to students’ needs, the pedagogical benefits could be compromised.
 An afterword, written by Kathleen Blake Yancey, recapitulates 
the community origins of the OS, noting that the conversation about the 
document was unusually public throughout its development. Now that the 
OS is part of the pedagogical apparatus available to composition teach-
ers, Yancey predicts stronger links between the OS and assessment, and 
therefore, curriculum. Local adaptations of the OS lend themselves to 
such connections within institutions.
 The Outcomes Book is self-consciously social and collective in 
nature, which can make the reading experience a bit disjointed, because 
of inconsistency of voice and emphasis. Nevertheless, the overall effect 
produces respect for a laudable process of inquiry, conversation, and debate 
coupled with a generous attitude toward present and future applications. 
Everyone in the OS collective endorses review and revision of the OS from 
time to time. If the tone is occasionally self-congratulatory, that can be 
forgiven in light of a creative, substantive contribution to pedagogy.

Northfield, MN
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James Inman’s Computers and Writing: The Cyborg Era defines the 
computers and writing community; argues for a conception of our current 
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period of computers and writing research/practice that equally investigates 
individuals, technologies, and their shared contexts; and promotes computers 
and writing research/instruction focused on agency, diversity, and equity. In-
man extends and synthesizes the published work of such scholars as Cynthia 
Selfe, who focuses on critically analyzing hardware, software, and/or the 
rhetoric of technology (e.g., “Lest We Think the Revolution is a Revolution”), 
and Robert Johnson and his focus on the individual technology user (e.g., 
User-Centered Technology). While Selfe and similar scholars focus their in-
vestigations somewhat strictly upon writing technologies, and Johnson focuses 
on users/individuals, Inman wants to consider both of these objects of study 
within unique and broad contexts. He uses the term “cyborg” based on Donna 
Haraway’s concept that humans have the ability to “seize” the tools traditionally 
used to oppress them and become, in a sense, a part of the tools to work against 
their oppression, emerge from the margins, and gain political empowerment 
(Inman 109). The first three chapters of Inman’s book focus on historically 
and contextually establishing or—depending on the audience—legitimizing 
the computers and writing community as a professional and productive part 
of the academy. The latter three chapters of the book focus their discussions 
on the pedagogical implications and implementation of the concepts involved 
during this cyborg era.

Of the several interesting and important aspects of his book (such as 
his literature reviews, especially in chapter 1, and conceptual explanations 
throughout all the chapters), I find the “Community Voices” montages or 
sections and the pedagogical discussions particularly useful. The sections 
located between the chapters include a photo (and sometimes a drawing) of a 
researcher/practitioner of computers and writing, from graduate students to 
established scholars, and their written responses to Inman’s questions such as 
the following: “How did you come to be active in the computers and writing 
community? What worries you about the computers and writing community, 
and why does it worry you?” and more (x). These sections illustrate Inman’s 
conception of what community is and underscore that a computers and writing 
community exists through a shared (individual and group) history and common 
concerns. A typical shared history is a conscious or accidental engagement with 
computers and writing in the early to mid-1980s, and two recurring common 
concerns are status and respectability within the academy and the proverbial 
preaching to the choir within the community. With regards to his pedagogical 
discussions, Inman presents his studies and classroom practices he imple-
mented at the University of South Florida (USF) and at Furman University’s 
Center for Collaborative Learning and Communication (CCLC), a discussion 
that offers guidelines for helping a reader create a classroom concerned with 
the individual, technologies, and the contexts they share
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After defining the computers and writing community by his discussion 
of the conferences, organizations, and publications needed to establish and give 
prominence to an academic community, field, or discipline, and after defining 
cyborg era by his discussion of the interrelatedness of individuals, technologies, 
and the contexts they share, Inman establishes with the subsequent chapters the 
subsumed concepts and categories of the cyborg era: cyborg history, cyborg 
narrative, cyborg literacy, cyborg pedagogy, and cyborg responsibility. He 
defines the concept of cyborg history in chapter 2. A cyborg history considers 
alternate histories of the computers and writing community, in addition to the 
exploration of the following questions: “What about technologies other than the 
computer? What about resistance to technologies? What about the influence of 
women? What about the influences of minorities?” (Inman 60). These ques-
tions are pertinent to developing a cyborg history for obvious reasons. First, a 
traditional history would be one dimensional, typically offering event dates, 
such as the moment computers entered the writing class as word processors. 
But a cyborg history is concerned with what is at the margins related to that 
entry and constituting a foundation for the computers and writing community, 
such as the government funding of technology in education encouraged by the 
cold war, resistance to the naturalization of technology, and the contributions 
of minority programmers and computer engineers  (Inman 66). A cyborg 
history equally examines unique situations within a broader historical and 
social context, questions historical ideologies, and reveals the contributions 
of minority individuals and groups.

In chapter 3 of Computers and Writing, Inman extends the historical 
discussion of chapter 2 by examining two prominent narrative themes. He 
grounds his examination upon Jean Francois Lyotard’s postmodern concept of 
legitimation, making this third chapter a further, reinforcing reiteration of the 
first chapter. According to Inman and his interpretation of Lyotard, a group or 
culture defines knowledge and, in turn, legitimizes itself by traditional master 
narratives, such as the narrative of industrial progress (109). But since World 
War II, with the rise of postmodernist perspectives and the emergence of po-
litical power for traditionally disenfranchised and silenced groups, competing 
narratives have destabilized the master narratives. 

Since the computers and writing community has been a marginalized 
group within the academy and English studies, struggling for professional and 
even monetary compensation for the extra work its members often perform, 
it is constituted by competing, “little” narratives. Although one could offer 
several cyborg narratives, Inman finds the narratives of Textual Transition and 
Pedagogical Evolution to be the most prominent themes within the computers 
and writing scholarship. As a cyborg narrative, the textual transition narrative 
is a story of resistance. On the surface it may seem like the narrative moves us 
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through the plot points of scholarly concern for the word processor as a tool 
for revision, grammars of the screen and desktop interfaces, and rhetorics of 
email, hypertext, MOOs, and multimedia. The textual transition narrative of-
fers a story of scholars exposing how technology often does not create diverse 
and equitable contexts for scholarship and teaching, but rather reinforces the 
discriminating frameworks and hierarchies of our larger society, for example, 
recreated in the patriarchal and middle class value-laden Windows® desktop 
interfaces based upon corporate and capitalist ideologies. Inman’s discussion 
of the cyborg narrative of pedagogical evolution seems to mirror the textual 
transition story in plot. As concerns about the nature of textuality and tech-
nology have changed, so have pedagogical practices. With the advent of word 
processors, teachers have been able to study and rethink the revision processes 
students can learn; with the advent of networked computers, teachers can study 
collaborative processes; with the advent of hypertext and the Internet, teachers 
have been able to teach a new levels of rhetorical strategies and offer students 
publishing opportunities previously denied them.

Chapters 4 and 5 of Computers and Writing describe pedagogical prac-
tice according to Inman’s cyborg era theories. The fourth chapter constructs 
cyborg literacy. Related to the semiotic concepts of meaning-making, cyborg 
literacy emphasizes how the symbolic usage and ideologies of individuals and 
the associated concepts and ideologies of technologies converge in a particular 
context. Inman illuminates this theory with his study and description of “Jose,” 
a former student at USF. Jose’s social concerns, his use of technology other 
than computers, and (even) the chair on which he performed his work in class 
intersected to create meaning for his professional and private lives. In the fifth 
chapter, Inman shows how cyborg pedagogy is related to the critical pedagogy 
of Freire, as argued in Pedagogy of the Oppressed. The main tenet of critical 
pedagogy is the empowerment of learners by helping them expose oppressive 
practices within their political and social contexts through instruction that is 
mainly in their control. Although our educational system resists student control, 
teachers can set up assignments that offer students great freedom in executing 
the assignment tasks and an opportunity to question their assumptions. An 
interesting activity Inman had his CCLC students perform was the creation 
of an “ugly” web site. This assignment exposed the ideologies of his majority 
students, illustrated problems with access and privilege, and empowered at 
least one of his minority students.

Computers and Writing: The Cyborg Era is an extremely useful book 
for a broad audience, but it might be limiting in one minor aspect. If one is an 
experienced scholar/teacher in computers and writing, the book definitely of-
fers a sense of community by presenting a shared history and shared concerns. 
For those new to the community, including graduate students and experienced 
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compositionists, then there are several benefits and only a minor limitation. 
For graduate students, Inman offers a wonderful model of scholarship, with a 
comprehensive literature review, a strong theoretical framework, a section on 
practice, and a call for future research in chapter 6. The limiting aspect of this 
book is the sometimes too general descriptions of computer technology/ap-
plications. Although he explains some technologies and computer applications, 
such as MOOs (114), Inman’s descriptions may not be extensive enough for 
one initially entering the community. This was not supposed to be a nuts-and-
bolts book, but more footnote descriptions or appendix entries about computer 
technologies/applications may be in order to help the uninitiated.

Reno, NV

Multiple Genres, Multiple Voices: Teaching Argument in Composition and 
Literature, by Cheryl L. Johnson and Jayne A. Moneysmith. Portsmouth: 
Boynton/Cook, 2005. 120 pages. 

Reviewed by Timothy Barnett, Northeastern Illinois University

As one student cited in Cheryl L. Johnson’s and Jayne A. Moneysmith’s 
Multiple Genres, Multiple Voices notes, the traditional research paper often 
inspires little thought on the part of students: “[A]nyone can write a research 
paper because somebody already wrote it for you. You grab from everyone 
else . . . with little or no personal ‘pizzazz’. . .” (2). Multiple Genres, Multiple 
Voices is Johnson and Moneysmith’s response to this issue, and the text will 
interest instructors primarily interested in pedagogical strategies rather than 
theory. As the authors note, their book “is not . . . about the nature of argument. 
It is a book that presents a method of teaching argument that is flexible and 
adaptable. . .” (2). However, while the authors have created an accessible book 
that offers many classroom exercises, Multiple Genres, Multiple Voices would 
benefit greatly if Johnson and Moneysmith were more willing to theorize—not 
about the nature of argument necessarily, but about the complex pedagogical 
questions their work raises. The author’s choice to address pedagogy is per-
fectly reasonable, but I believe that their privileging of classroom strategies 
over pedagogical theory limits the success of their work.

The book’s first chapter, “Multivoiced Argument: A New View,” 
defines the Multivoiced Argument (MVA) as follows: “In an MVA, writ-
ers create an argument . . . by using multiple genres written from different 
points of view. Genres might include a letter, a dialogue, a report or even a 
poem—in addition to the traditional essay. Students bolster their argument 
with research . . . creating an organic whole. . .” (2). Students might, for ex-
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ample, construct an argument regarding gun control in the context of a politi-
cal race. They would write a number of documents (e.g., candidate speeches, 
NRA pamphlets, newspaper profiles of the candidates), all of which would 
need to be carefully researched and written in a particular voice and for clear 
(and varying) audiences. Taken together, this conglomerate of texts creates 
a multi-layered narrative about gun control that delivers an argument to the 
writer’s intended audience.

Chapter 2 discusses using the MVA as the centerpiece of the writ-
ing or literature class, and my review focuses on this chapter because of the 
authors’ claim that it is the book’s “core” and because it accurately reflects 
the major strengths and weaknesses of Multiple Genres, Multiple Voices. 
Chapter 3 considers more simple ways instructors can use MVA pedagogy, 
while chapter 4 looks at some of the complications of revising and evaluating 
MVAs. Chapter 5 concludes with a too brief but welcome look at some of the 
authors’ theoretical influences along with a useful annotated bibliography. The 
book also includes an appendix made up of two successful student MVAs, 
and the authors have created a web site with additional student examples and 
pedagogical suggestions to accompany their text.

The strengths of chapter 2, and of the whole book, are several and 
include the directness of the writing and the specific and varied classroom 
exercises the authors provide. The authors offer twelve steps for teachers to 
consider when teaching an MVA and support these steps with numerous stu-
dent comments and examples from student texts. What concerns me, though, 
is how little new material is in this chapter, with the majority of it focusing 
on traditional concerns about research papers (how to distinguish an issue 
from a research problem, for example). The authors do discuss the specific 
challenges MVAs bring about, but this material often only hints at the many 
intriguing pedagogical opportunities and challenges raised by MVA pedagogy.  
For example, the authors note, “Our MVA students tell us that they often take 
our advice [about research] . . . seriously . . . because the MVA gives them an 
expanded and more accurate concept of what research really is” (14), and this 
assertion is supported by Melanie, a student whose MVA is one of two featured 
in the book. Melanie’s MVA considers the controversy raised by Margaret 
Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale at a fictional high school. In order to demon-
strate that Atwood’s tale is actually more real than many think, she writes a 
minister’s (and parent’s) protest to the book; a school librarian’s response to 
the minister; a teacher’s writing assignment for the novel; an academic article; 
etc. In an illuminating comment about her MVA, Melanie notes: “to write 
Ms. Johnson’s article and assignment sheet, I researched the methods that 
teachers use to teach The Handmaid’s Tale . . . [To] make the church bulletin 
more realistic, I read [church] bulletins . . . I read reviews of The Handmaid’s 
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Tale and incorporated them into the letter from the librarian to the reverend. 
I researched the censorship history of The Handmaid’s Tale . . .” (15).  These 
comments suggest that MVAs ask writers to think in new ways about research 
and how to move their inquiry beyond “fact-finding” and into considerations of 
genre, voice, perspective, audience, and context. However, the authors do not 
follow up on the rich issues suggested by this statement and simply conclude 
by stating that Melanie “sought material that helped her represent differing 
views accurately, exploring types of research that never would have occurred 
to her before. Because students use source material differently in different 
genres, they often learn far more about research in an MVA . . .” (15).

Melanie’s example provides an excellent opening to discuss how “stu-
dents [writing MVAs] use source material differently in different genres” (as 
well as in different voices and perspectives) and what the value of such work is. 
In particular, I would like to hear more about how Melanie used her research to 
create distinct rhetorical situations that together tell a coherent story. How did 
she manage the different forms of research and writing required for her text? In 
what ways did Melanie use research to create effective forms, moods, and set-
tings in her writing, and how does this use of research complicate the idea that 
research is simply a tool for stringing together other people’s ideas? How does 
students’ use of research to create a narrative/argument affect their conception 
of academic writing—and ours? I believe the authors when they suggest that 
MVA’s promote new kinds of research and thinking, but, by failing to more fully 
theorize and support their claims here and elsewhere, Johnson and Moneysmith 
miss valuable opportunities to more seriously advance their pedagogy.

Johnson and Moneysmith follow up on some of these questions in practi-
cal ways when they discuss how to help students “select genres to fit the audience 
and argument.” One very helpful activity they provide in this section of chapter 
2 asks students to consider how writing in various genres and voices will affect 
their research and writing. The exercise further asks students to consider how 
individual genre and voice choices will affect their MVA’s intended audience 
and contribute to the overall purpose of their project. This is a complicated and 
valuable assignment if students are to seriously engage in MVA writing, as 
student comments again attest to. For example, in her MVA on media images 
of women, Jen writes diary entries in the voice of a woman battling an eating 
disorder, and she notes that these entries “will be a huge appeal to ethos, because 
this young girl will be talking about her problem in total honesty . . . in the sense 
that diaries are private, she would be the only one reading them” (21). 

Like Melanie, Jen is also seriously engaged with issues of writing and 
authority, but Johnson’s and Moneysmith’s own ethos is compromised because 
they do not interrogate Jen’s provocative statement further. Questions like the 
following are simply left in the air: How do writers rely on “honesty” to make 
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arguments, and what are the different kinds of “honesty” we can use to create 
ethos? What kind of research will allow a student to write convincingly in 
the “private” voice of someone struggling with an eating disorder? Are there 
ethical issues when students write in “other” voices? In this case, the writer 
is someone who has had an eating disorder, but what happens when a white 
male student decides it would be “cool” to take on the voice of a Black woman? 
Finally, how can this student writer usefully question her notions of “public” 
and “private,” since readers will know they are reading a fictionalized private 
text rather than the “real thing”—and how can such questions contribute to 
her growing rhetorical awareness?

Such questions, of course, are not the only ones that could or should 
be asked of comments such as Jen’s. However, I want to conclude this review 
by suggesting that a more rigorous interrogation of the assignments and peda-
gogical strategies they offer, and the student comments they cite, would help 
Johnson’s and Moneysmith’s book reach readers like me who struggle teaching 
the traditional research assignment and who are open to alternatives. Multiple, 
Genres, Multiple Voices suggests compelling pedagogical and theoretical ques-
tions about argument, research, voice, context, and narrative, and I believe in 
the great potential of MVAs. However, the authors’ limited analysis of what 
seem to be complex pedagogical problems takes away from the strength of 
their book and makes me question how much I can rely on them to inform 
my pedagogy. I hope that Johnson and Moneysmith will continue working 
through the issues that MVAs raise—their commitment to this pedagogy and 
to their students is clear and inspiring—and that they will in the future be 
more open to theorizing the various complications of MVA pedagogy. Such 
work will give me, and others, a more secure foundation for including MVAs 
in the classroom. 

Chicago, IL

Coming to Terms: A Theory of Writing Assessment, by Patricia Lynne. 
Logan: Utah State University Press, 2004. 200 pages.

Reviewed by Lee Nickoson-Massey, Elon University

Writing assessment—the theories and practices of evaluating student 
writing—has long been a source of consternation (and often a source of great 
anxiety) for compositionists. Although we devote great time and energy to de-
veloping methods of instruction that might best promote our students’ writing 
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abilities, how can we be sure that the assessment we enact reflects the same 
commitment? Do the evaluative response comments we write in the margins 
and at the end of student texts support our pedagogy? Does the assessment 
we practice further student development, or might it in fact conflict with our 
approach to writing pedagogy? Patricia Lynne addresses these and other such 
questions in Coming to Terms: A Theory of Writing Assessment, in which she 
argues that, for composition to realize a theory of assessment that complements 
social approaches to learning and writing, we must “choose terms” specific 
to composition.
 Written for an audience of composition theorists, researchers, and 
teachers, Lynne begins by narrating her earliest experience assigning grades. 
In a reflection that is sure to resonate with many in the field, she describes her 
experience as a new teaching assistant, handing back her first set of graded 
essays. Her most vivid memory of the experience was the sense of frustration 
she felt in the explanations of the assessment criteria she articulated to her 
students and mentor. Wanting her assessment to be meaningful and under-
standable to students, Lynne notes her unease with the grades she assigned as 
accurate reflections of students’ efforts and abilities. It was then, she writes, 
that she realized that she had no procedure for actually assessing her assess-
ment and that such a resource was sorely needed. 

Now, many years later, she describes her ongoing struggle to develop 
a form of assessment that complements her pedagogy as mirroring a larger 
disconnect in the field of composition. Lynne argues that, while composition 
has come to value social constructivist approaches to education, we continue 
to rely on objectivist approaches to assessment. This reliance on objectivism 
is evident in our continued attention to issues of reliability and validity, terms 
at odds with social approaches to literacy instruction. It is this tension, Lynne 
argues, that is responsible for the failures of past and current approaches 
to assessment: composition continues to rely on objectivism as conceived 
by educational measurement theorists, even though we now practice social 
approaches to writing instruction that understand ideals of objectivism to 
be unrealistic and even undesirable. “The current lexicon used to explicate 
assessment practices,” she writes, “comes from educational measurement 
theory and carries the baggage of an objectivist paradigm that is ultimately 
incompatible with what compositionists know about writing and learning to 
write” (3). Lynne presents this disconnect between what we teach and how 
we assess what we teach as a phenomenon that not only impacts our students 
but also, and ultimately, composition’s disciplinary authority. 
 Situating her argument within the historical contexts of writing as-
sessment as theorized in educational measurement theory and composition, 
she continues her argument in chapter-length analyses of the influence of 
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objectivity, literacy education, alternative writing assessment practices in 
composition, and current theoretical arguments on writing assessment from 
composition and education. The final three chapters of Coming to Terms offer 
possibilities for what Lynne identifies as the “paradigmatic clash” between 
conceiving of large-scale assessment as a technical activity, as is the case in 
educational measurement, and composition’s contemporary constructivist 
pedagogies. Chapter 5, “The Politics of Theorizing,” includes an extended call 
for us to develop new practices and principles of assessment that are specific 
to how compositionists understand writing. If we are truly to be recognized 
as experts on writing, that is, Lynne says that we must be able to articulate a 
theory of assessment that supports our theory of writing pedagogy. 
 To make this change, Lynne suggests that we look to the terms “mean-
ingfulness” and “ethics” as an appropriate vocabulary for reconceptualizing 
writing assessment for composition. In place of objectivist attention to issues 
of reliability, a meaningful assessment, she writes, reflects the importance of 
context to composition writing pedagogy. “Meaningfulness” attends to the 
goals and purposes of the assessment, an ideal bound to current theories of 
composition pedagogy and that is thus regularly revisited and revised to reflect 
contemporary theory. She writes, “Without reference to disciplinary knowl-
edge and without consideration of the particular context—without references 
to contingencies—assessments would lose their meaning” (130). In comple-
ment to “meaningfulness,” and in place of a reliance on fairness or validity, 
Lynne asks her reader to consider “ethics,” posing assessment as a practice in 
which all assessed are treated as “equitably and justly as possible—but which 
would add an emphasis on the responsibilities and accountabilities among all 
parties involved” (131). Calling upon the notion of communicative ethics as 
posited by Jürgen Habermas and Seyla Benhabib, Lynne is careful to forward 
her conception of assessment as dialogic and bound to specific classroom, pro-
grammatic, or institutional contexts. It is our attention to writing as dialogic 
and context-specific acts that, in turn, must drive how we evaluate writing.
 Coming to Terms asks readers to (re)conceive writing assessment as a 
discipline-specific set of ideals, a task Lynne repeatedly identifies as warranted 
and much needed. At points, however, the author makes assumptions about 
prevailing notions of the relationship between theory and practice, which may 
in fact sell her colleagues short. For example, when discussing compositionists’ 
reliance on the expert reader model (an approached borrowed from educational 
measurement theory), Lynne claims we too often privilege practice in our 
theorizing of writing assessment: “The emphasis on practice over theory—as 
much as the two can be separated—either maintains the status quo . . . or 
leads compositionists toward a situation where each practice is supported by 
its own theory” (75). While her assertion may be true for much educational 
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assessment theory, such general claims about how we conceptualize writing 
assessment lack the thoroughness and nuance she brings to discussions of 
educational measurement theory and, later, meaningfulness and ethics. For 
example, while assessment theorists like Edward M. White and Brian Huot 
(both of whom she sites) do invoke concepts like validity and reliability, they 
do so with a keen attention to the constructivist principles of composition 
theory, rendering their work more subtle than Lynne’s characterization of the 
field wants to allow.
 There are other insights that also seem to suggest a need for further 
explanation as well. For example, Lynne presents a composition-based ap-
proach to assessment as one rooted in “expertise and accountability” (135), 
and notes that those “responsible for performing the assessment itself are 
the ones who should hold authority in the decision-making process and 
in the evaluation itself” (135). Lynne adds that is it “neither possible or 
productive” to include all who are involved in or impacted by the assess-
ment, which is curious given her attention to context and affect. One could 
argue that an approach that privileges specific context and participant 
accountability implies involvement by those affected by the assessment, 
including our students. However, Lynne limits participant involvement to 
more traditionally authoritative figures, like teachers and writing program 
administrators. While Lynne acknowledges this limitation of her model, 
it nevertheless deserves more attention than she gives to it. If we are to 
adopt a writing assessment that is dialogic and context-dependent, it seems 
important to consider the possible motivations for and implications of not 
allowing all participants involved in the assessment, especially those being 
assessed, a voice. 
 Lynne challenges us to (re)consider writing assessment as a project 
that not only signals what we value to the students who are the recipients 
of our assessments, but that also claims the disciplinary authority implied 
in our status as compositionists. While I might argue that writing assess-
ment in composition has more disciplinary authority than Lynne ascribes 
to it, Coming to Terms nonetheless argues compellingly that a writing 
assessment grounded in the constructivist aims and goals of composition 
theory will improve the assessment practices we engage in as teachers 
of writing. Lynne also provides a useful reminder that this same body of 
theory is precisely what confers and solidifies our disciplinary authority 
as writing experts and that, as such, we need to develop it carefully and 
thoughtfully—and as compositionists.

Elon, NC
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Tactics of Hope: The Public Turn in English Composition, by Paula Ma-
thieu. Portsmouth: Boynton/Cook, 2005. 176 pages.

Reviewed by Chris Warnick, University of Pittsburgh

 Paula Mathieu’s Tactics of Hope: The Public Turn in English Composi-
tion begins with the claim that composition is experiencing a “public turn” as 
more and more teachers and scholars consider the different ways that writing 
outside the academy may animate college writing instruction. This comes as 
no surprise given the wealth of studies on public writing, community literacy, 
and service learning over the last decade and the increased focus these topics 
have received at professional meetings. At last year’s Conference on College 
Composition and Communication in San Francisco, for instance, individuals 
could choose from over thirty sessions on “Civic, Public, Community Writ-
ing and Service Learning,” a category that didn’t even exist as recently as two 
years ago. Mathieu herself notes later on in the book that scholarship on service 
learning in particular has entered what she calls a “second wave” of criticism 
that calls into question the terms and politics of service learning initiatives. 
But despite the promise implied in the book’s subtitle, Tactics of Hope is less 
a critical inquiry into composition’s renewed interest in public writing than it 
is an important cautionary tale about the problems that well-intentioned teach-
ers, students, and administrators can create when approaching public writing 
uncritically. 
 Mathieu identifies at least four different ways by which composition 
has “gone public”: 1) through courses that examine the complex nature of the 
public sphere and ask students to make their own writing publicly available, 
oftentimes on the web; 2) through writing classes that bring civic matters into 
the classroom by having students engage with local controversies; 3) through 
service learning and community literacy initiatives; and 4) through ethno-
graphic research on literacy practices and other projects that similarly envision 
a public role for university intellectuals. Although these approaches toward 
public writing differ from one another methodologically, Mathieu contends 
that these and other publicly oriented projects in composition are primarily 
driven by what she calls “strategic logics,” a perspective that overemphasizes 
the university’s role in community partnerships. According to these logics, local 
communities are seen as clients whose problems the university can alleviate; 
moreover, the success of community partnerships rests on university-deter-
mined outcomes, such as what academic skills students learn through public 
works or how a partnership enhances the educational institution’s mission 
and/or marketability. 
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 The problem with such a strategic approach, according to Mathieu, 
is that it often overlooks the community’s needs and vastly oversimplifies the 
rhetorical situations community workers face as universities try to solve real-
time problems according to the academic calendar. Social changes, when they 
do occur, happen incrementally, over the course of years, not in a sixteen-week 
semester; in addition, public writing is situational and unpredictable, often 
responding to immediate and ever-changing circumstances, not to a progres-
sive set of writing goals determined in a syllabus. Drawing on the work of 
cultural theorist Michel de Certeau as well as the experiences of community 
activists, Mathieu therefore argues that public writing should be approached 
tactically, which, as she outlines it, means acknowledging that the outcomes 
of public writing can’t be predicted in advance and approaching writing as a 
means to accomplish focused projects rather than tackle systemic, long-term 
problems. Most importantly, though, thinking tactically requires that teachers 
and students suspend their desires to resolve a problem with any certainty and 
instead adopt a critical attitude based on hope, a concept she theorizes using 
the work of the German philosopher Ernst Bloch. A utopian but not naïve ges-
ture, “To hope . . . is to look critically at one’s present condition, assess what is 
missing, and then long for and work for a not-yet reality, a future anticipated. 
It is grounded in imaginative acts and projects, including art and writing, as 
vehicles for invoking a better future” (19). 
 The remainder of the book explores this argument by examining sev-
eral such hopeful “imaginative acts and projects,” including classes and writing 
projects grounded in Mathieu’s work as a composition specialist and community 
activist who has participated in the international street newspaper movement, 
which addresses the issues of homelessness and poverty by creating publica-
tions that provide a forum and income for individuals who are homeless or at 
risk of becoming homeless. In chapter 2, for example, Mathieu chronicles her 
experiences putting together a writing group for StreetWise, a paper published 
and sold in Chicago, and creating, along with other writing group members, 
a theatrical project entitled “Not Your Mama’s Bus Tour,” in which homeless 
writers led audiences on a tour throughout the city, offering stories about their 
lives and experiences in Chicago. Indicative of the provisional nature of public 
writing, Mathieu admits that the project failed to substantially improve the 
writers’ material conditions, although it did provide individuals a temporary 
income, a sense of community, and a space within which to disrupt dominant 
characterizations of homelessness. Closer to the writing classroom, Mathieu 
describes in chapter 3 her experience teaching a course entitled “Literatures 
of Homelessness,” which she designed in consultation with experts on home-
lessness in Boston, and the range of projects students completed in the class, 
including a service project in which students helped run sessions at Kids’ 2 
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Cents, a writing and art workshop founded by Mathieu for children living in 
Boston-area shelters.  
  Although Mathieu focuses on public writing broadly speaking, it be-
comes clear that what she finds particularly troubling is the institutionalization 
of service learning initiatives, a problem that, according to her, remains under-
examined in much of the research on service learning. In chapter 4, Mathieu 
acknowledges that scholarship on service learning has begun to critically exam-
ine the complex ethical questions raised by working in the community, but she 
contends that this research continues to judge the success of service learning 
initiatives based on students’ performance and attitudes, not on the degree to 
which this work contributes to the agenda of community partners. Advocates 
of institutionalized service learning programs similarly overlook community 
organizations’ needs when assessing their work, citing a program’s sustain-
ability as the primary indication of success. Given these programs’ frequent 
emphasis on the general idea of service, rather than on specific community 
needs, Mathieu believes that formal service learning programs are simply un-
able to recognize and adjust to the tactical demands writing in the community 
calls for. As evidence of this, she goes on to cite specific examples where the 
educational institution’s needs were at odds with those of community organiza-
tions, as in cases where teachers sent students out to work in the community 
without any preparation, where students never handed in a project or left an 
organization early in a semester, where the relationship between students and 
those served was marked by distrust. Similar problems have been discussed in 
other accounts of service learning courses; however, Mathieu bravely turns a 
critical eye toward her own practice, describing an instance when her strained 
relationship with the StreetWise organization, which resulted from differences 
of opinion over the “Not Your Mama’s Bus Tour,” detrimentally impacted 
another teacher’s service learning course at StreetWise. 
 A few years ago I designed an introductory professional writing course 
that asked students to engage with the issue of public writing by creating col-
laborative projects for different offices and departments on the campus where I 
teach, and Mathieu’s account of these and other problems made me recall simi-
lar failures from my own course. Most students designed creative projects that 
successfully fulfilled sponsors’ agendas; however, one group failed to deliver 
their final product to their sponsor, even after months of email requests from 
me after the semester. As I think back on the planning of this course, I realize 
that Tactics of Hope, and Mathieu’s insistence that those of us in the academy 
need to listen more closely to the members of the community we purport to 
serve, would have helped me foresee, and perhaps avoid, problems like this 
one. Mathieu’s voice, and the voices of the activists and community members 
she listens to in her book, will be there when I plan my next public writing 
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class, and I believe they can further contribute to the discussions of service 
learning and community writing we have with students in our undergraduate 
and graduate classrooms. 

Pittsburgh, PA

The Profession of English in the Two-Year College, edited by Mark Reynolds 
and Sylvia Holladay-Hicks. Portsmouth: Boynton/Cook, 2005. 150 pages. 

Reviewed by Paul Peterson, Oakton Community College 

One could potentially argue that despite its burgeoning as an institution 
in the last four decades, today’s two-year college is rapidly approaching the 
death knell of middle age; however, a close examination of the essay collec-
tion contained in The Profession of English in the Two-Year College illustrates 
just the opposite. Editors Mark Reynolds and Sylvia Holladay-Hicks are to be 
commended for compiling a treasure chest of reflective and thought-provoking 
essays that effectively capture the stories of yesterday’s teaching pioneers, while 
promoting the crucial role occupied by the two-year college as a significant 
voice in the postmodern chorus of academic scholarship.
 In the Preface to this volume, Reynolds and Holladay-Hicks state that 
their reasoning for this book “grew out of the editors’ conviction that a historical 
record of the early years would be valuable for the profession and for future 
instructors” (vii). Paramount to our appreciation of this text is the reminder 
that “[d]uring the early years of the 1960s and 1970s, when the great growth in 
the number of two-year colleges occurred, there were no models for two-year 
English teachers, so they had to create themselves” (vii). The three-tiered col-
lection addresses the issues of identity, curriculum, and professionalism—all 
within the scope of the two-year college system from the perspective of those 
who occupied its classrooms in the early years.
 The first set of essays, grouped as “Creating Identities,” begins with 
a piece by Reynolds and a humanities chair at Alabama’s Davis Community 
College. Reynolds’s essay provides a compelling overview of the two-year 
college teacher as a “knowledge maker” as he examines the teacher’s role 
as a “generalist,” which, in his view, solidifies the teaching expertise of the 
two-year college instructor (1, 8). Mary Slayter’s “Creating Our College, Our 
Community, and Ourselves,” Marilyn Smith Layton’s “Lives Worth Fighting 
For,” and Richard Williamson’s “The Lesson Plan” all offer anecdotal descrip-
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tions of how each author arrived at and acclimated themselves to their new 
environments.
 The next group of essays, “Creating Curriculum,” begins with Bar-
bara Stout’s “Evolution of a Writing Program” and continues with William 
V. Costanzo’s “Lessons from a Cactus: Divergent Teaching in a Converging 
World.” Costanzo, who has been active in the national media literacy movement 
throughout his thirty-five year career, examines the links between literacy 
and media culture, literature and film, and composition and computers. Dee 
Brock also examines the relationship between technology and learning in her 
essay titled “Curriculum Innovation: Pursuing Technology in Teaching Com-
position,” followed by Alan Meyers’s “Coming of Age in ESL: Memoirs of a 
Reluctant Pioneer.” Meyers’s piece is particularly poignant as he details his 
early efforts in teaching non-native speakers of English, the majority of whom 
came from more than 100 countries and spoke over 70 different languages. 
 The third and final group of essays, “Creating Professionals,” begins 
with Mary Sue Koeppel’s “Roger Garrison (1918-1984): Teacher of Teachers.” 
Koeppel (a faculty member at Florida Community College at Jacksonville and 
the longtime editor of Kalliope, a Journal of Literature and Art), pays homage 
to Garrison, citing his influence in the uses of the process approach to writing, 
the conference method, and efforts to broaden staff development. In addition, 
Koeppel details Garrison’s creation of the National Institute for Teachers of 
Writing and the National Master Teacher Seminars (originating in 1969 and 
continuing successfully for over two decades afterwards until colleges and 
universities began replicating their own forms of Garrison’s teacher seminars), 
the latter of which offered distinct opportunities for teachers to come together 
and have time to share ideas and pedagogical approaches. Garrison’s premises 
for developing master teachers continue to resonate to this day: “Well facilitated 
shoptalk can be the highest form of staff development; When teachers of vari-
ous disciplines mix, creativity is enhanced; The collected wisdom, creativity, 
and experience of any group far surpass any one expert or speaker; Success 
in teaching lies in the ability to teach a few ideas extremely well” (94). In her 
essay “Developing a Writing Philosophy,” Elizabeth Nist examines the various 
writing philosophies she encountered as a student and as a teacher beginning 
with the Traditionalism in the 1950s and continuing—through subsequent 
decades—with Expressivism, Cognitivism, Social Constructionism, and a 
Personal Philosophy in the 1990s. The collection continues with Ann Laster 
(an award-winning specialist in technical communication) and Beverly Father-
ree (a colleague of Laster’s from Mississippi’s Hinds Community College), as 
they share a professional dialogue in the essay “Reminiscing about a Two-Year 
Regional Conference: Two Voices/One Viewpoint.” In the first of the final two 
essays, Ellen Andrews Knodt approaches the controversy over teaching versus 
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research, and in doing so, looks at the Doctor of Arts and the program’s early 
efforts to provide a viable teaching degree for those classroom scholars who 
desired greater training in teaching than the research-oriented Ph.D. could pro-
vide. Knodt’s essay offers viable approaches for initiating change in graduate 
English programs to better meet the needs of future faculty. The book wraps 
up nicely with Howard Tinberg’s “Teaching English in Two-Year Colleges: A 
Review of Selected Studies.” Tinberg asserts that the two-year college English 
programs are at the forefront of fashioning their “own kind of scholarship and 
research” (142), and his conclusion that “the work of teaching English in the 
two-year college looks to be just as exciting in the first decades of the twenty-
first century as it has been in the last thirty years” echoes the optimism for the 
future of two-year college English teaching that is honeycombed throughout 
each of the preceding essays in this timely work (144). 
 This volume demonstrates the degree to which beginning instruc-
tors were forced to be pioneers in the two-year college by creating new and 
innovative curricula, while tailoring more flexible instructional methods to 
the needs of a new kind of college student—among them, working adults and 
struggling immigrants. In the lead essay, Reynolds refers to these instructors 
as “knowledge makers,” arguing that “it is probably in the teaching of non-
traditional students that two-year college teachers have produced the most 
valuable knowledge” (1, 9). If we are to accept this claim, then perhaps these 
essays might serve as a teaching primer for scholars new to the academy as 
today’s two-year colleges face higher enrollments and an increased populace of 
first-generation college students eager to fulfill their own goals and dreams. 
 As I reflect on the value of this text and approach the end of this re-
view, I’m compelled to make this dual confession: As a product of a two-year 
college system that engendered many of the teaching approaches outlined in 
this book, I entered future classrooms feeling more confident about how to 
learn. As an adjunct instructor in that same two-year college system, I enter 
current classrooms confident about why I teach.

Des Plaines, IL 
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The Function of Theory in Composition Studies, by Raúl Sánchez. Albany: 
State University of New York Press, 2005. 124 pages. 

Reviewed by Mark Noe, University of Texas-Pan American

I have to admit to a bit of discomfort while reading Raúl Sánchez’s 
The Function of Theory in Composition Studies. That discomfort comes from 
a suspicion that, though Sánchez may not have nailed the problem with the 
sometimes over-theorizing of composition on the head, he has come close 
enough that those of us who are drawn to theory the way others are drawn to 
chocolate should feel a tad uncomfortable. As the word “function” in Sánchez’s 
title suggests, he is not so much interested in an overview, history, or even 
theory of composition theory, as he is in how theory functions in composition. 
Since Of Grammatology, “function” has indicated the what-something-
actually-does hidden behind stated purposes and goals, the implicit lurking 
behind the explicit. Revealing that hidden function is, at best, an exercise in 
one-upmanship—unless one wishes to launch a fifth column attack against 
that theory. 

In consequence, The Function of Theory in Composition Studies is 
not so much a book of theory as it is a manifesto. And both its strengths and 
weaknesses flow from Sánchez’s tendency toward the broad gesture one might 
expect from that genre. Sánchez argues—sometimes vehemently, often with 
frustration—for a break with current theories of composition that have tied 
composition to hermeneutics. Sánchez argues that the interpretive goal of 
hermeneutics focuses not on the text, but “something else” (20) behind the text. 
And thus, theories of composition are tainted by hermeneutics because they 
approach writing as representational. In contrast to the Enlightenment concept 
of representational, where writing represents the world, in hermeneutic theories, 
writing represents a something else that turns out to be the hermeneutic system 
itself. In a neat tautology, hermeneutics looks at writing and sees evidence that 
the system it has constructed is, in fact, there. Sánchez, holding firm to the 
post-structuralist orthodoxy that writing represents nothing more than itself, 
or more writing, argues that any theory that seeks what is beyond writing is 
suspect.

Thus, hermeneutics has created “a stable body of knowledge” that 
is naturalized through its analysis of writing (20). Sánchez would reduce the 
(tautological) hermeneutic circle formed by knowledge to “a title, a name, 
given to valued collections of statements, always and only after the (f)act of 
their production” (180). In this reversed causality, theory is itself a “function 
[or effect] of writing” (3), and thus has nothing to say about writing. Not only 
is knowledge actually an effect (along with the autonomous subject), but the 
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very assumption that there is a something else we might call knowledge that 
is discoverable through hermeneutics is an illusion that is simply a “product 
of writing” (35). 

Since, for Sánchez, writing is the starting point for composition studies, 
at a moment when other rhetoricians are seeking increased interdisciplinary 
connections, Sánchez argues for a narrowing of the disciplinary purview of 
composition, insisting that “Writing is almost exclusively our field’s term, 
in ways that discourse, language, and signification are not” (10). In a nod to 
Saussure, Sánchez suggests we limit “our objects of study” to “writing and 
[the] writing subject” (77), a call that may at first seem limiting. However, the 
apparent limitations of the study of the writing itself, which Sánchez refers 
to as the “(f)act of writing” is deceptive (97). Just as Saussure’s limitation 
of his field of study eventually flowered into semiotics, Sánchez’s limitation 
has the potential to blossom into new theories that conceptualize writing as 
something, rather than use writing as a tool to explore something else, however 
theoretically interesting that something else might be. 
 Claims that anti-foundationalist theory is itself foundational are not 
new—one only has to think back to Stanley Fish’s “theory hope.” Neither are 
calls for a break with past theories. Such calls have come from theorists as 
diverse as Sharon Crowley and Victor Vitanza. We might even define post-
process as a call for a break with process and the hegemonic, read logocentric, 
baggage of progressivism that might cling to process. In that light, Sánchez’s 
call is simply one of many. Sánchez, however, goes a step farther, and insists 
that we must break not only with thoroughly discredited current-traditional and 
suspicious process pedagogies, but with a wide range of theoretical approaches 
to composition often identified under the umbrella terms of social-epistemic 
and post-structuralist pedagogies.
  In his own theorizing, Sánchez often convolutes social-epistemic and 
post-structuralist rhetorics, which causes him to choose an interesting starting 
place for theory, by which he usually means post-structuralist/social-epistemic 
theorizing. While others have started with Nietzsche, Heidegger, the Sophists, 
(Alistair MacIntyre even started with the Scots Humanists), Sánchez starts with 
James Berlin. He chooses Berlin because through Berlin, Althusser’s Marxist 
theories enter Composition Studies and sublimate rhetoric to ideology through the 
reification of the socially constructed subject. If ideology is given precedent over 
writing—which for Sánchez means that writing serves ideology and is simply a 
recorder of ideology—then composition theory becomes the hermeneutic study 
of the way writing reproduces ideology, and writing is reduced to a “notation 
system of experience” (47). Thus, Sánchez critiques Berlin’s use of writing “to 
do other work,” specifically interpretation, the work of literary studies, “an act 
of reception, not production” (68). If, however, we reverse causality, and see 
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writing as an act of production, writing would produce ideology, rather than the 
other way around. 

Unfortunately, Sánchez’s rejection of hermeneutics requires that, rather 
than entering into a dialogue with Berlin, or even critiquing Berlin, we set him 
aside, silence him—a strategy I find not simply unconvincing, but suspect. If, 
as Sánchez argues, the act of writing produces theory, then knowledge is just 
as fluid, situated, and open to revision (or Bakhtinian revoicing), as writing 
itself. Consequently, I would dearly love for Sánchez to read Berlin’s writing as 
fluid, situated, open to revision/revoicing—rather than fixed, universal, as what 
Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca refer to as “uncompromising and 
irreducible philosophical oppositions” (510), which require rejection. 

Just as I find Sánchez’s treatment of Berlin problematic, I am less 
than enthusiastic when Sánchez argues that rhetoric should be set aside as a 
category simply because it is entangled with hermeneutics. Even though he 
argues that Composition Studies is itself entangled with hermeneutics, he 
insists that we can revive composition. Rhetoric, he argues, must be set aside, 
with no explanation of the difference between the two that would preclude one 
but not the other. Interestingly enough, (traditional) rhetoricians have made 
similar calls for composition to focus on writing rather than interpretation, 
such as Thomas P. Miller’s call to teach rhetoric as a “productive art” rather 
than a “critical art” (84). 

To  set aside rhetoric as a category, which Sánchez advises, simply 
because we do not have “a distilled, agreed-upon, and sufficiently precise 
articulation” of the term, may reveal the politics that underlies his own 
epistemology. Sánchez demurs because, even should a clear definition of 
rhetoric be arrived at, there would simply be “more debate” (90). However, 
this debate is itself a function of Burke’s Parlor, of academic methodology, a 
methodology that has been, and will continue to be, hermeneutic. And this 
debate is what Sanchez would cut off. 

Sánchez is seeking a purer, pre-Berlin, post-structuralism that harkens 
back to Derrida, and does not sublimate writing to ideology, a post-structuralism 
that, while it might not be totally devoid of politics, would not write writing and 
the writing subject as nothing more than the product of discourse. Thus, despite 
the theoretical focus on the subject, because the subject has been theorized as 
a passive product, “the writing subject . . . has [actually] remained relatively 
untouched, untheorized” (95). Sánchez’s goal is to re-theorize the subject, and 
the possibility of re-theorizing makes the last few pages of The Function of 
Theory in Composition Studies tantalizing, even while that re-theorizing remains 
a distant goal. Sánchez himself does not take that next step, the necessary step 
he has been arguing for, and theorize the writing subject of the (f)act of writing. 
He asks the right question: “how might writing be described so as not to take the 
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subject as an unproblematic departure?” (99). But he does not answer it. Yet, this 
is the very question at the heart of theorizing writing, a question that he argues 
previous theories have not tackled. I would that this very short book (exactly 
one hundred pages, not including Notes and Works Cited) had been a hundred 
pages longer, and that he had tackled that question. I might not have agreed 
with his conclusions. But I suspect I would have found them intriguing—and 
worthy of more debate. 

Edinburg, TX
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Vote and Voice: Women’s Organizations and Political Literacy, 1915-
1930. by Wendy B. Sharer. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 
2004. 208 pages.

Reviewed by Barbara E. L’Eplattenier, University of Arkansas—Little Rock

 Although the push for female suffrage is often seen as the highpoint 
of 20th century women’s activism, women’s enfranchisement did not result in 
masses of women voting at the polls. Instead, the dreaded “women’s vote” failed 
to materialize, and women’s voices and concerns remained muted within the 
political sphere. This was due in great part to the fact that women didn’t have 
significant access and clout to participate in the established political system. 
Wendy Sharer’s new book Vote and Voice: Women’s Organization and Political 
Literacy, 1915-1930 examines how two women’s groups—the Women’s Inter-
national League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) and the League of Women 
Voters (LWV)—worked to challenge the structures of political discourse in 
the decades after the 19th Amendment passed. Sharer’s book is a carefully re-
searched, well-documented, comprehensive analysis of the “larger processes of 
persuasions” in order to “provide a broad view of the types of literate practices 
the organizations used to influence the worlds around them” (10). Grounded 
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in primary research, this volume presents a previously untold, vital piece of 
the history of women’s rhetorical contributions in the United States. 
 In chapter 1, Sharer describes pre-suffrage sites of women’s political 
activity—such as settlement houses, abolitionist groups, suffrage and temper-
ance organization—and the rhetorical tactics used by these groups. (Many of 
the women active in the WILPF and LWV had previously worked with these 
types of organizations.) This activism not only informed the work done by 
WILPF and LWV, but also laid the ground work for future activism. They 
helped create the social climate in which the WILPF and the LWV func-
tioned.
 The first half of the book presents the Women’s International League 
for Peace and Freedom. Using a wide variety of diverse primary sources, 
Sharer describes the formation, organization, and rhetorical positioning of this 
organization. Basing their ethos in motherhood, the organization worked to 
change methods of international diplomacy and promote peace. As mothers, 
they argued, women saw war in terms of loss of human life and harm, rather 
than in the masculine terms of economic results and conquering. A feminine 
perspective—and the accompanying moral superiority—needed to be in-
cluded within traditional diplomatic structures in order to “fix” international 
diplomacy. The WILPF’s goals included more women in diplomatic spheres, 
the restructuring of diplomatic bodies, revised methods of negotiation, and 
a transformed role of the press. In order to make change, the WILPF drew 
on those strategies that had been successful in the suffrage movement: mass 
mailings; petitions; educational publications and publicity; artistic measures 
such as plays, murals, vaudeville, songs, and movies; rejection of government 
sanctioned (and developed) “war” curriculum; use of a “peace curriculum”; 
and rhetorical training for members. Sharer also notes the difficulties and 
limitations of these activities against a nation primed for war and an excep-
tionally hostile press. Despite the public’s response, the WILPF worked hard 
to create an environment in which discussions about pacifism and reform in 
international relations could take place. 
 The second half of the book takes up a similar discussion of the League 
of Women Voters. Carrie Chapman Catt knew the difficulties faced by women 
after they got the vote. Political parties were so resistant to women that one 
activist complained that “partisan attitudes toward women had actually de-
clined since the passage of the 19th Amendment.” (94). Political issues became 
more narrowly defined to exclude “women’s issues,” women were appointed as 
“alternative” delegates to conventions, and men held ultimate rejection power 
over any appointment (whether voted on or appointed by another official).
 Faced with these problems and the need to educate women about poli-
tics, Catt created a successor organization to the National American Woman 
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Suffrage Association—the non-partisan League of Women Voters. The issue 
of non-partisanship became the basis of their ethos as a political player. The 
LWV believed that a non-partisan group could create change, present issues 
of importance, and make waves because they did not have to worry about 
procuring votes or funding from the political parties. Only in this way could 
controversial changes be made. They saw their work as twofold: to develop 
educated voters and to increase the number of women in office. To develop 
educated voters, the LWV used skits, newspaper, pamphlets, league publica-
tions and newletters to present information about issues and political parties. 
All of these rhetorical activities aimed at changing partisanship from blind 
allegiance to a political party into informed, careful, decision-making about 
issues of the day.
 The second plank of the LWV’s work involved training women in the 
techniques of political influence. To help women become active participants 
in the democratic process, the LWV set up citizenship schools and institutes 
of government and politics, offered out various types of higher education, 
and held educational experiences in alternative classrooms such as stores and 
churches, issue-based plays as well as political literacy textbooks. The trained 
women were then expected to use their new knowledge to increase the political 
position of women within the US. This training had an effect. According to 
Sharer, by 1925, some “426-LWV supported laws had passed, and sixty-four 
LWV opposed laws had failed to pass” (155). Women’s presence in the legis-
lative branches and political parties also increased. As with the WILPF, the 
LWV faced a number of challenges: the difficulties and limitations of being 
non-partisan, a hostile political climate, and challenges from other women’s 
organizations.
 In her concluding chapter, Sharer considers what contemporary schol-
ars and teachers can learn from the struggles of the WILPF and the LWV. 
In the composition and/or service-learning classroom, the work done by the 
WILPF and the LWV’s offers us ways to re-imagine our composition courses, 
both in terms of the writing done in the classroom and our relationship with 
the surrounding community. The composition course, Sharer argues, should 
do more than produce “individual, competitive, academic writers.” Instead, 
the “practices of active citizenship” should be a significant objective of the 
composition course; the work of the WILPF and the LWV offer models for 
such citizenship. Our students would benefit from learning the many different 
rhetorical strategies used by these women in so many situations and genres.
 However, I found Sharer’s argument regarding them as a means of 
understanding the present most compelling. As Sharer notes, examining and 
understanding how politically disadvantaged groups organized and empower is 
significant in today’s political climate. These women are important for us—as 
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women, as activists, as historians, as rhetors—because they were politically 
disenfranchised, because they were disadvantaged, because they struggled to 
make their voices heard. We should learn from their successes and failures. 
Ultimately, both groups lacked enough political clout to make significant dif-
ferences. Neither the WILPF and the LWV had enough political representation 
to force their issues onto the national debate floor or impact significant, lasting 
change. Although members recognized their lack of representation, they were 
unable—or unwilling—to change this aspect of their organizations. 
 As someone who works with HIV positive women, formerly incarcer-
ated women, and women on welfare, I draw this lesson from Sharer’s book. We 
must never forget that we are addressing a larger audience. We must develop 
more effective ways of getting that audience to listen to us. We must get ac-
cess in order to change the system. Otherwise, we simply end up talking to 
ourselves. 

Little Rock, AR
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Personally Speaking: Experience as Evidence in Academic Discourse, by 
Candace Spigelman. Carbondale: Southern Illinois UP, 2004. 160 pages. 

Reviewed by Amy E. Robillard, Illinois State University

 I have struggled for years with the institutionalized binary separat-
ing the academic from the personal, and I struggled for days with first few 
lines of this review. I wanted to begin with a personal anecdote, as I have 
begun so many of my academic essays. I wanted to begin with an anecdote 
that would demonstrate that personal evidence can function rhetorically in 
academic discourse. But because I was trying so hard to find just the right 
piece of experiential evidence, the enterprise was perhaps doomed from the 
start. I could narrate a story from the first-year writing course that I’d framed 
around this very binary between the academic and the personal in 2003. I 
could tell the story of my being asked by a member of the profession to open 
an essay with something a bit more concrete, perhaps a personal anecdote, 
and my initial shock at the request—I’d always thought of my writing as so 
concrete, yet here I was being asked to be a bit less theoretical. While each 
of these experiential anecdotes concretizes the binary between the academic 
and the personal, none quite captured the point I wanted to open this review 
with: that the primary significance of Candace Spigelman’s new book is its 
insistence on separating the category of personal writing “from its status as 
an epistemological category” and reframing our disciplinary understanding 
of personal writing as “a rhetorically forceful construct” (30). 
 This is an important move because, as anybody with an interest in 
personal writing in composition knows intimately, the disciplinary discus-
sions of personal writing have become rather stagnant, mired in challenges 
to the autonomous, stable self. Spigelman provides an excellent review of 
the history of the debates in composition, the persistence of binaries such as 
objectivity/subjectivity, personal/social, narrative/argument, and mind/body in 
chapters 1 and 2. In chapter 1, “What Is Personal Academic Writing?” Spigel-
man introduces us to Michelle, a first-year student whose writing will frame 
this and the remaining chapters. Michelle’s writing comes to represent what 
Spigelman believes is a forcefully rhetorical use of experience as evidence in 
her writing. Particularly insightful in this first chapter is Spigelman’s obser-
vation that personal writing in writing classrooms remains controversial in 
large part “because those on either side of the debate aren’t answering each 
other’s questions but are instead passionately speaking past each other” (3). 
Spigelman sets herself the task of putting advocates and opponents of personal 
writing into conversation with one another. She understands her audience to 
include not just proponents of personal writing but groups on both sides of the 
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include not just proponents of personal writing but groups on both sides of the 
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spectrum, for each group can benefit from understanding the other’s position. 
For opponents of personal writing, Spigelman wants to legitimize its rhetorical 
force; for proponents of personal writing, she wants to expose “the scholarly 
and political complexities of experiential discourse” (3). Chapter 1 sets the stage 
for Spigelman’s interchangeable use of the terms personal writing, experien-
tial writing, and personal narrative (6) and the choice of the term “personal 
academic argument,” which can be understood as an argument that relies 
for evidence, at least in part, on the writer’s personal experience. Spigelman 
analyzes Lynn Worsham’s contribution to Feminism and Composition, “After 
Words: A Choice of Words Remains” as a particularly satisfying example of 
personal academic argument, yet Spigelman also recognizes that Worsham’s 
stature in the field contributes a good deal to her audience’s willingness to 
hear and trust her story. The one thing that both proponents and opponents of 
personal writing seem to agree on, Spigelman writes, is an “apprehension that 
disclosure of personal experience risks self-indulgence or exploitation” (17). 
And Worsham’s essay, along with Michelle’s developing essay, models the use 
of personal experience as evidence rather than as confession or catharsis. 
 This move away from an understanding of the personal as the confes-
sions of a coherent self and toward one of the personal as rhetorically forceful 
evidence is the subject of chapter 2, “The Personal Is Rhetorical.” Shifting 
personal writing from the category of epistemology to rhetoric allows Spigel-
man to provide an overview of the binaries that have shaped Western philo-
sophical thought and to argue for understanding how personal writing can 
function to effect social change (34). To demonstrate her claims, Spigelman 
examines a variety of texts, including Lillian Bridwell-Bowles’s “Freedom, 
Form, Function: Varieties of Academic Discourse”; Laurie Grobman’s “Just 
Multiculturalism”; an essay, written by a student named Devin, titled “Sub-
verting Ideologies and Understanding Racism”; and Alice Walker’s “Beyond 
the Peacock.” Each of these writers’ uses of personal writing demonstrates 
not their coherent, stable self, but their “biases, fragmentation, and subject-
construction” (51). These writers are using personal writing, in other words, 
to challenge the primary complaint opponents have voiced about personal 
writing. Spigelman closes the chapter and opens the next with more detailed 
analysis of the ways Michelle’s essay is evolving as she juxtaposes her own 
experience with that of Annie Dillard and Louise Erdrich. Spigelman observes 
that, ultimately, the challenge for proponents of personal writing is to address 
the question of “whether we are willing to allow the experiences of Dillard, 
Erdrich, and Michelle to coexist in the same essay on the same page” (56-7).
 In chapter 3, “Constructing Experience,” Spigelman once again 
draws on the work of a variety of both published and student writers in order 
to demonstrate the degree to which the very concept of personal experience 
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is a construct, dependent on an interplay of cultural, social, and political me-
diations. Experience is a made thing. It is not self-evident, unmediated truth. 
Understanding this can help both teachers and students approach the construct 
of personal experience as rhetorically purposeful rather than innocently ca-
thartic. Central to this project is Spigelman’s treatment of the question of tex-
tual “authenticity” or “truth.” Spigelman shifts this epistemological question 
once again to the question of the rhetorical effect of personal experience in an 
academic essay. This is not to say that the distinction between fact and fiction 
doesn’t matter. Rather, Spigelman argues that what matters is an understanding 
of the ethics of representations—for both writers and readers. 
 In chapter 4, “Valuing Personal Evidence,” Spigelman begins by sum-
moning the authority of Aristotle to argue that the personal “can make the 
kinds of logical arguments privileged by Aristotle and by many present-day 
academics” (84). While it may seem that Spigelman’s reliance on Aristotelian 
logic would contradict her central claims that personal experience can serve 
as rhetorically forceful evidence, Spigelman reminds us that Aristotelian logic 
was dependent on an understanding of the persuasive force of narrative. More 
significantly, Spigelman draws on the work of both Kenneth Burke and Walter 
Fisher to assert that the use of personal experience as evidence allows writers 
to frame their subject both narratively and deductively, a move which leads 
to what Spigelman calls “surplus,” a term she borrows from feminist theory. 
Surplus “helps to explain how the fusing of orientations promotes, for writers 
and readers, a more complicated process of meaning making” (92), and it is 
this complicated meaning-making process that simultaneously enriches our 
understanding of the function of personal experience and muddles discussions 
of how to evaluate students’ uses of personal experience. Spigelman reviews 
the relevant literature on the question of evaluation and argues that the most 
effective way to approach such evaluation is to interrogate the assumptions upon 
which the narrative relies. To demonstrate this approach, Spigelman analyzes 
the assumptions at work in two essays dependent on narrative: Ellen A. Laird’s 
“Daisies” and Raymond Carver’s “Creative Writing 101.” Spigelman’s analysis 
of these two essays is particularly persuasive for its insistence on considering 
each author’s assumptions both about writing pedagogy and about the effects 
of writing pedagogy on young writers. This analysis functions as evidence 
for her claim that the interrogation of assumptions is a sound approach to 
evaluating the use of personal experience at the same time that it demonstrates 
Spigelman’s fluency in pedagogical theory.
 In chapter 5, “Teaching Personal Academic Argument,” Spigelman 
provides concrete suggestions for two pedagogical approaches to including 
personal experience as evidence. The first approach involves teaching students 
to make personal essays serve the functions of academic argument by incorpo-
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rating “academic conventions of paraphrase and quotation” (113). The second 
approach involves teaching students to make academic essays more personal 
by considering the ways that their own experiences might complicate or enrich 
their claims. As she does in other chapters, Spigelman provides rich analyses 
of student writing at various stages. 
 Ultimately, the value of Spigelman’s work lies in her willingness to 
enact the kind of rich, detailed analysis that she advocates. Spigelman dem-
onstrates the persuasive force of personal experience by shifting the defensive 
discourse that has characterized composition studies’ discussions of the per-
sonal to a rhetorical discourse characterized by force and effect.

Normal, IL
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The Hope and the Legacy: The Past, Present and Future of “Students’ Right to Their Own 
Language ,” edited by Patrick Bruch and Richard Marback. Cresskill: Hampton Press, 2005. 267 
pages. 

Reviewed by Malkiel Choseed, University of Pittsburgh 

The Hope and the Legacy is an anthology of twenty-one essays that historically situate the 
“Student’s Right to Their Own Language” resolution (SRTOL) approved by the NCTE in 1974. As 
Bruch and Marback write in their introduction, they intend to “track the impact” of the statement over 
the past three and a half decades and anticipate its impact in the future ( vxvi). The statement 
affirms the responsibility of teachers of English to recognize and respect the diversity of dialects that 
students bring to the classroom while teaching edited American English. Present in this book, 
however, is a potentially productive tension between the chronicling and documenting of the past, 
represented in the first fourteen essays, and the hope for the future, represented in the final seven 
essays (in terms of page numbers, these two aspects of the book are roughly equivalent). I will 
address this tension by asking a question about audience. How could different readers, both those 
inside and outside of the conversation about SRTOL, use this book? 

This use is to a large extent determined by the books structure. The book is divided into four 
sections, which, while roughly chronological, are primarily organized by theme. Section 1, “The 
Context of ‘Students’ Right to Their Own Language,’” contains essays ranging from 1967 to 1972. 
These essays focus on the various responses to, and statements about, Black and working class 
dialects in the college classroom and the culture at large out of which the SRTOL formed (including 
the much read “The English Language is My Enemy” by Ossie Davis). Section 2, “Initial Responses,” 
is comprised of four essays originally published between 1974 and 1983. These essays focus on 
how the terms of SRTOL were interpreted by composition professionals and either put into practice 
or condemned. Section 3, “The Second Wave of Reflection and Engagement” consists of five essays 
written between 1979 and 1983, including essays by Gerald Graff and Geneva Smitherman. Four 
essays in this section, originally published in College English, are in direct conversation with one 
another. Here the reader sees a shift from a discussion focusing on socio-linguistics to one focusing 
explicitly on the political. Section 4, “The Lasting Legacy” contains seven essays—six of which were 
created especially for this volume—written by contemporary composition scholars who evaluate 
what the SRTOL can mean to writing teachers today. 

While historical, Bruch and Marback’s book is also a call to action to teachers of composition. The 
editors write, 

If we understand composition studies as work that brings teaching and research together in pursuit 
of a common good, then “Students’ Right” can stand as a reference point from which we measure 
practice. Returning to the resolution thus does more than clarify the trajectory of composition studies 
from the 1960s to today; it enables us to comprehend what is required of us to make good on our 
promise to contribute to the greater good. (xiii) 

The editors define the field of composition as inherently and inextricably bound up with issues of 
social justice. It is clear, then, that these editors want this book to dosomething. They want it to 
be used and not simply read. 

There are several potential uses for this volume. This book might be valuable for inclusion in a 
graduate seminar in composition or education, or as additional reading in a pedagogy seminar or 
teaching practicum. Explicitly situating this anthology in composition, Bruch and Marback seem to 
invite the former. The tension apparent in this book, however, is one which potentially limits its 



usefulness in a classroom environment. This tension is aptly identified by referring to the opening 
paragraph of one of the essays in section 4. Amy Hawkins begins “Negotiating the Right to Write” by 
recalling the first time she heard of SRTOL. She states “It was clear that I should already know what 
they were talking about. It was also clear to me that I was immediately shut out of the discussion” 
(161). What Hawkins wrote about her situation can be applied to this book. This volume as a whole 
assumes a particular knowledge of the field of composition as defined by the editors and the SRTOL 
(and some experience with linguistics would also be helpful). For example, I found it somewhat odd 
that they did not include a copy of the original 1972 CCCC statement or the official 1974 NCTE 
statement and/or the CCC special issue that elaborated on it. I myself had heard of the resolution 
but had never read it and had to search for a copy (easily available, I should add). It took some work 
on my part as a reader to be able to “join in” the conversation represented by this book. This tension, 
then, is one between who is invited into the conversation and who is excluded, between the “insider” 
and the “outsider.” Is this book intended for those already knowledgeable in this area, and, if so, why 
spend so much space historicizing and contextualizing the debate? Why not devote more space (or 
the whole volume for that matter) to contemporary essays exploring the “Hope” of and for SRTOL? 
Conversely, if the book is meant as an introduction, of sorts, to the issues raised by the resolution, 
why not include a copy, detailed description, or excerpts from the 1974 issue of CCC? 

Despite these questions, I think that the book has definite value as a work of historical synthesis and 
contextualization. Bruch and Marback have done an admirable job in sorting through more than thirty 
years’ worth of articles and documents from a wide array of sources. The book could be extremely 
valuable for those teaching or working in the history of composition. It contains not only a version of 
the history of the conversation around the SRTOL resolution and related issues, but it also offers a 
glimpse into the development of the composition as a field (its changing self-definition, concerns, 
areas of inquiry, and, to some extent, practices). This book could also be read as history of 
composition as told through the professional journals. 

This may be one reason why there is not a sustained discussion of classroom practices or direct 
engagement with student work in this collection. Bruch and Marback claim in their introduction that 
composition is special because it recognizes that teaching and research mutually inform one another 
and are inextricably bound together. The essays found in section 4, “The Lasting Legacy,” more than 
any other indicate how this might be done. All the essays in this section raise important points about 
SRTOL and ask important questions, but of the seven, only those by Schneider and Pennell 
explicitly take this up. They point toward the classroom, but they do not all explicitly address how 
one might enact these ideas or how students might respond to them. Given the subject matter, there 
is also a conspicuous lack of student voices in this text. I found myself wondering what the students, 
who are at the heart of these debates, have to say about it? This may or may not have been the goal 
of the individual authors, but, given the introduction to the book, I was expecting more of this kind of 
work. 

In terms of the implementation of these ideas, the book could really stand out. This book deals with 
challenging and complex issues, and perhaps that is the most productive way to see it: as a set of 
challenges. All teachers of composition are affected, whether they know it or not, by the issues 
addressed in SRTOL, if not by the actual document itself. The Hope and the Legacy foregrounds the 
importance of this document, the movement it represented, and what it could mean for the future. It 
can provide a language with which to name and discuss these issues. What is left is to figure out 
how an individual teacher or writing program could put into practice the ideas discussed in these 
essays. I would recommend this book for discussion groups (in or outside of a classroom context) 
organized around the practical aspects of the teaching of composition. Bruch and Marback’s 
collection, especially the essays in the last section which so aptly highlight the importance of SRTOL 
for composition teachers today, could admirably serve as starting points for groups of teachers 



(regardless of their level of experience) who are interested in translating theoretical and political 
concerns into actual classroom practices. 

Pittsburgh, PA 

Writing Environments, edited by Sidney Dobrin and Christopher Keller. Albany , State University of 
New York Press, 2005. 377 pages. 

Reviewed by Michelle Satterlee, University of Oregon 

The interviews of contemporary authors in Writing Environments examine how external 
environments influence language and composition for writers, scholars, teachers, and activists. The 
editors set forth to examine how place affects writing, and, in turn, how texts can construct places 
and environments. The collection explores the factors that contribute to both the distinctive genre of 
nature writing and the development of ecocomposition courses at universities. Sidney Dobrin and 
Christopher Keller conduct ten interviews of four women and six men. The interviews are followed by 
two critical commentaries by scholars not present during the actual interview. The writers and 
scholars who are interviewed include Annette Kolodny, Rick Bass, David Quammen, Janisse Ray, 
Max Oelschlaeger, Simon Ortiz, Scott Russell Sanders, Cheryll Glotfelty, Ann Zwinger, and E. O. 
Wilson. At the end of each interview section, the interviewee is afforded the opportunity to respond 
to the commentators in an effort to develop the conversation regarding the significance of 
environmental literature or nature writing in academia. The primary audience for the collection is 
composition scholars with an interest in nature writing, ecocriticism, or ecocomposition because 
each interview section raises pertinent issues and dilemmas within these overlapping fields. 

The introduction informs the reader that the interviews address the subject of how texts shape one’s 
understanding of a place or environment from a “slightly different angle and perspective” (2). The 
“unique structure and format” of the collection is attributed to the inclusion of two critical essays that 
review each interviewee’s answers, sometimes accompanied by the interviewee’s response to these 
comments, as well as the thematic range that covers topics such as composition theory, pedagogy, 
activism, science, philosophy, and indigenous rights (2). Including two critical reviews of the 
interview does extend the conversational points raised in the interview, but these reviews only 
interrogate the interviewee’s responses rather than the questions and structure of the interview itself, 
which might lend to a more fruitful engagement with composition theory and practice. And, although 
the editors strive to incorporate a “diverse range of voices,” 90% of interviewees and commentators 
are Euro-American and are regionally homogonous (30). 

Each interview is comprehensive and provides an in-depth look at the composition process of writers 
and scholars by focusing on the main question repeated in every interview, “Do the places in which 
you write affect how you write?” and by following larger philosophical issues raised during the 
interview (most of which were conducted over the telephone). A telling sign of the perplexing nature 
of the editor’s central question and purpose of the collection is that most interviewees had difficulty in 
understanding and responding to the question. However, this does not suggest that the interviews 
are not engaging. On the contrary, perhaps due to the notoriety of each interviewee or the ability of 
the interviewers to diverge from a formulaic template of questioning, each conversation raises 
interesting and occasionally provocative issues related to composition studies. 

Two engaging sections are the separate interviews with David Quammen and Cheryll Glotfelty. 
When asked how he thinks about the audience when writing, Quammen responds: “I’m thinking 
about a conversation in a quiet room. A room quiet enough for someone to be reading, but instead of 
one person reading there’s two people: a writer talking to a reader. And listening carefully—but in a 
sense always futilely—for the reader to say something back, for the reader to respond” (87). 
Quammen pinpoints with eloquence the intellectual discourse that occurs within a writer’s mind and 
the perceived relation with an imagined audience that every writer works with. 



One of the most invigorating discussions occurs with Cheryll Glotfelty who traces the history of 
ecocriticism (a field she helped form) and articulates tensions between academic institutions, 
scholars/teachers, and the creation of ecocomposition and ecoliterary courses. When asked how 
texts can “make a place,” Glotfelty replies: “It comes down to what is a place? . . . A place is a 
relationship of land and stories about the land. A place is a dynamic concept. Places are always 
being made. So, in that sense, I think these more classic texts certainly create place” (269). Glotfelty 
offers a succinct definition of place that was lacking from elsewhere in the collection, neither in the 
editors’ introduction nor in other interviews, yet crucial in any discussion of the theory, practice, and 
teaching of writing with an emphasis on the relation between language and natural environments. 

Although most interviews appear to have taken place as long as eight years ago, nearly causing the 
collection to feel out-of-date, each section contributes to the burgeoning discussions within the field 
of writing studies on the intersections of the natural environment, composition, and pedagogy. 

Eugene , OR 

 
Latino/a Discourses: On Language, Identity and Literacy Education, edited by Michelle Hall 
Kells, Valerie Balester, and Victor Villanueva. Portsmouth: Boynton/Cook, 2004. 160 pages. 

Reviewed by Rebecca Sailor Dawson, New Mexico State University 

Editors Michelle Hall Kells, Valerie M. Balester, Victor Villanueva, and their contributors are out on 
the dance floor. It’s a crowded, heated place, and the dancers can’t help but touch. In their new 
collection of essays, these editors borrow Carlos Vélez-Ibáñez’ term, “cultural bumping,” to describe 
their goal to “forg[e] a team out of colliding interests and common concerns [to find] ways to keep 
bumping across the distance of gender, race, space, culture, and language” (1). “The challenge we 
face,” they admit, “is that, while we are bumping into one another, we don’t body slam our students 
(5). 

Indeed, these essays bump into each other, both in subject and structure. Committed to hybridity, 
the organization is organic and the essays are diverse: some theoretical, some pedagogical, others 
methodological. Not only do these essays connect in their focus on linguistic diversity, classroom 
practices, and cultural theories, but they often combine genres as well. Latino/a Discourses gives us 
a glimpse of teachers, writers, and researchers who are continually mediating their own cultural 
identities and experiences with society and the academy. Because of this, many of the essays in this 
book are not only scholarly unfoldings that describe the mixing of various Latino cultures, but 
personal stories as well. As Diana Cardeñas aptly writes, in chapter 8, “I cannot separate my 
pedagogy from my personal odyssey” (121). In many ways, her statement summarizes this book. 
These essays are often telling multiple stories at once: revealing scholars, their scholarship, and the 
experiences that forged both. 

The challenges of togetherness and separation are a central concern of this text; essentializing 
notions are disregarded even as the authors here seek to define Latino/a discourses in the midst of 
the multitudes of representations that are available. Villanueva addresses this paradox of sameness-
difference in his afterword, asking the reader to “join . . . in that understanding, so that we might 
come together as one, despite our differences, which we also claim with pride, so that we can 
receive the respect and dignity that is our due” (143). The problem with definitions is immediately 
addressed in chapter 1, in Juan C. Guerra’s “Emerging Representations, Situated Literacies, and the 
Practice of Transcultural Repositioning,” an essay that combines the broad history of Latino/a culture 
with his own experiences with labels such as “puro chicano,” “hispano,” “latino,” “tejano,” “mexicano 
americano,” and/or “Hispanic” (7). Utilizing this early space to show the array of possible 
identifications, Guerra calls for a critical examination of “transcultural positioning,” a rhetorical 



practice that allows speakers to “move back and forth with each and comfort between and among 
different languages and dialects, different social classes, different cultural and artistic forms” (8). 
Critically engaged transcultural positioning, Guerra argues, “can open the door to different ways of 
seeing and thinking about the increasingly fluid and hybridized world that is emerging around us” (8). 
His essay serves as an excellent frame for Latino/a Discourses, establishing a history and theme 
from which other authors can embark. 

Thus begins chapter 2, where Michelle Hall Kells addresses multiple identities and language in 
“Understanding the Rhetorical Value of Tejano Codeswitching.” In it, she describes her position as a 
researcher in a focus group comprised of four bilingual Latino students seeking MAs in Spanish. 
Calling it “The Breakfast Club,” she catalogues students’ practice and attitudes toward Tex Mex, or 
Tejano—a hybrid of Texas English and Mexican Spanish. In her study, she finds codeswitching to be 
both a liberating and marginalizing rhetorical practice, “a symbol of marginality and alienation, a 
source of shame and ostracism.” “Yet,” she writes, “[it] can also operate as a sign of belonging and 
intimacy, a marker of social inclusion” (36). 

In chapter 3, Jaime Mejía, too, calls for examinations of diverse Latino/a discourses. He asks for 
critical pedagogies that “understand the robust dynamics of . . . hybrid rhetorical combination in 
countless discourses currently used throughout the Southwest and anywhere else Latinos/as find 
themselves situated” (52). His essay calls for better textbooks, instructor manuals, and classroom 
practices to help “languages(s), literature(s), and culture(s) . . . [to] be used as rhetorical bridges to 
enrich our lives” (52). This pragmatic approach is echoed in chapter 4, as Jon A. Yasin’s “Keepin’ It 
Real: Hip Hop and El Barrio” describes ways to incorporate hip hop culture into his classroom. He 
writes, “Hip hop functions as a discourse of resistance to the marginalization historically suffered by 
Black and Latino/a youths in the United States inside and outside the classroom” (58). 

Marginalization is also the subject of chapter 5, “Valerio’s Walls and the Rhetorics of the Everyday,” 
by Ralph Cintron. Here, he addresses exclusion in the story of a young boy who has been labeled 
“learning disabled,” discussing the reasons that Valerio is able to succeed in social discourse but 
seems to fail in academic dialogue. Utilizing the visual rhetoric of Valerio’s bedroom walls, covered 
with “a montage of posters, clippings, and mementos, a kind of fragmented discourse” (75), Cintron 
finds a place where the boy is able to create a different, subversive comment, “ that “magnified the 
social standings of those who seemed to have power and demeaned those who seemed to have 
less power” (83). In this space, Cintron sees an “imaginary life that flows through the greatest depths 
of reality” (83) and calls for more research in this area. 

Daniel Villa, too, addresses subversion in chapter 6, “No nos dejaremos: Writing in Spanish as an 
Act of Resistance.” Villa, an experienced Spanish instructor, notices links between first- and second-
language literacy in bilingual students. He shows us that “the boundaries between Spanish and 
English are more porous than we might think. Language leaks” (87). One of the best essays in the 
text, Villa’s piece establishes through case study that “first-language literacy is the strongest 
indicator of successful development of second-language literacy” (87). He urges language 
instructors to focus on encouraging literacy “behaviors,” in contrast to “skills” (93). Sarah Cortez, in 
chapter 7, further advances pedagogical strategies for literacy when describing her poetry course, 
titled “Visions of the City.” Emphasizing the importance of using Latino/a authors for Latino/a 
students and utilizing those texts to address the environment that surrounds them, she hopes her 
students will acknowledge “the cityscape as a legitimate source of poetic inspiration and a possible 
repository of the age-old values of wisdom, beauty, and truth” (96), and finds that through self-
identification students are able to articulate an authentic, personal, urban landscape. 

The final individual essay in the book is “Creating and Identity: Personal, Academic, and Civic 
Literacies,” in which Diana Cardeñas narrates her journey grappling with the meanings of being 
American and speaking English language in the academy. She again invokes the recurring theme of 



language, identity, and literacy education, neatly connecting and closing the series of essays. 
Cardeñas’s work makes a circle of the essays; her ending—a personal quest for identity—mirrors 
Guerra’s introduction. The circling device is repeated in the final commentary, a tertulia, an “informal 
gathering of intellectuals, a discussion of art, politics, literature—a circle of free-flowing wine and 
conversation, a Latino/a version of the French salon” (4). Comprised of Cecilia Rodríquez Milanés, 
Linda Flower, Beverly Moss, and Marco Portales, the commentary serves to both review the text and 
extend it, closing the circle and reopening it to others. 

I’m glad to be one of these others. Finding myself suddenly at a “Latino serving institution” on the 
U.S./Mexico border, I have scrambled for texts that might inform my pedagogy in a classroom that is 
majority Latino. Although it is a relatively short collection, Latino/a Discourses gives a reader a sense 
of broad exposure and perspective. It is efficient because of its ability to “multiply” itself—by 
combining personal narrative with scholarship; linking language, identity, and literacy education 
throughout; and finally, by using multiple approaches to theory, practice, research, and narrative. As 
a PhD student newly transplanted to the Southwest and a novice to Latino/a rhetoric, I was grateful 
to find a book that so effectively introduces Latino/a discourse. Since there is no time left for me to 
linger on the sidelines of the dance floor, since I, too, must get out and “bump,” I am thankful to 
have Latino/a Discourses as a partner. 

Las Cruces, NM 

 
Genre Across the Curriculum, edited by Anne Herrington and Charles Moran. Logan: Utah State 
University Press, 2005. 280 pages. 

Reviewed by Michael Charlton, University of Oklahoma 

Anne Herrington and Charles Moran’s recent anthology Genre Across the Curriculum follows 
contemporary work on the topic by resisting a narrow, static, and de-contextualized definition of 
genre which would consign it to an “empyrean of pure forms” or formulaic current-traditional models 
far removed from actual, real world writing situations (3). Instead, they insist that genre takes place 
in a specific nexus of student writers with previous personal and writing experiences, a changing 
disciplinary and institutional environment, and a classroom with distinct pedagogical goals and 
practices (15). This heavily contextualized definition of genre and genre knowledge is similar to 
Carol Berkenkotter and Thomas N. Huckin’s definition of genre knowledge as “an individual’s 
repertoire of situationally appropriate responses to recurrent situations,” stressing the importance of 
rhetorical awareness to generic writing, and follows the critical perspective that Amy J. Devitt has 
called the “reciprocal and dynamic” relationship between genres and specific writing situations, a 
move to demolish the harmful form/content binary by noting the ways in which situations can re-
define what is appropriate in a given genre (ix; 21). 

In trying to rescue the conception of genre as a pedagogical approach and practice from a rigidly 
constraining formalist approach, Herrington and Moran are following recent trends in composition-
rhetoric scholarship. What separates their anthology from much of the previous work in the field is 
their focus on a broad range of academic disciplines, institutions, and levels. Each essay in the 
anthology centers on teacher research and first-hand experience of specific classrooms, students, 
assignments, and genres in disciplines ranging from first-year composition to biology to history, 
though there are a few longitudinal studies of individual students or groups to complement the 
semester-based narratives. While several writers cite the influence of David R. Russell’s theoretical-
historical work with academic disciplines and the formation and teaching of genres, the primary 
orientation of the anthology is, in Herrington and Moran’s words, as a “textbook . . . for the teacher. . 
. . [T]he teacher will find models of practice, descriptions of the practice of other teachers who have 



integrated the teaching of genre into their pedagogy in ways that both support and empower the 
student writer” (15). 

Apart from the editors’ contextualizing essays at the beginning and end of the anthology, there is 
little overt focus on contemporary genre theory as a specific, evolving movement within composition; 
given the emphasis placed on carefully situating genres within contexts and personal histories in the 
editors’ initial definitions, this lack of historicization seems problematic. Also, despite the title, there is 
little emphasis placed on the type of contemporary writing-across-the-curriculum projects Russell 
defined, which are “attempting to develop new traditions of inquiry into writing and its pedagogy that 
examine the structure of academia’s divisions and the ways that students and faculty may learn to 
travel among them” (299). While the “models of practice” provided by Herrington and Moran may 
prove useful to readers who teach the same subjects and genres, there is limited discussion within 
the individual essays about the rhetorical skills of “reading” or “situating” genre which might help a 
teacher or a student to translate these skills to another context or discipline. Perhaps, given the 
noted reaction against de-contextualized forms and a common complaint about the “carbon-copy” 
sameness of much student writing, it would be hard to incorporate a discussion of “traveling” across 
disciplines without lapsing into out-moded, cookie-cutter models of composition which attempt to 
impose uniformity on differing rhetorical situations (Kynard 128). Still, those looking for a more 
theoretical discussion of implementing genre-based writing-across-the-curriculum initiatives may be 
disappointed with this anthology’s somewhat narrower focus on individual, classroom and discipline-
specific models. 

The first selection of essays, “Genre Across the Curriculum: General Education and Courses for 
Majors,” most clearly reflects the editors’ focus on the teaching and practice of genres within 
different disciplines and institutions. Elizabeth A. Petroff discusses her experiences teaching a 
general education humanities course in which students read autobiographies by historically and/or 
culturally marginalized figures such as Harriet Jacobs and Frederick Douglass before embarking on 
their own “spiritual autobiographies.” Like many of the essays anthologized here, Petroff’s begins by 
explicitly naming her institution, the purpose of her class, her definition of the genre being 
approached, and her goals for the students writing these autobiographies; also like many of the 
other essays, Petroff includes helpful appendices in which she provides actual assignment sheets, 
exam questions, and questions for self-evaluation. There are, of course, strengths and weaknesses 
to this basic model. While Petroff, like most of the essayists, is highly specific about the common 
problems encountered by students tackling this specific genre and her strategies for overcoming 
these problems, there is little discussion about how or whether students are truly engaged in 
meaningful genre construction or are simply passively accepting the forms given to them. She is 
more explicit than most of the essayists in stressing what she sees as the empowering ends of 
practicing this genre (including student responses to their compositional experiences) but does not 
clearly delineate how this approach to genre may differ from other pedagogical approaches. 

Anne Beaufort and John A. Williams’ entry differs from most of the other essays by focusing not on a 
single classroom but on the longitudinal study of a student writer in a specific discipline throughout 
the course of his college career; it does not provide a pedagogical model but rather articulates a 
conclusion that many student writers are evaluated based on genres that they are never explicitly 
taught. Unlike most other essayists, who stress their direct and individual teaching of specified 
genres, Beaufort and Williams conclude that teachers are not doing enough to teach the genres that 
frame their disciplines and inform grading, whether they are consciously aware of it or not. This gap 
between instructors’ tacit awareness of generic guidelines and their instructions to students on how 
to understand these genres reappears in Mary Soliday’s essay, which tracks instructional directions 
and responses in a general-education science class. Helping both instructors and students to 
understand and articulate generic guidelines—including how the class’s specific genre might differ 
from other writing they have done—is the center of Anne Ellen Geller’s teaching narrative, which 



concludes the anthology’s first part by discussing the genre of mini-reviews and writing workshops in 
a biology class. What these essays help to stress is the presence of genre in all academic 
disciplines, along with the instructor’s need to examine his or her own unspoken assumptions about 
what “good” writing looks like in his or her own genres. 

The book’s second section, titled “Genres in First-Year Writing Courses,” departs somewhat from the 
broader disciplinary base of the first section to address students being introduced to academic 
writing genres. Rochelle Kapp and Bongi Bangeni discuss an academic writing program for entering 
ESL students in the humanities, which seeks to connect personal experience with larger social 
issues and concepts while exploring the writing process. Carmen Kynard recounts her personal 
experiences with two particularly resistant student writers challenged by the genre of the research 
paper. Shane Peagler and Kathleen Blake Yancey use their classroom history teaching the resume 
as a genre to explore the social and rhetorical situations which students need to examine in order to 
construct a resume. While this section is somewhat more limited in scope, the essayists take the 
same “teacher research” approach while more explicitly naming the perceived differences between 
generic pedagogy and other conceptions/movements of teaching writing. 

The book’s third and final section, titled “Mixing Media, Evolving Genres,” focuses on the same type 
of multi-modal communication discussed by scholars such as Gunther Kress. Curiously, this shift in 
focus towards genres emerging from the intersection of writing technologies and away from 
traditional, paper-based composition is not one situated or theorized by the editors’ opening essay 
and may seem slightly detached from the first two sections of the anthology. The question of how the 
pedagogical approach to multi-modal genres might differ from the more traditional, text-based 
pedagogy of the previous essayists is also not systematically answered. However, there are some 
thoughtful personal narratives about the difficulties of approaching multi-modality in Chris M. Anson, 
Deanna P. Dannels, and Karen St. Clair’s essay on a psychology course, Mike Edwards and Heidi 
McKee’s essay on first-year composition, and Mike Palmquist’s profiles of six student writers from 
differing disciplines and levels. 

Despite the shift in focus from section to section and several unanswered questions concerning the 
value and problems of genre as a pedagogical approach, Herrington and Moran’s anthology has 
much to offer a reader more interested in direct models of classroom experience than in highly 
theorized discussions of composition scholarship. Many of the essays offer detailed individual 
feedback about the issues involved with a generic approach and come equipped with helpful 
assignment sheets and reflections on objectives, evaluations, and assessment. Those interested in 
a more theoretical discussion might reference Berkenkotter and Huckin, Devitt, or even Russell as a 
supplement to this “textbook” anthology. 

Norman, OK 
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Second Language Writing Research: Perspectives on the Process of Knowledge 
Construction, edited by Paul Kei Matsuda and Tony Silva. Mahwah: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 
2005. 272 pages. 

Reviewed by Subarna Banerjee, Temple University 

 Second language Writing Research: Perspectives on the Process of Knowledge Construction is one 
of the first edited collections treating methodological issues pertaining to research in second 
language writing. This volume of sixteen original chapters seeks to provide an explanation about the 
complex nature of knowledge construction in second language (L2) writing practices. While covering 
topics with ardor and precision, the contributors clearly maintain the mission of the Second 
Language Writing Symposium, which is to promote the disciplinary status of this body of scholarship. 
Needless to say, this volume also conforms with the two previous collections from the symposium 
edited by the same authors: Landmark Essays on ESL Writing (2001) and On Second language 
Writing (2001). The targeted audiences of this volume are graduate students in TESOL and applied 
linguistics and L2 writing practitioners aspiring to extend their knowledge on specific methodological 
aspects. To master methodological expertise, novice researchers often rely on research insights 
from applied linguistics or composition studies—and often do not acknowledge that research insights 
are not necessarily transferable. This volume attempts to obviate such an impression and to show 
that with the development of this field of inquiry, potential researchers need to acquire more 
sophisticated means of negotiating theoretical and practical perspectives. 

Each of the sixteen chapters is organized under four sections. Section 1, “Research as Situated 
Knowledge” is comprised of three chapters that conceptualize philosophical, narrative and historical 
undercurrents in the field. In chapter 1 ,“On the Philosophical Bases of Inquiry in Second language 
Writing: Metaphysics, Inquiry Paradigms and the Intellectual Zeitgeist,” Tony Silva proposes the 
concept of humble pragmatic rationalism (HPR) as a multimodal and hermeneutic inquiry having the 
potential to “generate viable theories of complex phenomena” and to address real-world problems 
and concerns (9). In chapter 2, “Uses of Narrative in L2 Writing Research” Christine Pearson 
Cassanave examines the use of narratives in L2 writing research from five perspectives: scholars 
constructing metadisciplinary and pedagogical narratives; narrative inquiry as a research approach, 
including analysis of published autobiographies; experiential narratives and interview-based case 
studies of multicultural writers; researchers constructing narratives in their own research reports; and 
narratives used as data. Finally, in chapter 3, “Historical Inquiry in Second language Writing,” Paul 
Kei Matsuda extends the metaphor of the “disciplinary division of labor” (from his 1999 “Composition 
Studies and ESL Writing”inCCC). Here he lays out his own historical study as an example of a 
metadisciplinary historiography to answer questions left unanswered in the earlier study. Although 
historical inquiry may not have a direct bearing upon the teaching and learning of writing, it allows 
scholars to identify and construct narratives of the field, a point addressed by Cassanave in the 
previous chapter. These philosophical, narrative and historical paradigms lay out a broad, 
overarching framework for understanding methodological aspects that each subsequent chapter 
focuses on. 

Section 2, “Conceptualizing L2 Writing Research,” features six chapters that deal with qualitative, 
quantitative, and multimodal approaches to L2 writing research. In chapter 4, “Situated Qualitative 
Research and Second Language Writing,” Dwight Atkinson asserts that all qualitative approaches to 
writing research should involve questioning and a “constant sensitivity to blind spots, weaknesses 
and changing conditions affecting ecological validity and viability” (49). Atkinson shares two interview 
segments from an ethnographic study conducted in an Indian academic context to elucidate the kind 
of questioning he believes every research activity should strive for. In chapter 5, “A Multimodal 
Approach to Research Into Processes of Scholarly Writing for Publication,” John Flowerdew 
discusses a multimodal study organized around four types of investigative goals: attitudes and 
perceptions, processing strategies, texts, and peer evaluation. Flowerdew shows how a problem 



pertaining to applied linguistic (such as non-native English speaking scholars on the periphery 
writing for publication in international journals) can be investigated by adopting a range of qualitative 
and quantitative approaches. In chapter 6, “Hypothesis Generation and Hypothesis Testing: Two 
Complementary Studies of EFL Writing processes,” Miyuki Sasaki discusses two related longitudinal 
quantitative studies, one a hypothesis-generating exploratory study and the other a hypothesis-
testing confirmatory study, that provide insight into the composing processes of expert, skilled, and 
less-skilled Japanese L2 writers. In chapter 7, “Talking about Writing: Cross-Modality Research and 
Second language Speaking/Writing Connections,” Robert Weissberg discusses cross-modality 
research pertaining to the role of oral language in understanding L2 written discourse. Accordingly, 
Weissberg confirms that sociocultural theory offers a legitimate foundation for understanding written 
prose by allowing researchers to reassess methodological dimensions and choose better oral 
samples and units of analysis. In chapter 8, “Researching Teacher Evaluation of Second Language 
Writing via Prototype Theory,” Richard Haswell questions the implementation of conceptual 
categories in evaluating L1 and L2 writing. Haswell claims that unlike classical categorization that 
cannot explain how people categorize, prototypical categorization has more profound implications for 
L2 writing traits. In chapter 9, “Composing Culture in a Fragmented World: The Issue of 
Representation in Cross-Cultural Research,” Xiaoming Li delves into the issues of contrastive 
rhetoric and representation of culture in L2 writing, an area that is still contested. 

 What stands out in these chapters are the dilemmas and risks that a researcher undertakes while 
venturing in unknown zones. The message is that research in written discourse is painstaking and 
such tasks need to be tackled with rigor. In recommending “built in” reflexivity and groundedness in 
all research endeavors, both Atkinson and Haswell ask us to approach oral and written data with 
caution and keep analytical categories open to multiple interpretations. In depicting their unique 
experiences, the contributors in this section refrain from giving the impression of a finished and 
sophisticated product that has transcended the writer’s dilemmas. For instance, in chapter 5, 
Flowerdew reveals that one set of data has not been analyzed during the publication of his chapter. 

Section 3, “Collecting and Analyzing Data,” features five chapters that allow a glimpse into the 
messy areas of collecting, coding, and analyzing data. In chapter 10, “Qualitative Research as 
Heuristic: Investigating Documentation Practices in a Medical Setting,” Susan Parks discusses her 
own study in a nurses’ training program in relation to three crucial issues of ethnographic design: 
namely, the emergent design of such studies, the representativeness of data and researcher stance, 
and the role of theory. In chapter 11, “Mucking Around in the Lives of others: Reflections on 
Qualitative Research,” Linda Lonon Blanton draws on her experiences and evokes a note of caution 
to researchers about selecting research participants. She also discusses the aspects of researcher-
participant relationship and its ramifications in a situation where participants are not able to cope 
with academic requirements. In chapter 12, “Coding Data in Qualitative Research on L2 Writing: 
Issues and Implications,” Coleen Brice clarifies some practical issues regarding coding data, such as 
deciding on a unit of analysis, segmenting transcriptions, developing a coding scheme, and 
establishing its reliability with a second coder. In chapter 13, “Digging Up Texts and Transcripts: 
Confessions of a Discourse Analyst,” Ken Hyland sheds new light on the use of corpus linguistics in 
aiding L2 writing research. In chapter 14, “Using Concurrent Protocols to Explore L2 Writing 
Processes: Methodological Issues in the Collection and Analysis of Data,” Rosa M. Manchon, Liz 
Murphy, and Julio Roca de Larios discuss the efficacy of concurrent protocols in exploring cognitive 
processes in L2 writing. In chapter 15, “Taking on English Writing in a Bilingual Program: Revisiting, 
Reexamining, Reconceptualizing the data,” Sarah Huddleson demonstrates ways in which the same 
set of data can be examined by multiple angles to provide a more profound understanding of L2 
writing activities. 

In conformity with section 2, section 3 once again invokes the dilemmas and frustrations that 
scholars encounter in making choices over analytical tools and the various nuances of their projects. 



For instance, Coleen Brice reveals her dilemma over having to decide on assigning single or multiple 
categories to overlapping codes for the data. Finally, section 4 through a single chapter puts second 
language writing research into perspective. In chapter 16, “Tricks of the Trade: The Nuts and Bolts of 
L2 Writing Research,” Dana Ferris discusses issues faced by researchers in setting up solid L2 
writing programs. 

Together the contributors accomplish a sophisticated task of offering insight into research methods 
in L2 writing. I call it sophisticated not because the researchers came out with flying colors in the 
projects they were engaged in but because of the confidence with which they reveal their struggles 
and even their failures. This volume is unique because of two particular reasons. First, it is the only 
comprehensive collection that focuses only on research methods in L2 writing, a sure indication that 
second language writing has successfully emerged as a legitimate field of inquiry in its own right. 
Second, the researchers bring in their own experiences while depicting their projects. This volume 
indeed is a valuable resource in the field of second language writing. 

Philadelphia , PA 
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Radical Feminism, Writing, and Critical Agency: from Manifesto to Modem , by Jacqueline 
Rhodes. Albany: SUNY Press, 2005. 130 pages. 

Reviewed by Lisa S. Mastrangelo, The College of St. Elizabeth 

In Radical Feminism, Writing, and Critical Agency: from Manifesto to Modem, Jacqueline Rhodes 
explores the intersections of radical feminism, writing, and radical feminist notions of critical agency. 
She accomplishes this through two little-explored venues for text: the radical feminist manifestos of 
the 1960s and 1970s and current feminist websites. In an attempt to move away from describing the 
radical feminist movement into any kind of cohesive whole, Rhodes instead explores the messy, 
fractious, multi-faceted work of the movement and of many of its different components. She also 
explores the intersections of theory and practice, reminding readers that the radical feminist 
movement was one of action, and it is only through its co-option into the writing classroom that it has 
lost this and become largely theoretical. Through her work, Rhodes offers a history of textual 
construction that has largely been ignored because the texts produced did not and do not fit into 
already constructed historical models. Instead, they were and are fluid, shifting, often temporary 
works that were often the result of and the impetus for action. Finally, Rhodes notes that 
compositionists can learn much through these models that will help redefine and recreate an active, 
participatory writing classroom. 

Rhodes begins Radical Feminism with a re-visioning of the history of radical feminism as it has been 
presented through composition studies. She begins by discussing the lineage that has resulted in 
current views of radical feminism and textual production. As Rhodes points out, the texts that 
composition historians most commonly associate with radical feminism derive their feminism from 
such cultural/liberal texts as Nancy Chodorow’sThe Reproduction of Mothering, Carol Gilligan’s In a 
Different Voice, and Mary Belenky et al.’s Women’s Ways of Knowing. Rhodes then presents key 



works that have become associated with radical feminism and linked to composition studies: Cynthia 
Caywood and Gillian Overing’s edited collection Teaching Writing: Pedagogy, Gender, and Equity, 
and Elizabeth Flynn’s article “Composing as a Woman.” These works in turn influenced such texts 
as Louise Wetherbee Phelps and Janet Emig’sFeminine Principles and Women’s Experience and 
Susan Jarratt and Lynn Worsham’sFeminism and Composition Studies. But as Rhodes points out, 
the lineage for all of these works includes a very neatly packaged, essentialized view of women and 
of “process,” emphasizing the collaborative and cooperative over the competitive and erasing 
difference. Current histories of radical feminism, according to Rhodes, focus too narrowly on cultural 
feminism—the desire/need to emulate “feminine” traits and values, excluding a messier and more 
contentious reality. As a result, an essentialized history continues to both define the ways we think 
about the relationship between composition and feminism, and exclude radical feminist texts which 
don’t fit this model. 

In chapter 2, Rhodes’s history of the production of radical feminist texts, however, points out that the 
radical feminist rap groups (now famous gatherings held in order to discuss issues and concerns) 
often did not operate on such an egalitarian model. Rather than operating from consensus, many 
operated on highly agonistic models, eschewed disruption, interruption, and confrontation, and had 
political action as a primary goal. The texts produced as a result of these models were temporary 
and aimed toward creating a place for women to disrupt patriarchal systems and practices. Textual 
production was often the result of frustration and the need for action. Publications such as those 
produced by WITCH (the Women’s International Terrorist Conspiracy from Hell), Cell 16, New York 
Radical Feminists, and the Redstockings, as well as particular publications like the radical 
newspaper Rat and Valerie Solanas’sSCUM Manifesto all exemplify the diversity of views and even 
textual modes within the movement. Rhodes notes that all of the texts produced were distributed 
through a variety of methods, including on the street, through the mail, and sometimes by 
subscription. They were often collaboratively written and published under pseudonyms or 
anonymously. Between 1968 and 1971, with the growth of the radical feminist movement, feminist 
newsletters, magazines, and newspapers increased from two to sixty. Ironically, as Rhodes notes, 
the death of these publications coincided with the mainstream publication of many radical texts by 
established presses. 

In chapter 3, Rhodes moves her discussion of alternative texts to hypertext and its relationship to 
radical feminist discourse. While Rhodes notes that on-line texts and the manifestos are not 
identical, they do share similar characteristics, including offering both fluid and fixed text, 
collaborative possibilities, temporality of position, diffusely structured documents, non-linear, non-
hierarchical forms, and a mix of the personal and larger calls to action. Rhodes notes that feminist 
discussions of on-line texts have also suffered from cultural/liberal readings and typically discuss 
“safe spaces” and women’s roles on-line rather than seeing the radical potential for textual 
production. Successful radical hyper-text publications, however, are not just print-based texts posted 
in an on-line medium. Rather, Rhodes points out that successful radical feminist texts on-line offer 
spaces for discussion and deliberation, have open feedback forums for reader input, and offer a 
network for textual action through web rings and links. These web rings and links in particular offer a 
network for textual action in much the same way that networked groups and publications did for 
second-wave feminists. Throughout her discussion, Rhodes focuses on two websites: Mimi 
Nguyen’s Exoticize This! And Susana L. Gallardo’s Making Face, Making Soul: A Chicana Feminist 
Homepage. Nguyen’s site is now referred to as Exoticize My Fist and is hosted by a group 
identifying themselves as Asian Pacific Americans, and Making Face, Making Soul is still easily 
accessible. Both sites continue to offer the kinds of hypertextual interplay and radical potential that 
Rhodes discusses in her text. 

Finally, in her work Rhodes offers theoretical discussions of the ways in which radical textuality can 
be used effectively in the classroom to offer students the chance to gain agency and develop 



community, to see themselves as part of a network of selves and texts that can constantly be 
rewritten, and to offer a temporary (although fictionalized) stability. Rhodes advocates a cultural 
studies model that does not look at textual production and the writing classroom through the lens of 
“women’s ways of knowing,” but rather encourages students to focus on personal engagement and 
collective agency in ways that validate personal experience but don’t erase difference. Using cultural 
studies can give instructors the most effective models to work with because it focuses on the ways in 
which self is contextualized within power structures, and asks both students and teachers to critique 
their subject positions within those structures. Ideally, doing so can help students to understand and 
use their situatedness in a participatory space that values both text and lived experience. Students 
using hypertext in particular also have to negotiate issues of audience in real rather than theoretical 
ways, developing an understanding of their goals and the rhetorical impact of their discourse. As 
Rhodes is well aware, such a model also may require teachers to rethink our notions of what is 
acceptable academic “text.” While seemingly “alternative” forms of discourse, web pages still require 
students to structure mini-arguments and negotiate differing rhetorical situations for live audiences. 
Finally, Rhodes notes that teachers need to work to make the personal political and textual but also 
explore the spaces “between—between personal and political, resistance and authority, private and 
public, text and network, writer and reader—in which textual subjectivity is possible” (94). 

As a self-defined composition historian, I found Rhodes’s discussion of the radical feminist 
manifestos particularly engaging and useful for complicating and thickening our current histories. I 
was fascinated by her descriptions of the manifestos and the hypertext sites and pleased to see two 
rarely explored areas brought to light. I was also engaged by her discussion of the connections 
between such manifestos and the hypertext documents she examined. While it would not have 
occurred to me to link the two, Rhodes convincingly establishes many connections and 
demonstrates the lessons we can learn from both types of text. While I was able to access the 
hypertext documents, I was only sorry that there was no space in this volume to include excerpts or 
full text reproductions of some of the actual manifestos that Rhodes examined. 

Aside from my own interests, Rhodes’s text is of interest to compositionists on many levels. First, 
those who study the history of composition will certainly be interested in the historical documents 
that Rhodes discusses. As well, those interested in the intersections between composition and 
feminism will find Rhodes’ rethinking of radical feminism and its potential impact on textual 
production innovative and fresh. For those of us who struggle to use feminist pedagogy in the 
classroom, Rhodes’s redefinitions of agency and collaboration offer new possibilities for teaching 
writing. Those who study computers and composition will also find a new reading of the potential 
relationship between readers and texts. Overall, Rhodes’s volume illustrates the dangers of creating 
a history based on exclusion and codification of the experiences and documents of the past. In re-
reading this history, she has been able to offer a new model for compositionists to envision both a 
past and a future of textual production. 

Morristown , NJ 
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Self Development and College Writing, by Nick Tingle. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University 
Press, 2004. 144 pages. 

Reviewed by Patti Hanlon-Baker, Stanford University 

Light bulb moments—the moments when students grasp new ideas, grasp what we’re saying about 
their writing, grasp that they have something important to say, and grasp the various ways of saying 
it for an intended audience. What is important to teachers in these moments is that students are 
making steps toward intellectual progress and these moves can be seen in their writing. For 
students, what is important about light bulb moments is that they sense something has progressed in 
their intellectual growth—even if they can’t determine exactly what. As compositionists, we are privy 
to seeing such transitions in student learning, especially through their writing, and our work is geared 
toward promoting them. Nick Tingle, in Self-Development and College Writing,begins with a version 
of such a moment as a launching point for his argument. 
 
Tingle’s chapters are involved, his points layered and complex, and are due a discussion broader 
than this brief review will allow. In general, Tingle explains how psychoanalytic pedagogy (grounded 
in psychoanalytic theory) better allows us to guide intellectual development that post-secondary 
studies require. He begins his text with a review of psychoanalytic and developmental theories that 
explain how intellectual transitions occur, then he applies those theories to building a psychoanalytic 
writing pedagogy. Using examples of student writing developed from his course assignments, Tingle 
advocates for a theoretical stance and instructional strategies designed to help students experience 
light bulb moments, provoking larger intellectual transitions. His examples help to remind us—
whether in our hallway conversations when we lament about the messiness of student work or 
moments of frustration when we respond to student papers—that we need to be sensitive to the 
intellectual hills that students climb as they progress through course work. His text serves as a 
reminder that messiness is normal as students move through steep learning curves. 
 
Tingle asserts in chapter one, “Psychoanalysis and Development,” that “[l]earning to master 
academic writing is not simply a matter of mastering conventions but of actually changing in a basic 
way one’s ideology of self” (20). Thus the writing classroom can act “as transitional space” for 
students as they make the developmental move from third order consciousness to the fourth. 
Relying on Robert Kegan’s work, Tingle explains that the third order of consciousness is the level in 
which individuals can identify their social roles and view these roles as definitions of selves; the 
fourth order of consciousness requires individuals to recognize themselves as “different or distinct 
from its various social and empirical relations” (17). Tingle explains that the moments when students 



are faced with destabilizing forces, they have great potential to develop intellectually as these 
moments require students to negotiate social roles, ideas, experience, and words from a more 
complex perspective not easily understood based on previous definitions of self and their prior 
contexts. 
 
In chapter two, “Academic Writing, Destabilization, and Extrospection,” Tingle examines how a 
sample writing assignment demonstrates the theory he advocates. He begins the chapter by 
asserting that the writing class should have readings “that could be defined as academic” (43), then 
he leads readers understanding student responses to assigned course readings. Students often 
claim to dislike course texts and/or not agree because writers’ points are “overgeneralizations.” 
Tingle believes that “[w]hen students criticize something as an ‘overgeneralization,’ they are 
registering an epistemological, not a moral, complaint” (43). As student read and write about ideas 
for the first time, they are forced to come to “know something about their relationship with the world . 
. . realize that something significant has just happened to them” (58)—they experience 
destabilization forces. Indications of such destabilizations can be seen in what students critique in 
course texts. What confounds students as readers may be central to our purposes for assigning 
such texts, as they are meant to provoke a more transparent analysis of rhetorical, structural, or 
other elements that we intend to use to guide students to ever more complex understanding and skill 
as readers and writers. Confounding moments can lead—with effective pedagogy—to light bulb 
moments. The problem with the “craft approach,” according to Tingle, is that often teachers focus on 
unclear theses or obvious, clichéd points students make and miss the indicators of intellectual 
destabilization that can be used to work towards a transition from third order consciousness to fourth 
order. Tingle believes we need to attend better to these moments and provide writing opportunities 
and responses that allow students to negotiate their destabilization, those moments when they “call 
into question and loosen their narcissistically informed allegiances to certain ideals, values, beliefs, 
and conceptions” (75). 
 
In chapter three, “Theory, Selfobjects, and Falseness,” he uses Donna Qualley’s Turns of 
Thought and David Bartholomae’s “Inventing the University” to consider writing teachers’ use of 
theory and what the “writing class as transitional environment” might offer the writing teacher. Before 
reviewing their work, he discusses views on what drives teachers to teach—the what we do, why we 
do, and the what it could look like given more overt attention to our pedagogies. He uses this section 
to explain two positions writing instructors might slip into as they face students who just don’t seem 
to understand readings, concepts, or course discussions. The first as Tingle defines it is “the moral 
position [. . .] feeling that one is more valuable or, in some way, morally superior to one’s students [. . 
.]. The second position I call the amoral or realist position [. . .] asserts itself not as what ought to be 
but simply as what is” (82). Tingle explores Qualley’s argument that one must abandon one’s own 
voice to take on an academic voice as an example of the first position. Then, he describes 
Bartholomae’s point, that one must become someone else in order to take on this voice, as an 
example of the second position. Tingle argues against both positions, though recognizes why they 
might explain the approach to academic voice as they do, and suggests that in the writing classroom 
that relies on psychoanalytic pedagogy, instructors can recognize and appreciate the psychological 
effects of negotiating complex approaches to intellectual discussions for students as well as our own 
reasons for clinging to particular theoretical approaches. 
 
In chapter four, “The Transitional Environment and Intersubjectivity,” Tingle provides a complete 
example of a student’s response to a combined reading and writing assignment in order to 
demonstrate a student’s step toward the fourth order of consciousness. The example serves to show 
that the student, although not completely consciously, begins to understand an issue from a more 
complex perspective. Tingle uses the example to demonstrate how, and his pedagogical choices are 
based on student work. He builds a case for an increased awareness of what we do and how those 



choices can influence the intellectual development he explains in earlier chapters. In the final section 
of the chapter, he makes an argument for allowing students to use the first-person “I” in writing; he 
argues that he is not proposing that students write “expressively” or “from personal experience” but 
instead encourages them to “read academic materials and to write about them from their particular 
‘I-position,’ whatever that might be” (145). Earlier in the chapter he discusses that students see 
critiquing the text as sometimes critiquing the teacher. Tingle suggests revealing to students our 
reasons behind our choices, our changing relationships with texts, to help them identify their own 
changing relationships; such pedagogical transparency is important to his theory as it demonstrates 
for students what he is asking them to do in “I-position” writing. He also suggests that instructional 
transparency and I-position writing provides opportunities for intellectual advancement. 

In many ways I agree with Tingle. The university, specifically the writing classroom, provides a 
context for students to explore what they think about new ideas, work toward intellectual progress. I 
agree that providing them opportunities to write through the questions/problems they have with texts 
makes sense. Short assignments, informal responses (homework or in class) that take the form of “I-
writing” can help them move to more complicated analyses and arguments about ideas. But I’m left 
with questions about how well prepared most of us are to work from a psychoanalytic approach or 
even that it is a desirable approach for a composition classroom all of the time. I think students need 
to do more than investigate their responses to ideas. I think a rhetorical approach to the writing 
classroom can consider students response—even from a psychoanalytic view—and help students 
examine texts asking questions: Who is this written for? What effect is the writer hoping to have? 
What sorts of evidence is the writer using? Why this form of organization? These questions can also 
help students consider their own responses to texts and ask questions about how they are 
responding. While we have to acknowledge that the intellectual moves we are asking students to 
make are destabilizing, that these moves lead to messy writing, and that the writing classroom can 
be a transitional space, it is a course in writing. I don’t believe we can teach them to write for every 
discipline, at every level, but we can help them ask questions about how writing is put together, and I 
believe these questions can help them understand their own, and others, responses to texts and 
ideas. We can encounter those light bulb moments through various routes. 
 
Tingle’s major contribution to the field is a reminder to us that very often what we ask students to do 
is quite simply, intellectually and emotionally challenging and that their responses reveal much about 
where they are intellectually—and finally, that our frustration with their responses reveals a lot about 
where we are intellectually and emotionally. It is the intersection of these points that Tingle is asking 
writing teachers to reflect upon. 

Stanford, CA 
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